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SYNOPSIS

The purpose of this thesis was to develop a portable, stand

alone building acoustics measuring instrument that would

replace the existing equipment used. The existing equipment

consisted of a number of instruments making it bulky and

time-consuming to operate. The proposed Building Acoustics

Analyser (BAA) was to incorporate all the existing equipment

into a single computer-controlled instrument. It was

anticipated that the completed instrument would increase the

speed of measurements and improve the accuracy of the

results.

A sound generating section and a sound measuring section of

modular design were combined in the BAA. These sections

consisted of analog cicuitry that performed all the analog

processing and was controlled by digital circuitry. The

analog signals were converted to digital format and

interfaced to a computer and software package. This enabled

measurements to be performed automatically and the data to

be stored in memory for further processing.

Tests performed on and with the BAA showed that the

instrument conformed to all the applicable standards and

specifications. The BAA reduced measurement time by about 75

percent and the results proved to be more accurate than the

traditional methods. The BAA, because of its modular design,

also offers the ability of being modified to perform other

types of sound analysis.
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NOMENCLATURE

(a) V = volume of room, (meters cubed)

(b) S = surface area of material, (meters squared)

(c) c = speed of sound, (meters per sec)

(d) T1 = empty room reverberation time, (sec)

(e) T2 = room with material reverberation time, (sec)

(f) R.T = reverberation time, (sec)

(g) S.P.L = sound pressure level, (dB)

(h) L1 = source room S.P.L

(i) L2 = receiving room S.P.L

(j) H.P.M = Hewlett Packard Multiprogrammer

(k) & & K = Bruel and Kjaer
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1 • INTRODUCTION

This thesis was commissioned jointly by Mr. A.W.D Jongens

Director of the Central Acoustics Laboratory of the

University of Cape Town, and Mr. T. Lind of the Cape

Technikon. Mr. Jongens requested that a portable, stand

alone, automated measuring system capable of performing all

field and laboratory measurements of classical building

acoustic parameters should be developed.

These parameters being:

(1) Reverberation Time

(2) Sound Absorption Coefficients of materials

(3) Sound Insulation of partitions

These measurements complied with the relevant national and

international standards as detailed in section 2.2

11 Some in-situ measurements are made in accordance with

Standards, while others are developed for a particular

purpose. In either case there is often a need to increase

the speed, improve the accuracy, or increase the versatility

of the method." 1

The thesis objectives were:

1 . To use the available equipment, ie. Hewlett Packard

Multiprogrammer (H.P.M) and H.P 9836C Computer to

digitize the signals from the existing measuring

equipment and develop the software to automate and

analyze the measurements. This familiarised the author

with the present measuring process prior to designing

and building the stand-alone system.

1 Inst. of Acoustics (1990:vol 58,11)
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2. To design and build a stand-alone, portable measuring

system that interfaced to an IBM computer and would be

controlled by a menu driven software package.

3. To evaluate the completed system and recommend possible

modifications or additions to the final system.

The existing manual methods of measurement of classical

building acoustic parameters are time-consuming and

imprecise, due to the analog interpretation of results. The

equipment is also large, bulky and expensive.

The need for a portable, stand-alone instrument that would

perform all the functions of the various equipment presently

used, is clearly needed.

The instrument will increase speed of measurement process to

a large degree and improve accuracy of the results.

The author became familiar with the procedures and practical

measurements presently used with the existing equipment.

Sound Absorption and Insulation tests were carried out and

various parameters were observed, ie. accuracy of results,

total time duration of each test and amount of operator

involvement. Various methods of automating the measurement

procedures with greater speed and accuracy were

investigated.

The instrument was designed, built and tested for correct

operation within the specifications.

Finally, conclusions were drawn as to the effectiveness of

the system as compared to the old methods, and

recommendations made.
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2. BACKGROUND TO ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS

2.1 Introduction

Architectural acoustics can be defined as the study of the

generation and propagation of sound in rooms and buildings.

If the principles of acoustics are correctly applied, the

quality of life in most situations is improved. Various

recommendations and regulations exist to aid us during the

design stage of buildings, so that future alterations need

not be necessary.

In some cases alterations have to be made to an existing

building so as to improve the acoustics. In order to achieve

this, various measurements have to be carried out to find

the cause of the problems. The measure of reverberation time

is one of these measurements.

Reverberation is the term applied to the persistence of

sound in an enclosure due to the reflections of sound at

walls and other structures after the sound source is turned

off. Due to the partial absorption of sound at the room

walls and contents, whenever sound impinges on and reflects

from these surfaces, the sound energy is reduced in the room

resulting in a decrease in sound intensity with time. It is

of a decaying nature as shown in figure 1 on page 12.
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Figure 1: Decay of sound in reverberant room
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It is dependant on the size and shape of the enclosure, the

sound absorption properties of room surfaces and contents

and the frequency spectrum of the sound source. The

reverberation time (R.T) at a particular frequency is the

time taken for a steady-state sound to decrease by 60 dB

after the sound source is turned off.

W.C.Sabine did a considerable amount of research on the

acoustics of auditoria and arrived at the following formula:

R.T = 0.161 * V
A

The absorption unit of 1 m2 sabin represents a surface area

capable of absorbing sound at the same rate as 1 m2 of a

perfectly absorbing surface, ie. such as an open window.

The absorption coefficient of a material, as defined by

Sabine, is the ratio of the sound absorbed by the material
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to that absorbed by an equivalent area of open window.

Therefore, if the various areas and absorption coefficients

are known, the reverberation times of an auditorium can be

calculated at the design stage. To enable the acoustician to

perform these calculations, sets of tables have been derived

presenting the absorption coefficients of commonly used

building materials as a function of frequency.

2.2 Applicable Standards

The object of international standardization is to set up a

set of "rules" to enable a common method of measurement and

assessment of products and parameters. It also enables the

exchange of goods and services with the participating

countries. This enables mutual co-operation and improves the

prospect of development. The International Electrotechnical

Commission (IEC) and the International Organization for

Standardization (ISO) are two bodies that control acoustic

related standards. The applicable standards are listed

below:

(a) ISO Recommendation R266, 1975 : List of Preferred

Centre Frequencies.

This recommendation contains a table of preferred

frequencies for acoustic measurements. For bandpass filters

the frequencies listed in the table should be in the

geometric center frequencies of the band. Refer to Appendix

1 for the table of frequencies.

(b) ISO Recommendation R354, 1985 : Measurement of

Absorption Coefficients in a Reverberation Room.

The recommendation concerns sound absorption measurements in

specially constructed reverberation rooms. The volume of the

room should be close to 200 m2 and various methods of
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obtaining a diffuse sound field are suggested, ie. non

parallel boundaries, diffusing elements. The test specimen

should cover a single area of 10 m2 . The procedure to be

followed is described in section 2.3.

(c) ISO 140/parts (I-IV), 1980 : Measurement of Sound

Insulation in Buildings and of Building Elements.

Measurement of sound insulation in buildings and of building

elements. It consists of the statement of precision

requirements, laboratory and field measurements of airborne

sound insulation.

(d) ISO 717/parts (1-3), 1984 : Rating the Sound

Insulation in Buildings and of Building Elements.

Rating the sound insulation in buildings and of building

elements. It consists of the methods for rating the airborne

and impact sound insulation in buildings and of interior

building elements.

(e) IEC 225, 1989

Band Filters

octave Band and Fractional Octave

Tolerance-limit requirements for octave band and fractional

octave band filters.

(f) lEC 651, 1979 : Sound Level Meters.

Specifications for sound level meters for the measurement of

certain frequency and time weighted sound pressure levels.
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2.3 Existing Methods of Measurement

(1) Laboratory tests.

A laboratory test is used for measuring absorption

properties of materials or structures and sound transmission

loss of partitions in a controlled environment 

reverberation rooms.

(2) Field tests.

A field test is used for field measurements of sound

transmission loss and reverberation time in an uncontrolled

environment - any given room.

Equipment setup for all tests:

The sound source is a white/pink noise generator fed through

an amplifier to an omni-directional loudspeaker mounted in

the corner2 of the room. In all rooms, locating the

loudspeaker in the corner of the room excites the greatest

number of modes of vibration.

A third octave band filter is connected between the noise

generator and the amplifier to limit the noise within a

selected frequency band, and also to reduce the power to the

loudspeaker. A microphone is placed at three random

positions in the room. At each position, three measurements

at each third octave frequency band are taken. The

microphone signal is fed to an amplifier/filter network

which displays the reading. The filter is the same as the

one used in noise generator circuit and is used to increase

the dynamic range of the signal by attenuating background

noise outside the frequency band measured.

2 Beranek L. (1962:806)
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Reverberation Tests:

The output signal from the instrument is fed to a level

recorder on which the sound decay slopes are printed on

calibrated paper. The decay slopes are interpreted to give

the reverberation times by manually using a special

protractor. The protractor is calibrated for the paper speed

and type of logarithmic potentiometer used by the level

recorder. R.T tests may be performed in any environment. A

diagram of the equipment layout is shown in figure 2 on page

17.

Absorption Tests:

The reverberation times at third octave frequencies are

measured in the empty room, then measured again with a

material sample subsequently added. The difference in

reverberation times are used in the following formula

Absorption = 55.3 * V * (1/T2 - 1/T1)

S * c

This equation provides the per unit absorption coefficients

of the material at each third octave frequency. Absorption

tests are, in general, conducted in a laboratory

environment, because of the requirement for the

repeatability of results.

Transmission Loss Tests:

For transmission loss tests, the S.P.L value for each third

octave frequency band is visually averaged and recorded

manually by the operator. Measurements are performed in the

source room, then the receiving room.
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In a laboratory environment, the sound reduction index (R)

is calculated from:

R = L1 - L2 + 10*I09~

A
(dB) (Refer to nomenclature)

The correction term of the above equation containing the

equivalent absorption area is evaluated from the R.T

measured according to ISO R.354 in the receiving room and

evaluated using Sabine's formula below:

A = 0.163*V
T

A single number rating, aw, is derived from the sound

reduction values in accordance with ISO 717.

This is accomplished by comparing the reference values of

ISO 717, part 1, with values obtained during the

measurements. The value of the curve at 500 Hz after

shifting it in accordance with the stated method, gives the

rating value.

All measurements should give satisfactory repeatability,

otherwise they should be repeated.

For field tests, the single number rating DnT is calculated

from one of the following formula :

Level difference, D = L1 - L2

Standardized level difference, DnT = D + 10*109 ± (dB)
To

T is the R.T of the receiving room, To is the reference R.T

equal to 0.5 s for dwellings. The standardizing of the level

difference to a R.T of 0.5 s takes into account that in

dwellings with furniture the R.T has been found to be equal

to 0.5 s. DnT is however, dependant on the direction of the

sound transmission if the two rooms have different volumes.



Apparent sound reduction index, R' = L1 - L2 + 10*log ~

A
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This equation follows the same principle as the equation for

laboratory tests.



3. B.A.A PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION

Noise Generator:

The noise consists of Gaussian white or pink noise spectrum

in the range 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

The peak output level is 2.0 volts rms and is level within

±0.5 dB in the range. The between burst level is 0 volt.

The fall off slope above 20kHz is ) 18 dB/oct. The pink

noise is derived from a -3dB/oct filter added to the white

noise output.

Output load impedance is 100 Q.

Signal to hum ratio is > 60 dB for both outputs.

The generator start/stop function is controlled by the

software package.

Filter Set Type:

Frequency range from 89.09 Hz to 11.23 kHz (third octave).

Bandpass filters consisting of 20 active 8 th order

Butterworth third octave filters, in accordance with IEC

225-1989, Class 2 and ANSI S1.11-1966, Class 11 & III

standards.

Centre Frequencies from 100 Hz to 8000 Hz in third octave

steps.

Attenuation at Centre Frequencies is 0 dB ±0.5 dB.

Peak to valley ripple is < 0.5 dB.

Attenuation outside Pass Band) 60 dB at 4 f o and 1/4 f o .

Filter shift controlled by software package.

Input impedance of 10 kO in series with 10uF.

Maximum input voltage of 3.2 Vrms sinus.

Output impedance of < 5 Q in series with 10uF.

Inherent noise floor of ± 1 mY.

20



Measuring Inputs/Ranges:

Six BNC type input connectors each with range control

switches. Four switches with ranges: lV, 3V, 10V, 30V in

clockwise direction correspond to steps of attenuation of

10-dB. Must be matched to AC output of sound level meter or

measuring device connected to BAA instrument.

Overload Indicators:

Overload occurs when the output of the input amplifiers

exceeds 3.4 volts rms sinus, on all input settings.

Front panel red LED lights during overload condition.

Frequency Weighting:

A, C weighting in accordance with lEC 651, Type 1 meter.

Linear response from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

Detector:

True HMS to DC conversion characteristic.

Linearity range of 60 dB.

Crest factor capability of 7 for one percent error.

Maximum output of 2 Vrms '

Time Weighting Characteristic:

"F": Fast response conforming to lEC 651, Type 1 meter.

Analog To Digital Converter:

12-bit resolution and linearity.

10us (100 kHz) conversion time capability.

Very stable on-chip voltage reference.

21
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Personal Computer Interface:

utilises 8255 Programmable Peripheral Interface chip on PC

based Interface Card.

Contains three 8-bit I/O Ports for interfacing by two 26-way

D-Type connectors and ribbon connector cable.
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4. THE H.P. MULTIPROGRAMMER SYSTEM

4.1 Introduction

The Multiprogrammer formed part of the first method of using

the available equipment to familiarise the author with the

measurement process. It formed the last unit in the

measurement system and was used for semi-automating and

recording the data from the measurements.

The Multiprogrammer offered a flexible mainframe of In/Out

cards for use in a broad spectrum of applications, such as

data acquisition and conversion. Each In/Out card had a

variety of functions and modes to suit the user's

application, limited only by memory space and sampling

rates.

Various hardware parameters such as positive or negative

slope triggers, resolution of the A/D converter, etc were

able to be configured when setting up the system. These were

constants which do not change throughout the measuring

process.

4.2 System Overview

The analog input signal is sampled and converted by an

Analog to Digital Converter card which has a maximum

conversion time of 30 micro-seconds. It has a 12-bit digital

output, which represents a dynamic range of 72 dB. This is

adequate for room acoustical evaluations and R.T analysis

which requires a 60 dB range3 .

The A/D output is connected to the data input of a pair of

Memory cards - this forms the basic Buffered A/D system.

Memory card 1 contains a 4K word by 16-bit block of RAM

memory and handshake control circuits. Memory card 2

contains a sequencer and counter/registers which control

addressing and read/write access to the RAM memory.

3 ISO R354 (1985:6)
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The AID card has an End of Conversion output which goes

logic low indicating when data conversion has been

completed. This logic low signal is fed into the Input Data

Available line telling the memory that data is available and

must be stored. The Memory card can operate in the First-Inl

First-Out (FIFa) or Recirculate mode. The FIFa mode allows

the memory to be used as a buffer, storing 4096 bits of data

until it is full, after which all data sent to the card is

lost. The Recirculate mode is mostly used in waveform

digitization where data inputted to the card is continuously

updated, ie. the old data is overwritten. We make use of the

Read and Write pointers to determine the position from where

data must be read by the software. The Read pointer stores

the adaress of the next memory location from which data can

be read into the controller. The Write pointer stores the

address of the next memory location in which data can be

stored. The Read pointer is set to the beginning of the

required data block by subtracting the number of readings to

be retrieved from the maximum size of the memory card.

This value is then added to the value of the Write pointer

as shown: Readpointer = Writepointer + (4096 - Total

reads). Figure 3 shows the system layout .

..~
g ........
i AtoD

R --
B

~ TI....'
P -L
A
N
E c__

......
Figure 3: Basic system diagram
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The system is controlled by a Timebase unit consisting of a

Timer card and Counter card. The A/D is triggered externally

by a stream of programmable period pulses from the Timer

card - which is cycled by the software. The Timer has two

outputs, OPT and 'not' OPT.

The OPT triggers the A/D process while the 'not' OPT is

connected to the Counter's Up-count input. In this way the

Counter is able to keep track of the number of pulses

generated by the Timer card. The Most Significant Bit (MSB)

of the Counter is connected to the External Enable input of

the Timer and must be set to enable the Timer. To set the

MSB, the Counter must be preset to a value between 32768 and

65535. This value determines how many pulses will be counted

before the Counter rolls over to zero, causing the Timer to

disable.

If the preset value is 32768, the card will count 32767

pulses before it rolls over. If preset to 65535, the Counter

will roll over as soon as it is triggered. The Counter is

triggered by a Stop/Reference trigger value, which is either

a signal value from the event being digitized or in some way

related to the event.

The 4K block of readings can be moved in relation to the

Stop/Reference trigger by varying the preset value of the

Counter. This process allows pre-event and post-event

triggering.

If the trigger occurs before the event, the 4K block of

readings can be delayed to record the event - using preset

values from 32768 to 61539. If the trigger occurs during or

after the event, then the readings in memory contain data of

the event - using preset values from 61538 to 65535. Refer

to figure 4 on page 26.
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Figure 4: Memory allocation for various triggers

The Multiprogrammer cards found to be useful were the 33kHz

A/D, 4K Memory, Timer/Pacer, Counter, and D/A cards. Only

one Counter card was available limiting the number of

Timebase counts to a maximum of 32K (32768) before the

system disabled. This only limits the number of readings

taken after the Stop/Ref trigger is received, but not the

total number of readings. The total readings are limited by

the size of the memory banks.

If the Counter is preset to any value below 32768, the MSB

is automatically set to zero causing the system to disable

immediately, ie. no data is captured.

By using a Voltage D/A card, a programmable reference level

for the trigger can be set. This value is fed into the non

inverting input of the up-enable comparator on the Counter's

circuitry. The analog input signal is fed into the inverting

input of the comparator, allowing voltage level triggering

to occur.
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When the signal reaches the predetermined voltage level, the

Counter enables via its up-enable comparator circuitry, as

explained previously. The Counter starts counting from the

preset count value, between 32K and 64K, depending which

window of time with respect to the event is required. Both

pre- and post- trigger data is required, therefore the count

value is set to (65535 - 4096/2), if 4K of memory is used.

This produces half pre-trigger and half post-trigger data.

This method is flexible in that we can capture any ratio of

pre- and post trigger data.

4.3 Operation of Multiprogrammer System

The H.P.M system was set up for the event triggered mode

using the cards described in section 4.2.

The A/D and Memory cards were used in the First-In First-Out

(FIFa) mode allowing 4K Bytes of data to be stored in the

memory. The Timer card was used to trigger the A/D converter

via the software program and started the measurement process

using a sampling rate of 1.5 kHz which enabled enough data

points to be captured for further analysis.

Measurement procedure:

A random pink/white noise generator (B & K type 1405) was

activated remotely via an NPN transistor (BC107) by the

Digital Output card of the H.P.M. This was controlled by the

software program. The noise signal was filtered through a

manually operated one octave bandpass filter (B & K type

1613) to a power amplifier to a loudspeaker (type Tannoy) in

the reverberation room. The system setup is shown in figure

5 on the page 28.
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The microphone (B & K type 4134) and pre-amplifier (B & K

type 2619) in the reverberation room fed the signal to a

measuring amplifier (E & K type 2607) and manually operated

third octave bandpass filter (E & K type 1614). A calibrated

signal was then fed through a squaring circuit to produce a

signal which is always positive, then fed through a square

root circuit to obtain the original magnitude of the signal,

so that further processing could be correctly done.

The signal was then fed to the AID converter and memory of

the H.P.M where a snapshot of the decay slope was stored.

In the Recirculate mode the memory buffer holds 4096 data

bits, receives the next bit as being the trigger bit, then

rewrites over the next 2047 data bits before it disables. It

disables due to the Counter rolling over to zero, causing

the Timer to disable. The memory therefore holds 2048 bits

of pre- and post-trigger data each. This window of events
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was adjusted via the software program so that an optimum

window of the decay slope was available.

The data from the memory buffer was downloaded to the

Controller (HP 9836C) memory into the array results(*). This

array is structured of 100 rows by 41 columns and the

function RSUM was used to average each row of 100 data

points. The data was averaged to reduce fluctuations in the

decay curve which would cause inaccuracy of the results.

These values were then used in a plotting routine which

produces a smoother graph from which the decay rate and

reverberation times were calculated as shown in figure 6.

s s
p P
L L

(dB) (dB)

Time (a) Time (a)

Figure 6: Comparison of decay curves

The software program controlled the measurement start time,

the stopping of the noise generator and the measurement stop

time. The exact start location of the decay slope

corresponded to the noise generator stop time.

The record of the decay rate given by the curve was

approximated by a straight line in the region from 5 dB to
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about 35 dB below the stationary reference level. The slope

of this straight line represents the decay rate in dB/sec

and determines the reverberation time4 .

The least squares method using the best straight line fit

was applied to the data to give the gradient of the line

which is proportional to the decay rate of the slope. The

coefficient of determination is also calculated and should

be close to unity to prove accuracy of the results.

The R.T is the time taken for the measured S.P.L to decrease

by 60 dB and is given by:

T = 60
d

d = decay rate

These times are stored in records for each third octave

frequency band and microphone position.

The early decay time (EDT) which, using the same numerical

scale as R.T, defines the decay over the first 10 dB - (and

then as if the decay continued over 60 dB). The EDT was

found to be more closely correlated with subjective criteria

than the R.T. 13 This data was recorded for observation only.

The option of determining the R.T over 20, 30 and 40 dB

regions was allowed in cases where the difference between

maximum S.P.L and minimum S.P.L was less than 60 dB. If no

slope was detected an error message was displayed and

recorded.

4 ISO R354 (1985:8)
13 Jordan V.L (1981:253)



4.4 Conc1usion

The first method using the available equipment proved to be

quite successful producing reasonably accurate results and

reducing measurement time considerably once the equipment

was set up. A major drawback was that the system could only

be used in the laboratory (not mobile) and all the existing

bUlky equipment had to be used in addition to the H.P.M

unit.

The software controlling program designed for the H.P

computer/ H.P.M formed a good framework on which the final

software package was based. The software was required to be

converted to an IBM compatible language viz. Turbo Pascal.

31



5. THE BUILDING ACOUSTICS ANALYSER CIRCUITRY

Introduction

The BAA automates the measurement and data calculation

processes, thereby simplifying the traditional methods of

measurement in building acoustics.

This was accomplished by replacing the bulky and unwieldy

equipment traditionally used, with a modern, computer 

controlled instrument that performed the measurements

quickly and accurately.
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Figure 7: Simplified overall block diagram.

The instrument consists of a noise generating section and a

sound measuring section of modular design, as shown in

figure 7. The theory and circuit descriptions including

diagrams for each module are explained in the following

chapters.
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THE SOUND GENERATING SECTION

5.1 The Noise Generator

Introduction

The noise generator is used for the generation of wide-band

noise for the airborne excitation of sound in rooms and

auditoria. There are three possible ways of generating this

noise source :

1) Pistol shot

2) Wide band noise

3) Narrow band noise

The first method is the simplest, but is not often used

because of its lack of reproducibility and lack of energy

content at the lower frequency bands.

The more favourable method is to electronically generate the

noise using a wide band of frequencies. The noise is

delivered to the room using a powerful amplifier and

loudspeaker.

An extension of this is to filter the noise into narrow band

noise for sound measurements, which allows a greater S.P.L

level in the frequency band of interest to be generated

without overloading the loudspeaker. The International

Standards dictate that octave or third octave bands should

be used. A band of noise is necessary, as opposed to single

frequencies, to overcome the problem of room resonances when

doing reverberation measurements.

Two types of noise are used: white and pink noise.

White noise has equal noise energy in equal bandwidths over

the total frequency range. Therefore, in the band 100 to 200

Hz there is the same amount of energy as from 5000 to 5100

Hz. When white noise is filtered by adding a -3 dB/oct
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filter, pink noise is obtained.

Pink noise has equal energy per percentage change in

bandwidth. Therefore, in the band 100 to 200 Hz there is the

same amount of energy as from 5000 to 10000 Hz. Pink noise

therefore appears to have more bass content than white noise

and a more uniform output level in audio testing, which

conventionally uses constant percentage bandwidths, ie:

octave or third octave bands.

White! Pink Noise Generator

WHE
NOSE

LON-PPSS
---I FlLTER

RNK
NOSE

Figure 8: Block diagram of noise generator

One method of generating the noise is to use a 23-bit

pseudorandom white noise generator chip, National's MM5437 6 ,

which would be used as the main component of the noise

generator circuit. It generates very accurate (±0.25 dB)

6 Horowitz & Hill (1989:452,655)
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random Gaussian noise, but was unfortunately not available.

The second and most common method is to use a zener diode as

a noise generator. The zener diode provides a flat spectral

density from 20 Hz to ±50 kHz. Refer to circuit diagram in

figure 9 on page 36.

Transistor Ql is used as a zener diode by reverse biasing

the base-emitter junction which goes into zener breakdown at

about 7 to 8 volts. The zener noise current from Ql flows

into the base of Q2, which acts as an amplifier, such that

an output of about 150 millivolts of white noise is

available. The 'zener' also biases Q2 correctly, and the

noise output of Q2 is fed directly to the White Noise

output. Capacitor C2 removes the dc component.

To convert the white noise to pink noise a special filter is

required which provides a -3 dB attenuation per octave as

the frequency increases. A single RC network provides an

attenuation of -6 dB/oct, therefore a special network of R's

and C's is required to approximate the -3 dB/oct slope.

The problem is that such a network attenuates the noise

output, therefore an amplifier is used to restore the output

level to that of the white noise output level.

Transistor Q3 is used as the amplifier and the pink noise

filter is connected as a feedback network between collector

and base. This is to obtain the required characteristic by

controlling the gain vs. frequency of the transistor. The

pink noise output is obtained at the collector of Q3.

Both noise outputs are accurate to within ±0.5 dB ripple in

the frequency band from 20 Hz to about 50 kHz.
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The 1ow-pass filter is necessary to limit the upper

frequency of the noise outputs to 20 kHz, because we are

only interested in the audio range of frequencies. Refer to

the circuit diagram in figure 11 on page 38.

The voltage-controlled voltage-source (V.C.V.S) filter is a

variation of the Sallen and Key filter. It replaces the

unity-gain follower with a non-inverting amplifier of gain

greater than 1. The number of components needed are

minimised (2 poles/op-amp) and it offers non-inverting gain,

low output impedance and ease of gain adjustment.

A quad op-amplifier (LF347N) is used for in/out buffering

and for the actual filtering. The input buffer isolates the

filter from changes in input impedance which may affect the

response of the filter.
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The specified rolloff is > 18 dB/act, therefore a 3-pole

minimum filter is required (1-pole => 6 dB/oct). Each VCVS

section provides a 2-pole (12 dB/act) rolloff, therefore two

sections are used providing a rolloff of about 24 dB/oct.

When 2-pole sections are cascaded together, the individual

filter sections are not identical. Each section represents a

quadratic polynomial factor of the nth order polynomial

describing the whole filter.

The design was based on the method and table of coefficients

(fn and K) used in Horowitz & Hill, page 274. A Chebyshev

filter was chosen because of its steep skirt characteristics

from passband to stopband. The ripple was 0.5 dB.

The component values for section 1 were chosen as follows:

Choose C1 = C2 = 390 pF.

R in the range 10K to 100K.

The RC products for each section are different and must be

scaled by the the normalizing factor f n : RC = 1/2rrfn f c ,

where f c = 20 kHz.

Therefore, R = 27.3K

R = R2 = R3 = R5 and R4 = (K - 1)R = 15.89K

For section 2 the values were:

R = 15.83K = R6 = R7 = R9 and R8 = (K - 1)R = 26.28K

The frequency response of the 20 kHz low-pass filter was

obtained from a swept sine wave test in the region from

20 Hz to 20 kHz. The data is shown in tabular form in

Appendix 2 and the graph is shown on page 40.
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Figure 12: Frequency response of low-pass filter

It can be seen that the frequency characteristic is flat to

within ±0.5 dB up to 20 kHz. The attenuation above 20 kHz is

greater than 18 dB/oct and conforms to the IEe

Recommendation 225 specifications.



5.2 The Bandpass Filter

LCJN--PASS 1/3 CCTAVE PRE-
FILTER AM'.

FlLTER

Figure 13: Block Diagram of Bandpass Filter

Filter Specifications

The noise may optionally be filtered through an octave or

third octave bandpass filter network. This limits the noise

bandwidth to within a selected frequency band and hence

reduces the power bandwidth to the loudspeaker.

The filter responses and specifications are referenced to

the IEC 225 standard for octave and fractional octave band

filters. The aim of these requirements is to reduce any

difference in equivalent measurements taken with different

filters. The filters designed for this project conform to

the Class 2 type filter.

A reference frequency of 1000 Hz is used.

The nominal frequencies are the preferred frequencies from

100 Hz to 8000 Hz in third octave steps as listed in Table

41
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1, IEC 225, in the Appendix 1.

The reference attenuation in the passband is zero decibels

for all center frequencies.

The ripple in the passband region must not vary by more than

0.5 dB.

The attenuation tolerance limits set out in IEC 225 are

listed in Table 2 in Appendix 3. A roll-off of 46 dB/oct is

specified for the Class 2 type filter.

Filter Type Selection

Three options are required for designing the bandpass

filters.

1. Digital filtering

2. Analog filtering

3. Sampled-data filter

Digital filtering offers sharper roll-off ( > 48dB/oct) at

the passband edges for accurate third octave bandwidth

analysis. Small passband and stopband ripple (0.001dB) is

easily obtainable with these steep skirts using finite

impulse response (FIR) filters. The filters have better

stability over time, ie. no trimming of components required

to maintain correct values and response curves. There is

less drift and phase distortion over time which produces an

accurate output.

Digital filtering offers more flexibility for prototype and

future changes which can be implemented by the software

only. It offers easy interfacing to the I/O port of the

computer for automation of filter response and centre

frequency changes. Software simulation of the filter

response can reflect exact performance. However, FIR

coefficient accuracy requires at least 12 to 16 bits. The

basic filter components are shown in figure 14 on page 43.
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The input signal is fed through a 25 kHz low-pass anti-alias

filter to prevent sampling of high frequency noise

components outside the required bandwidth. The filter

requires good attenuation of the noise frequencies and a

roll-off of about 24 dB/oct.

The A/D Converter samples and converts the input signal to

digital form. The sampling rate must be about three times

the highest frequency component of interest.

The converted samples enter the RAM for temporary storage.

The size of RAM equals the number of filter taps multiplied

by 12 bits/word. For a 4th order filter, four by 12-bit

locations are required.

The PROM stores the required filter coefficients and the

clock/counter steps through the RAM and PROM presenting the

coefficients and input samples to the multiplier /

accumulator (MAC). The filter output is taken from the

output of the MAC.
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The main disadvantages of digital filtering are the high

cost of system components and increased complexity of the

final design. A complete study into digital filter design

and techniques is required for correct configuration of

sections. The accuracy and steep roll-off capabilities are

an ·overkill for the project's application.

Analog Filters

Analog filters are implemented using op-amps and

resistor/capacitor networks. Because twenty third-octave

filters are required, too many component changes are

necessary to obtain the correct centre frequencies and

bandwidths for each third octave band analysis.

The centre frequency of the filter module must be stepped

automatically under the control of the software program.

This would entail switching about 250 resistor values with a

multiplexer network using the common biquad type filter

which would introduce noise to the system and not be a very

practical solution.

Sampled-Data Filters

Introduction

One method of implementing the integrators that are needed

in the state variable and biquad analog filters, is to use

the switched capacitor network (SCN) technique. It is easy

to implement capacitors, switches and op-amps, but difficult

to construct resistors with the required accuracy. The

recognition that a resistor could be approximated with two

MOS switches and one capacitor was the key to solving this

problem.

Two MOS analog switches are clocked from an externally

applied square wave at some high frequency (typically 100

times faster than the analog signal of interest). The square

wave applied to the second switch is fed through an inverter
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so that the switches are closed on opposite halves of the

square wave, as shown in figure 15 below:

Cl

\An

Fo

51-_......<
I
I

S2

---r /_--L.-1
-.L ~ :

T ' Vo

Figure 15: Switched Capacitor Integrator

When s1 is closed, s2 is open, Cl charges to Vin thereby

holding the charge Q ; Cl * Vino On the other half cycle, s1

is open, s2 is closed, Cl discharges into the virtual

ground, transferring its charge to C2. The voltage across C2

then changes by an amount 6V ; 6Q/C2 ; Vin * Cl/C2.

The output voltage change during each cycle of the square

wave is proportional to Vin (small amount), therefore the

circuit is an integrator.

The current ~ i(t} ; 6Q/6t ; Cl*(Vin-Vo)/Tc,

where Tc ; time for charge to transfer.

Therefore, the size of an equivalent resistor to give the

same value of current is

Rc; (Vin-Vo)/i ; Tc/Cl ; l/(Fc*Cl) ----) Eq.1
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For this approximation to be valid, it is necessary for the

switching frequency to be much larger than the signal

frequency of interest.

The output voltage change during each cycle of the fast

square wave is proportional to Vin, ie. the circuit forms an

integrator.

If we replace the SCN with resistor R1, the transfer

function is:

Vo/Vin = -1/(R1*C2*s)

The corresponding transfer function of the SCN is found by

substituting R1 = Rc from Eq.1

We have V2/V1 = - Fc *C1/(C2*s)

We observe the ratio of C1/C2 which may be varied by either

changing the capacitor values or the clock frequency (Fc ).

Applying this principle to SCN filters, we look at a first

order lowpass filter in figure 16 below:

Rl
Vin

I
T C2

Vout

Figure 16: RC Low-Pass Filter

The transfer function is T(s) = (1/R1*C2)/(s+1/R1*C2)
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The SCN equivalent is found by substituting Rl = l/Fc *Cl

from Eq.l into this function:

T(s) = (Fc * Cl/C2)/(s+Fc * Cl/C2)

We see that the half-power frequency of the response is

W = Fc * Cl/C2

Therefore the filter's frequency can be tuned by either the

clock frequency or the ratio of the two capacitors.

Obviously, it is easier to vary the clock frequency than to

obtain non-standard values of capacitors.

Description of SCN Application

The MAXIM company produces various types of filter systems

in chip form. The MFl0 type filter requires changing

approximately 80 resistors to step through each third octave

frequency and presents the same problem as analog filters.

The MAX262 SCN type filter is a dual second-order,

universal, microprocessor programmable active filter with

parallel port interface for changing filter parameters under

software control. Each chip contains two second-order filter

sections which may be cascaded to form higher order filters.

The only external requirements is a clock source/ using an

RC network to set the internal clock rate or an external

clock source.

The MAX262 uses a lower range of sampling (fclk/fol ratios

than the other MAXIM series filters to allow higher

operating f o frequencies and signal bandwidths. On-chip MOS

switches and capacitors provide feedback to control each

filter section's Q and centre frequency.

Internal capacitor ratios are primarily responsible for the

accuracy of these parameters.

The filter's internal sample rate is actually one half the

input clock rate due to an internal division by two to

generate the sampling clock for both filter sections.
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The ratio of the clock to filter centre frequency is kept

large so that the ideal second-order state-variable response

is maintained. Wider bandwidths are required for octave

filtering, (70.7 percentage bandwidth), while third octave

filtering requires a much narrower band (23.1 percentage

bandwidth) .

By changing the input clock frequency of the filter chip,

the centre frequency of the bandpass filter is changed,

thereby stepping through each third/one octave band. The

fclk/fo frequency ratio, Q value and mode selection codes

are stored in an internal program memory. Data is stored in

the selected address on the rising edge of the WR strobe

pulse. When all zeroes are written to the Q addresses of the

first filter, the filter enters a shutdown/standby mode.

There are several ways in which the summing amplifier and

integrators in each filter section can be configured. These

modes use no external components and are selected by writing

to input registers MO and M1.

Typical wideband noise is 0.5mVpp from DC to 100kHz and is

independant of clock frequency. The output waveform of the

filter appears as a sampled signal with "staircasing"

occuring at the internal sampling rate which is removed by

adding a low-pass filter at the output.

MAXIM provides a design program to simplify the filter

design process and generate programming coefficients for the

chip. This program is readily available from electronic

component stockists. By typing in the desired parameters

such as centre frequency, pass bandwidth, stop bandwidth,

minimum passband ripple, stopband attenuation, an 8th order

bandpass filter was found to be required. The ripple chosen

was 0.5dB using a Butterworth response filter. An example of

this design procedure is given in Appendix 4 using a center

frequency of 1000 Hz.
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All the codes used for octave and third octave bandpass

filters is supplied in the Turbo Pascal listing of unit

'FILTER'. Tuning of the filters by adjusting these codes is

described later in this chapter.

The Clock Generator

Various methods of applying the clock generator pulses were

investigated.

The simplest configuration of the clock circuit is to use

the internal clock circuitry of the filter chip and provide

the correct resistor and capacitor values (RC oscillator

network). A single capacitor of 10nF was used and the

resistor values changed to give the required clock frequency

for obtaining the centre frequencies of each octave and

third octave band. A digital potentiometer was convenient to

use, because of the ease of changing its resistance via

software control.

Two 10 kO digital potentiometers connected in parallel

provided the correct resistance values. Each 10 kO pot has

256 possible wiper positions providing approximately 39 ohm

step changes. In parallel, the minimum value is the wiper's

resistance, about 150 ohms for pot one and about 350 ohms

for pot two. The step change decreases to a few ohms by

changing one pot only. A serial port is provided for setting

and reading the pot value via an 8-bit register that

controls which tap point is connected to the wiper output.

However, when the potentiometer was operated in circuit, the

internal clock frequency was found to be inaccurate and

unstable. This was probably due to the interaction of the

voltages present on the potentiometer chip pins and the

filter chip pins. A dc offset voltage of 1.5 volts

internally generated by the filter chip clock input possibly
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caused the resistance value of the pot to change slightly.

The clock frequency is critically dependant on the

combination and stability of the resistance and capacitance

values, therefore any slight change in resistance will cause

a clock frequency error. This is unacceptable, because the

filter centre frequency is dependant on the clock frequency.

The alternative to the digital pot is to use individual

resistors and multiplex them into circuit when required. The

major problem here is to find exact values of resistance

that are commercially available. The same problem exists as

was found in the analog filter section.

Another more complicated method of clock generation (the one

used in the project) is to provide an external clock by

means of a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) chip

controlled by a digital-to-analog converter (DAC). Refer to

figure 17 on page 51.
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The Digital to Analog Converter

The goal of the DAC is to convert a binary number to a

voltage or current proportional to the value of the digital

input. The technique used is provided by the R-2R ladder

network which generates binary scaled currents. These are

fed into an op-amplifier (LF351) which converts the currents

into an output voltage. Although a voltage is most

convenient, the op-amp tends to be the slowest part of the

converter circuit. However, for our application, speed is

not a major concern.

The output voltage is a pecentage of an externally applied

reference voltage, depending on the number of bits used for

the binary input value. For a 10 bit DAC, such as the AD

7533 (U2), the resolution is 1 part in 1024. Therefore, with

a 5 volt reference voltage such as the LM336 (U1), the

maximum output voltage of the DAC is 1023/1024 * 5 = 4.995

volt. The minimum output will be 1/1024 * 5 = 4.8825 mY.

The required input control voltages to the vca to generate

the specified clock frequencies of the filter chips are

found by the equation :

Vc = R2 * V- * (1 - f*R3*C1)
R3

The digital equivalent 10-bit code is then found by

inserting the voltages into a short software program that

calculates the code. This code is applied to the DAC by data

latches (U3, U4) when running the main software package and

generates the required control voltage to the vca.

The Voltage Controlled Oscillator

The XR-2207 vca chip was chosen because of its good

linearity, stability and wide frequency tuning range
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variable over a 1000:1 with an external control voltage. The

maximum output clock frequency is 1 MHz and the linearity is

specified at 1 percent.

The minimum frequency required was calculated at 8500 Hz and

the maximum at 720 500 Hz,requiring approximately 85:1

tuning range. This range of frequency values was found using

the filter design software that was available with the

filter chips. Two chips were used to obtain the 8th order

bandpass, each chip having two programmable 2nd order

sections. Therefore, four resonant frequencies were required

to be programmed using the available fclk/f07 range of 40 to

140. The clock frequency was chosen to fall within these

limits.

The frequency of operation is controlled by varying the

total timing current drawn from the activated timing pins.

This timing current can be modulated by applying a negative

control voltage (-Vc) to an activated timing pin (pin 7)

through a series resistor (R2)' The frequency of operation

is proportional to the control voltage and determined using

Eq.l and the circuit in figure 17.

f = 1_ * [1 - Yc*R31
R3*Cl R2*V-

Hz ------) Eq. 1

The minimum frequency can be seen to equal 1/R3*C1 when Vc

equals zero.

The output of the vca drives a CD4069 (U6) buffer network

that allows the oscillator to supply a larger load current,

because of its limited drive capacity. Both filter modules

are driven by this network so that the same clock frequency

is available to both chips.

7 See MAX262 specification sheet



Method of Smoothing Filter output
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As mentioned in the introducion to sampled-data filters, the

output waveform needs to be low-pass filtered. This is done

at the output of each filter chip to reduce the clock

rerated feedthrough, which is about 8 mY. A single pole RC

filter successfully removes the staircasing effect of the

output waveform. Refer to figures 18 & 19 on pages 55 & 56.

An op-amplifier with parallel RC feedback was used as the

filter network. Three op-amplifiers were used, one on the

input, one inbetween the filter chips and one on the output.

An LF347N (Ul) quad op-amplifier was used. These served the

dual purpose of filtering and controlling the amplitude of

the input signal to the next stage. The feedback resistance

was adjusted for the correct signal amplitude to prevent

clipping of the output signal. A CD4053 (U2) multiplexer

switched in different values of feedback resistance for

selecting octave or third octave filtering. Signal diodes

(01, D2, 03, D4) were used at the filter chip inputs to

protect the chips from overload and latch-up. This was

necessary because the op-amplifiers operated from ±12V

supplies while the filter chips used ±5V supplies as per

specification.

To be effective, the filter must start cutting off at about

3 times the center frequency of interest. The feedback

resistance could not be changed, so the capacitance had to

be varied to obtain the correct cutoffs. The capacitors were

calculated using the formula:

C = 1/(2n*R*f) where f = 3 * Fc

The output signals of the each bandpass filter were tested

in groups for minimum noise floor levels (± 1 mY) to enable

the same RC feedback network to be used for more than one

center frequency.
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Four groups were found to be adequate allowing the noise

floor to be kept below 1 mV for each center frequency. The

various capacitors were switched in and out of the feedback

circuits of the op-amplifiers using two CD4052 (U3, U4)

multiplexers.

The various codes were worked out for selecting the various

bandpass center frequencies. These codes were applied to the

circuit using data latches (U5, U6) when operating the main

software package.

Tuning the Filters

After calculating all the necessary programming codes, for

the filter chips using the supplied software program, the

filters were tested for accurate performance. These codes

appear in the unit 'FILTER'. A listing of the procedures and

codes for a 1 kHz filter is shown in Appendix 4.

The H.P 3561A Dynamic Spectrum Analyser formed an important

part of the tuning process, allowing close inspection of the

passband cutoff limits, attenuation characteristics and

shape factor of the filter. An oscilloscope was also useful

for checking the low-pass filtered output of the filter for

staircasing effects and clipping.

When operating correctly, the filter displayed a pure

sinusoid at the output (C17) when a sine wave generator

signal was applied to the input (Cl).

The attenuation characteristic of each filter was measured

as described in the IEC 225 Standard: A signal from the H.P

3325B Frequency Synthesizer was applied to the filter input.

The input voltage Vl and the output voltage V2 were measured

using a Fluke 8920A True RMS Voltmeters at the specified

frequencies throughout the frequency range to demonstrate

that the filters comply with the specifications of the

standard. The specified test frequencies are those

calculated from Table 2 in the Standard.



If the filters did not comply with the specifications, the

programming codes were altered slightly to adjust for the

correct shape factor.

The relative filter attenuation, 6A(f), at any frequency is

given by :

6A(f) = 20 * log (Vl/V2) - Aref (dB)

where Aref = 0 dB for this design

58

The filter responses, to a random noise input signal, at the

lowest (100 Hz) and highest (8000 Hz) center frequencies

printed from the H.P 3561A Dynamic Spectrum Analyser were

chosen as a representation of the overall characteristic of

each filter. These responses are shown in figures 20 & 21 on

pages 59 & 60.
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Figure 20: Bandpass Filter response at 100 Hz
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A comparison of the B.A.A filter response, the B&K Type 1625

filter response and the tolerance limits are shown in figure

22 below:

COMPARISON OF FILTER RESPONSES
113 ocrra I!l1II'lI1

1,16 1,201.12

. ; .

-- - - : _-- ,;. ..

0,96 1.00 1.04
FREQUENCY (Hz)

*BU

0.88

% B,A,A

-2,0

U .........

11.4 .-.........

18.1 .-...•....

24,8 .

31.5

3i.2

44,9 .

51.6

58,3 .

'5,0
0,80 0,84

Figure 22: Comparison of Bandpass Filter Responses
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A comparison test was performed using the B&K Type 1625

Third Octave filter set, which complies with the Class 0

type filter attenuation requirements of the IEC 225

Standard. The same method for measuring the attenuation

characteristics was used as desribed on page 57. The results

of these tests at the lowest (100 Hz) and highest (8000 Hz)

center frequencies are shown in Appendix 5.

The results show that the BAA filters comply fully with the

IEC 225 specifications. It can further be seen that they

exceed the performance of the B & K Type 1625 filters at

certain points in the responses.

This proves the good accuracy and shape factor of the BAA

filters, because the B & K Type 1625 filters conform to the

IEC 225 Type 0 specification which is the most demanding

one. The specification sheet appears in Appendix 8.

5.3 The Output Section

The output section forms part of the digital circuitry and

module consisting of latches/ switches/ multiplexes, etc.

Refer to figure 23 on page 63.

The noise signal was time-burst gated through a CD4053

multiplexer (U1 - pin 3,4,5) which was controlled by the

software package. The other in/outputs of U1 were used for

noise type and bandpass filter selection.

Two channels, A and B, provide a white/pink noise output

level of about 2 Vrms ' One of, or both outputs were selected

by multiplexer (U2 - pin 1,2,15 and pin 12,13,14). The

outputs are buffered and fed to a power amplifier and

loudspeaker. The output impedance (R1, R2) was chosen to be

100 Q to reduce the output signal distortion and feedback

instabilities caused by the capacitance of long connecting

cables. The dual channel output facility enables fully

automated sound measurements to be carried out where two

loudspeakers are available.
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The burst for transmission loss measurements is 5 seconds

conforming to ISO 140 specifications. For reverberation

measurements, a burst of 5 seconds is used, however, a

longer burst should be used for auditoria with large volumes

to enable the SPL to build up to a steady-state level before

a measurement is taken.

This concludes the noise generating section consisting of

the white/pink noise module, the low-pass filter module and

the bandpass filter module.
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THE SOUND MEASURING SECTION

5.4 The Input Amplifiers/Attenuators

INPUT V'v8GHTlNG
MJX NETV'vCRKS
AMJ.

cs

OVERLQ;O
DETECTCR

6

FRO'1M

Figure 24: Block diagram of input section

In the measuring section shown in figure 24, the input

amplifiers serve as level ranging circuits. At this point

the signal is adjusted to the proper level for further

processing. An overload detector warns of overloading

signals at the instrument inputs so that the operator may

then select the next range. The internationally standardized

weighting networks, A and C, may be selected to obtain a

subjective indication of the loudness of measured sounds.

The third-octave filter bank is identical to the one found

in the noise generator section. During a measurement, the

filters in the two sections are swept synchronously.

The RMS detector determines the true RMS value of the signal
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over a 60 dB dynamic range. The sample/hold amplifier

operates in conjunction with the A/D converter and freezes

the signal during a conversion process. The A/D converter is

12-bit and computes the digital equivalent of the analog

input signal. It then sends the resulting codes to the PC

for software processing. The software package computes and

ouputs the various building acoustics parameters based on

the measurements performed. The sofware controls the

measurement procedures by selecting the proper input/

outputs, stepping the filters, computing the individual

results and "quality control" of the measurements. If a

failure occurs the software initiates a second attempt

before an error code is stored.

For a fully automatic measuring facility, six input channels

are required for transmission loss measurements as stated in

ISO 140. The standard requires that 3 microphone positions

are needed in the source room and three in the receiving

room. Refer to figure 25 on page 67.
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Two LM604 4 channel mux-amplifiers were used for the input

section. Six channels were used with complete diode

protection on all the inputs. The LM604 has a Bi-State

output facility which allows more than one mux-amplifier to

be connected together at their outputs. When the Bi-State is

disabled, the chip becomes a high impedance load that can be

driven by another output stage, such as the second mux

amplifier. The channel selection and Bi-State output are

controlled by internal logic that interfaces directly to

digital I/O lines or data latches (Ul).

Each input channel is used as a single op-amplifier with its

own feedback loop. The op-amplifiers are used in the

inverting configuration with a choice of four range

positions of gain/attenuation each, in steps of 10 dB. Each

range position is designed to provide a maximum output

voltage of 3 volts to the next stage.

The feedback loop of the selected channel determines the

gain of the circuit, but also provides feedthrough paths

from the inputs of the off channels to the output. This

occurs because the feedback resistors and the mux-amplifier

output impedance form a voltage divider.

This allows a portion of the off channel's input signal to

appear at the output. The amount of signal that feeds

through depends on the ratio of output impedance and

feedback loop resistance as shown in figure 26 on page 69.
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R2

'/in
Vout

Of Olannel

Figure 26: Off Channel Feedthrough

output impedance varies according to the selected channel

gain and the frequency of the feedthrough signal. The

maximum gain used is 3, which gives an output impedance (Ro)

of about 5 Q up to 20 kHz. For gains of less than 3, the

impedance is closer to 1 Q. This data is found using the

plot of Ro vs. Frequency under the Device Characteristics

specification sheet. This value is substituted in the

equation:

vout = Vin * ( Ro )
Rl + R2 + Ro

The gain and attenuation factors used were 3, 1, 1/3 and

1/10. The input impedance, R1, was chosen as 100 kQ for each

channel and the maximum allowable input signal amplitude was

3.2 volt. Therefore, using 300 kO for a gain of 3, the off

channel voltage feed through was about 40 microvolts. Using

10 kO for an attenuation of 1/10, the off channel voltage

feed through was about 145 microvolts. These very low voltage

leakage levels are insignificant compared to the ON channel

signal levels, especially considering a noise floor of ± 1mV

in the main circuitry of the instrument.



The various logic codes were worked out for selecting the

correct ON channels when running the main software package.

All resistors were one percent accuracy, metal film, for

accurate amplification or attenuation of the input signal.

The range control switching consists of a front panel rotary

type switch for each channel.

70
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5.5 The Overload Detector

INPUT 'MJGHTlNG
MJX-Al"P NETw:::RKS

CS

O/ERLQAD
o..-QECTCR

1

6

FRO'1M

Figure 27: Block diagram of overload detector

On any measuring instrument, an input overload protection

system is necessary to protect the input circuitry from

damage. This allows a maximum input voltage equal to the

rating of the overload diodes without damage. The input

series resistor R1, (100kO), limits the input current to a

harmless low value. Only huge input overloads would cause

some form of front-end damage.

Two types of overload protection are provided for the B.A.A

instrument:

The first type consists of diodes on all the input channel

lines connected to the positive and negative rails. The

diodes are connected right at the op-amplifier inverting

input pins to reduce noise pickup due to the high input

impedance at this point.
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The second type is an error detection circuit that displays

an overload condition on a front panel LED. Because only one

channel is selected at a time by the logic, only one error

detection circuit is required. The LED is activated when the

input signal exceeds five percent of the maximum allowable

input signal amplitude. This five percent margin mainly

prevents the filter circuitry from clipping and entering

latch-up. The maximum allowable signal is 3.2 volts,

therefore overload occurs at about 3.36 volts.

Refer to figure 28 on page 73. The first op-amplifier

(LF347N) acts as a full-wave negative rectifier using D1 and

D2 for rectification. It has unity gain (R1 ; R2) and the

output is smoothed by C1 and R3 to a DC level. The second

op-amplifier acts as the error comparator, comparing the

input signal to a reference level formed by R4, D3 and R5

(voltage divider) on the non-invert pin.

The diode compensates for the diode voltage drop in the

rectifier circuit. The output of the op-amplifier drives the

front panel error LED via R6. This output signal may also be

used to control the software and alert the operator to an

overload condition.
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5.6 The Weighting Networks

1
INPUT V\£] GHll NG BANDP.ASS

MJX-N-P. '-- NET'AffiKS - FILTERS

0

FRCJ'iMeS

Figure 29: Block diagram of weighting networks

74

The object of using weighting networks is to perform

measurements of a signal spectrum as it corresponds to the

frequency response of the human ear, thereby obtaining a

single value of the sound pressure level. Historically, it

was felt necessary that the various networks should be

switched in depending on the loudness of the noise. However,

the A-weighting network is now specified for rating sounds

irrespective of level and is no longer restricted to low

level sounds.

rhe weighting

!I.-weighting

:>weighting

networks used are defined as:

used for loudness levels below 55 phons.

used for loudness levels over 85 phons.

rhe frequency response of the relevant weighting networks is
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shown in figure 30 below. The circuit diagram of the

networks is shown in fig 31 on page 76.
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Figure 31: Frequency response of the weighting networks

The C-weighting network is achieved by using a Butterworth,

V.C.V.S, 2-pole (12 dB/act) high-pass filter at 20.6 Hz and

the same type 2-pole (12 dB/oct) low-pass filter at 12.2

kHz. This is accomplished using an op-amplifier (3/4 of quad

LF347N) and connecting the high-pass filter, made up from

Cl, C2, Rl, R2, directly to the low-pass filter, made up

from R3, R4, C3, C4. The linearity gain is adjusted using

the 500 Q potentiometer (R6) in the feedback circuit.

The A-weighting network is achieved by adding a l-pole RC

high-pass filter at 107.7 Hz and a l-pole RC low-pass filter

at 737.9 Hz to the C-weight filter. This is achieved usi~g

two RC filters (CS, R7 and C6, R8) buffered by op-amplifiers

(1/4 and 3/4 of LF347N) configured as followers. The

linearity gain is adjusted using the 10K potentiometer (Rl0)

in the second op-amplifier.
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The linear output is obtained from the buffer op-amplifier

(2/4 of LF347N) and passes the signal to the next stage.

Both networks are designed in accordance with the tolerances

in the TEe 651 standard, pages 17 to 19.

The response of the weighting networks designed in this

project are shown below.
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~ 11"'" .... ~'",
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? V20
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I150
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70

- Linea" -+- C-\\eighting ........ A-\\eighting I

Figure 32: Response of B.A.A weighting networks

The frequency band in which the B.A.A is within tolerance is

from 16 Hz to 20 kHz.

A comparison of the B.A.A weighting responses with the

reference values and tolerances is shown in Appendix 6.

Selection of weighting/Filter Networks:

The various options such as the weighting and filtering

networks were selected by using two DG201A quad analog

switches. Refer to the circuit in figure 33 on page 79.
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The DG201A switches were used because of their low on

resistance (± 120 ohms) which is constantly linear over the

entire signal range. Other factors prevalent were wide

signal range (supply rail to rail) and good OFF Channel

isolation (70dB).

Ul was used for selecting the linear or weighting networks

and U2 for selecting the linear or bandpass filter networks.

The digital codes were latched onto the switches using a

74HC174 data latch controlled by the software program.
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5.7 The RMS Detector

BANDPASS ~ AID
FILTERS >-- DETECTc:R >-- CCNVERTER

Figure 34: Block diagram of RMS detector
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The root mean square (RMS) value of any signal is

proportional to its energy content and is therefore one of

the most important and often used measures of signal

amplitude. For Gaussian noise, the crest factor is

theoretically unlimited and true RMS measurement is the only

technique to accurately measure noise8 .

The RMS value of a signal is defined as:

Arms = sqrt[ l/T*I: a
2

(t)dt ]

a = amplitude of signal
T = period of the signal wave

The RMS detector consists of an RMS to DC converter with an

averaging time constant of 125 ms (fast response), in

accordance with the IEe 651 specification for sound level

meters. The internal circuit is shown in figure 35 on page

8 Analog Devices Linear Design Seminar (1984:III,16)
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82. The complete circuit is shown in figure 36 on page 84.

The AD536A True RMS to DC converter chip was chosen because

of its excellent performance characteristics. The actual

computation follows the equation:

Vrms = Avg * [ Vi~ ]
Vrms

The total error with a DC or sinewave input is ± 2mV which

relates to approximately 0.16 percent of the maximum signal

level. A useful feature of this chip is the logarithmic or

decibel output. The internal circuit which computes dB is

very accurate and works well over a 60 dB range. This

feature was not used, because the various measuring systems

connected to this instrument all had their own dB references

and output voltage levels. This made it extremely difficult

to correlate the display readings on the B.A.A instrument

and the external measuring instruments.

Therefore, only the linear RMS output was used.

The circuitry of the AD536A is divided into four major

sections: absolute value circuit, squarer/divider, current

mirror and buffer amplifier.

The AC input voltage, Vin, is converted to a unipolar

current, 11, by the absolute value circuit of Al and A2'

11 drives one input of the squarer/divider which has the

transfer function: 14 = 11 2 / 13

The output current, 14, drives the current mirror through a

low-pass filter formed by Rl and the external capacitor, CAV

The current mirror returns a current, 13, which equals

Avg*I4, back to the squarer/divider to complete the RMS

equation.

The current mirror produces the output current, lOUT, which

equals 2*I4*IOUT and can be used directly. It can also be

converted to a voltage with R2 and buffered by A4 to provide



The simphfied schematic shown below may be used to illustrate the operation of the AD536A.
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a low impedance voltage ouput. The transfer function is

then:

The output of the AD536A differs from the ideal output by a

DC error and some amount of AC ripple. This error is

dependant on the input signal frequency and the value of

CAV' Tables are provided in the specification sheet to

select a suitable value of CAV to give a minimum DC error.

To reduce the ripple, a large value of CAV can be used,

since the ripple is inversely proportional to capacitance.

The only disadvantage with this is that the settling time

for a step change in input level is increased by the same

factor. To overcome this problem, a 2-pole post filter is

used.

A graph is provided for selecting suitable values of CAV, C2

and C3, which form part of the filter. The filter allows

these values to be reduced as well as provide fast settling

times for a small constant ripple. The peak to peak ripple

formed less than 0.1 percent of the output reading at 10 Hz

with the filter values chosen.
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5.8 The Data Conversion and Interface

Inside
Corrputer

I

Rt1S roli~TER
I INTERFPCE

DETECTffi - CARD
I
I
I

.. •
I ~ •
I ~ --....
I ~~lIh.1'
I J2_I~=

I /1//

I IBM Ca-PATI BLE

Figure 37: Block Diagram of ADC and Interface

This section concerns the conversion of the analog signal to

its digital equivalent form for the purpose of software

manipulation. A sample/hold amplifier (SHAl is used in

conjunction with an analog to digital converter (ADC) and

timing generator circuits. The circuit is shown in figure 36

on page 84.

An op-amplifier (LF353) with a gain of 1.67 was used before

the SHA to scale the 3 volt signal to 5 volts so that the

input voltage to the ADC covers the full dynamic range (0 

5v). The gain control was achieved using R2, R3 and R4 in

the feedback loop.
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The Sample/Hold Amplifier;

The analog input voltage to the ADC must remain fixed during

the actual conversion. This requires the use of a sample

hold-amplifier (SHA) which freezes the analog input waveform

or takes a "snapshot" of it. It has a track and hold mode

controlled by the ADC chip (pin 8) and buffers the signal

for the noise sensitive, high-impedance ADC. It is an

essential component for systems requiring conversion of

rapidly changing signals such as Gaussian noise, with high

accuracy.

The LF398A was chosen because of its excellent performance

characteristics. It has an acquisition time of ten

microseconds, gain accuracy of 0.002 percent and low droop

rate. The droop rate is defined as the drop in output level

over time of the frozen signal when in the hold mode. The

overall design guarantees no feed through from input to

output in the hold mode. The hold capacitor value was

carefully selected using the graphs provided in the

specification sheet.

A significant source of error in the SHA is the dielectric

absorption of the hold capacitor. Only capacitors with a low

hysteresis should be used to enable the SHA to accurately

take snapshots of the input waveform. A 0.01 ~ mylar

capacitor (CS) with a low hysteresis ( < 1% ) was used.

The A/D Converter;

In order to select the most suitable ADC, various factors

need to be considered. These are: resolution, accuracy,

speed, voltage reference, interfacing, cost and

availability.
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The resolution determines the number of recognisable

quantisation intervals in the ADC transfer function. All

ADC's have a quantisation uncertainty of ± 1/2 LSB,

therefore an ADC must be selected with enough resolution to

reduce this digitising noise to a low enough level. Each bit

reduces this noise level by 6 dB9 . A dynamic range of

between 60 to 70 dB was required, therefore a 12 bit ADC

with a 72.2 dB range was selected.

Missed codes in an ADC causes the resolution and accuracy to

decrease and should be avoided. For example, if a 10-bit ADC

misses 10 codes in its transfer function, it is reduced to a

LOG2 (1014) or 9.98 bit converter.

The choice of speed was conservatively chosen at 10 ~s (100

kHz), to allow for future development of the instrument. For

reverberation and transmission loss measurements, a sampling

rate of 250 Hz was found to gather enough data for software

analysis. If all six channels are used simultaneously, as in

the case of fully automated measurements, a maximum sampling

rate of 1500 Hz would be required.

For possible future impulse response measurements using two

channels, each channel must measure a minimum bandwidth of

10 kHz, requiring a sampling rate of about 30 kHz per

channel. To sample both channels together requires a sample

rate of about 60 kHz.

A built-in voltage reference is preferred, because it

reduces component count and the total cost budget.

The ADC chosen was the MAXIM 172, 10 ~s, 12-bit, successive

approximation ADC type designed for moderate conversion

speed and resolution. It is functionally equivalent to the

more expensive Analog Devices A07572 ADC, but at half the

9 Analog Devices Linear Design Seminar (1984:11,6)
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price. An on-chip buried zener diode provides a stable 5

volt reference voltage with a low temperature coefficient

(25 ppm/oC) to give low drift performance over the full

temperature range. It also features a high speed easy to use

digital interface with tri-state data outputs.

Conversion is controlled by the CS, RD and HBEN inputs. A

logic '0' is required on all 3 inputs to initiate a

conversion and cannot be restarted until conversion is

complete. Conversion status is indicated by the BUSY output,

which is low while conversion takes place.

A 1 MHz crystal is used to provide a clock oscillator for

the ADC timing.

The output data format was used in the two-byte read for 8

bit data busses, using only data outputs 00-07. Byte

selection is controlled by the HBEN input which controls an

internal multiplexer. This multiplexes the 12-bits of

conversion data onto the lower 00-07 outputs, (4 MSB's or 8

LSB's). At the end of conversion the low data byte 00-07 is

read from the ADC. A second READ operation with HBEN high,

places the high byte on data outputs 00-03 and disables

conversion start. Refer to the specifications sheet in

Appendix 7 for timing, control and interfacing diagrams. The

output data was buffered through an octal latch (74HC244) to

prevent any damage to the ADC.

The Assembler Program:

The ADC controlling software had to be extremely fast to

read all the data samples accurately, therefore an assembler

program included as Turbo Pascal INLINE statements was

written to control the ADC read and conversion process. The

program listing appears in Appendix 9.



A 'hardware present' check is performed using a time-out

facility before a conversion is initiated. The RD and BUSY

lines are monitored for two seconds to make sure they are

both low. If they change logic levels during the time-out,

this shows that the instrument is not connected or ON and

only noise is present on the lines. An error condition is

then passed onto the main program and an error window is

displayed. If no error is encountered, the conversion

sequence is initiated according to the timing diagrams and

the required number of samples are captured.

The ADC Sample Rate Generator:

TO initiate conversions at a particular rate on the ADC, a

sample rate generator was implemented using a Divide by N

Binary Down Counter. Refer to figure 38 on page 90.

89

The 1 MHz clock output function of the ADC was used as the

clock input to the counter. Three MC14029B 4-bit counters

(U1, U2, U3) and a NOR gate (U6) were used to allow 212

(4096) possible sampling rate frequencies to be generated.

The codes were latched onto the counters using U4 and U5 by

the software program. The output clock pulse of the circuit

was very short and it was found that on a faster computer

such as the 25MHz 80386, the ADC controlling circuitry and

software performed differently than on an XT or AT computer.

Instead of doing a two-byte read cycle between ADC

conversions, every byte was being read. This was incorrect,

as old data was being read on every second read cycle, as

shown on the timing diagrams.

The solution was to use a 74HC221 monostable multivibrator

(U7) that allowed the RD pulse width from the sample rate

generator to be lengthened by a factor R1 * C1. The output

pulse width, T ~ 1.1*R*C, was adjusted to about 18 ~s for

the correct operation of the circuitry on all computers.
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1 ) Port A

2) Port B

3) Port C

used as

pulses.
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The Digital Interface and Controller

The 8255 Programmable Peripheral Interface (PPI) is a

general purpose I/O component for interfacing peripheral

equipment to the microcomputer system bus. The functional

configuration of the PPI is programmed by the system

software and is used for controlling the circuitry of the

instrument and reading in the data from the ADC. An existing

general purpose interface card made at the University of

Cape Town consisting of the PPI and other addressing chips

was used and plugged into a computer expansion slot. Refer

to figure 39 on page 92.

The PPI has 24 I/O lines which can be individually

programmed in 2 groups of 12 and used in 3 modes of

operation. The lines can be used for transmitting or

receiving data and for handshaking applications. The 24

lines are divided into 3 ports: port A, Band C. The mode is

changed by writing a control word to the PPI for various

configurations of the ports. Mode 0 (basic Input/Output) was

used with the following setup:

as an 8-bit output data bus.

as an 8-bit input data bus for the ADC.

was split in half. The lower CO - C3 bits were

outputs for all addressing and write strobe

The higher C4 - C7 bits were individually used as

inputs: C4, CS for monitoring BUSY and RD signals; C6 for

monitoring the input overload error status.

The port C lower bits drive a 74HC154 (U1) 4 to 16 line

decoder which drives two 74HC04 (U2,U3) hex inverters. The

inverters are for inverting the normally high state of the

unselected pins of the decoder to a normally low state. This

is necessary, because all the clock strobes of the data

latches only operate from a low to high transition.
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When a circuit parameter needed to be changed, the 8-bit

code was placed on the port A bus, then the specified data

latch or address was selected and the data clocked through

to the circuit concerned.

5.9 The Software Package

Approximately 3 months was spent becoming familiar with

Turbo Pascal (version 5.0) and converting the H.P Basic

package to run on this system. Turbo Pascal is a very fast,

structured, high level language designed by Borland

International. The reference books used were the User's

Guide, Reference Guide, Turbo Professional and Using Turbo

Pascal which guided the author through the arduous task of

converting the software package.

The pull-down and pop-up menu system was designed using the

Turbo Professional package which consists of about 300

state-of-the-art library routines optimized for Turbo Pascal

4.0 and higher. Developing such a library of routines can

take a lot of time and effort which was not available to the

author. It also allowed the author to concentrate on

developing the controlling software package for the

instrument, which is quite large and complicated.

The software package was designed using a main program

'ACOUSTIC' and fieve units: 'CCTCONT', 'FILTER', 'GRAPHICS'

and 'MEASURE'. The main programme 'ACOUSTIC' operates with

the units to control the menu system and B.A.A instrument.

The 'CCTCONT' unit contols all circuit operations by

programming the digital circuit interfaces that control the

analog circuits.

The 'FILTER' unit selects one or third octave filtering and

changes the bandpass filter center frequencies.
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The 'GRAPHICS' unit handles all graphics routines such as

plotting graphs and tables of results.

The 'MEASURE' unit performs all measurement and calculation

routines for measuring sound pressure level, reverberation

time, absorption coefficients and transmission loss data.

A listing and explanation of some of the codes used by the

units is shown below:

CCTCONT UNIT

The following codes are used for the B.A.A status. A string

code appears on the left - used for displaying the B.A.A

status, while the equivalent integer code appears on the

right for use in program operations.

noise_type = type of noise (white/pink) = n t

out filt = noise output filtering (lin/filtered) = 0 f

noise burst = noise burst control (auto/maual) = n b

out_chan = noise output channel (A or B) = 0 c

start_freq = filter start frequency (100 - 8000) = start_f

stop_freq = filter stop frequency (100 - 8000) = stop_f

in_chan = mic input channels (1 - 6) = i c

weight = input weighting (none/linear) = w t

in_filt = input filtering (none/active) = i f

no_of_samp = no. of measures at each mic position = nos

rt_level = R.T determination level (20,30,40dB) = rt_l

range-POs = range position of S.L.M. = range-p

These variables are used for calculations:

CFactor = calibration factor added/subtracted from value

measured by the B.A.A

Volt_Array = an array that stores voltage data read from

the A/D converter.

SPL_Array = an array that stores SPL data calculated from

the Volt_Array data.



StatusFile = stores all B.A.A status data parameters in a

record type file.

Ad_Error = stores the error status of A/D operations.

FILTER UNIT

One octave = an array that contains the one octave filter

frequencies used by the Standards.

Third_OCtave = an array that contains the third octave

filter frequencies used by the Standards.

GRAPHICS UNIT

AbsValue = an array that stores the absorption coefficients

at each frequency.

Freq1 = refers to the number of frequencies used in a

measurement process (from 100 to 8000 Hz).

MENUS UNIT
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main = holds information for displaying the TPROF main

menu system.

Config = holds information for displaying the TPROF B.A.A

status configure menu system.

V,Win,TempWin,MStack = TPROF parameters used as pointers to

data structures and the stack/memory for displaying windows

and menu systems.

key = key code returned when menu item selected.

MEASURE UNIT

dev1,dev2 = arrays of deviation factors calculated from 3

sets of data values measured at 1 microphone position.

sp11,sp12 = arrays of SPL data.

TempArray = array for storing temporary data.

Pos1,Pos2,pos3 = temporary arrays for storing transmission

loss data at each position before storing data on disk.



EO T = array of average E.D.T's at each frequency for

storing on disk.

R T = array of average R.T's at each frequency for

storing on disk.

DecayTime = array of R.T's for 3 microphone positions.

EDT = array of E.D.T's for 3 microphone positions.

LastPos = holds the value of the last position of the

microphone when measuring.
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MicPos

fl.ag

= holds the value of the microphone position no.

= used as an error status flag.

A listing of the program and units appears in Appendix 10.

steps to modify the software

For future modifications to the software the following

packages are required: Turbo Pascal. (version 5.0 or higher),

Turbo Professional. (version 4.0 or higher) and the B.A.A

Software.

If a different version of Turbo Pascal is used, the Turbo

Professional. units will have to be recompiled. For this, the

Pascal source and .OBJ files will be required. Refer to the

Turbo Professional. Manual. for these procedures. The B.A.A

software uses the following TPROF units: TPCrt, TPMenu,

TPWindow, TPString and TPEdit.

Copy all Turbo Pascal files with extension .PAS to Turbo

directory. These files are supplied with the thesis on the

floppy disk labelled 11 B.A.A Software ". Edit files as

required, then recompile them to disk to form unit files

with extension .TPU. The 'ACOUSTIC' file will form an .EXE

type file which may be run directly. Make sure the TPROF

recompiled units are present as well.



The main menu is displayed in figure 40 below:

1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!'m.1IIiiif!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'I

Figure 40: The Main Menu

The options displayed are: BAA status, Standard Tests,

Options and utilities.

The BAA Status offers the options of displaying the status

of the instrument and/or changing the status on the next

screen, as shown in figure 41 below.

97

Status Option Menu
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BAA status Menu:

The Type of Noise options are white or pink noise. This

selection depends on the type of measurement to be carried

out. For low frequency noise enhancement and in large

auditoria, pink noise would be used.

Noise Fi1tering concerns the type of filtering of the noise

generator output. The options are Linear, Third octave and

One octave. The Linear se1ection allows unfiltered

white/pink noise to be emitted. The Third OCtave selection

performs third octave filtering of the white/pink noise in

the region from 100 Hz to 8000 Hz. The One OCtave selection

performs one octave filtering of the noise, as per the third

octave selection.

The Noise Time Burst offers the choice of Auto-Gated or

Continuous and determines the state of the noise output. In

the Auto-Gated mode, the noise burst is controlled by the

software program. The duration of the burst is determined by

the type of measurement being carried out. In the Continuous

mode, the noise is continuously available at the output.

The Noise Output Channe1 determines whether the noise will

be available at channel A or channel A and B. If two

loudspeakers are available, both channels may be used for

automated measurements.

Input Channe1 concerns the number of microphones available

for the measurement. With only one microphone, channel 1 is

used for all measurements. With three microphones, channels

1 to 3 are used for semi or fully automated measurements.

With six microphones, channels 1 to 6 are used for fully

automated measurements.
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Input Weighting offers the choice of Linear, A-Weighted or

C-Weighted responses. Linear allows the signal to pass

through without any weighting effects. The A-weighted

selection adds an A-weighting response to the signal, while

the C-Weighted selection adds a C-weighting response to the

signal.

Input Filtering determines if any filtering is performed on

the input signal. The Linear selection has a linear

response, while Active performs octave or third octave

filtering using the same type of filter bank as in the noise

generator. The type of filtering depends on the type of

Noise Filtering selected previously.

The start Frequency selects the starting frequency of the

measurement to be performed. The range of frequencies are

from 100 Hz to 8000 Hz in third octave steps.

The stop Frequency selects the last frequency of a

measurement sequence. It has the same range as the start

Frequency above. The stop frequency must be greater than the

start frequency otherwise no measurement is performed.

If the stop frequency equals the start frequency, only one

measurement is performed at that frequency.

The No. of Samples determines if one or three microphone

positions are to be used in the room. This information tells

the software what level of automation is reqUired. For eg:

If one microphone is available and three postions are

required, the software must inform the operator to manually

move the microphone to each position.

R.T Level concerns reverberation time measurements. The 20,

30 and 40 dB R.T determination levels are 3 options for

calculating the R.T from the decay slopes. All slope



calculations start at 5 dB below the steady-state level 10 ,

while the choice of the calculation stop level is up to the

operator. Obviously, a maximum level of 40 dB would provide

the most acurate results. However, this requires a range of

about 55 dB between the steady-state level and the

background noise level. It is recommended to be about 10 dB

above the background noise level for accurate

measurements 11 .

The Range Position is entered by the operator and

corresponds to the full scale deflection value (dB) on the

display of the sound level meter or measuring instrument

used. The operator may change the configuration of any of

the above options by selecting the Configure System menu

displayed in figure 42 below:

Figure 42: Configure System Menu

When the operator selects a parameter to change on the left

side of the screen, a submenu is popped up displaying the

various options. The status and circuitry are updated and

10 ISO R354 (1985:8)
11 ISO 140 (1978:part 3)

100
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displayed on the right side of the screen. Pressing F10

quits the configure menu and returns to the main menu.

standard Tests Menu:

The Standard Tests menu is selected after the system has

been suitably configured for the type of measurement to be

performed. All tests are run from this menu as displayed in

figure 43 below:

Figure 43: Standard Tests Menu

Reverberation Time offers two options of R.T tests: Standard

and Absorption. A single R.T test in a room may be performed

under the Standard option, measuring the R.T's at the

selected frequencies and storing the results in file named

by the operator. An absorption test on a material sample may

be performed under the Absorption option and the absorption

coefficients stored in a file named by the operator.
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Transmission loss measurements may be performed according to

various calculations, as shown in figure 44 below.

Figure 44: Transmission Loss Menu

These calculations are in accordance with the ISO 140

standard and are calculated from the following equations:

1) Level Difference: D = L1 - L2

2) Standardised L/Diff: DnT = o + 10*log (T/o.5)

3) Transmission Loss: R = o + 10*log (S/A)

4) Apparent T/Loss: same as (3) above

The type of test depends on the calculation selected. When

measuring the level difference (D), the R.T is not required

and the measurement time is reduced. For all measurements,

the receiving room background noise SPL is first measured

before the receiving room SPL. A correction is applied if

the difference in SPL'S does not conform to ISO 140, part 4.

If the signal level is less than 3dB above the noise level

an error symbol is printed in the output data table at the

problem frequency.

The user is prompted for the applicable parameters, such as:
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volume, surface area and the file name for calculating and

storing the results.

Options Menu:

The Options menu offers the following choices: Calculations,

RT Table, Absorb Table, Decay Plot and Hardcopy. These

provide most of the displaying options as shown in figure 45

below:

Fiqure 45: Options Menu

The calculations option performs the same calculations that

were selected for the transmission loss tests and then

displays the results in tabular form.

R.T Table displays the results of reverberation measurements

in tabular form. The early decay time (EDT) is also

displayed.

Absorb Table displays the results of an absorption test that

was performed on a material sample under the standard tests

menu.



The Decay Plot facility allows a visual display of a

reverberation decay plot at a selected frequency. This is

for the purpose of observing an abnormal room response at a

certain frequency, causing an R.T result error.

Hardcopy is used for printing the table or graph that is

displayed in the current window.

utilities Menu:

The utilities menu offers the following options: Real Time

Display, Delete Files and Suspend To Dos. These functions

are shown in figure 46 below:

Figure 46: utilities Menu
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The Real Time Display offers the facility to display the SPL

in decibels of the sound level meter or measuring equipment

connected to the analyser instrument. The user selects the

instrument configuration under the BAA Status menu and then

switches to this utility to view the SPL in that mode. There

is an option to perform a software calibration before

displaying the reading.
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The Delete Files utility allows the user to delete any

existing files that are obselete or for increasing the

memory space available.

The Suspend To Dos utility temporarily suspends the main

program by returning to the operating system. This allows

the user to perform any file or directory operations without

actually quitting the main program. If enough memory is

available, other programs may be run within this shell. To

re-enter the main program, the user types exit from the

command line.
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5.10 A Measurement Example

This section describes the actual sequence of steps in a

typical measurement procedure. The procedure described is an

absorption test on a material sample performed in the

Central Acoustics Laboratory at the University of Cape Town

in accordance with the ISO R354 standard. The equipment

required is listed below:

1) IBM compatible computer ( speed preferably> 10 MHz )

2) The Building Acoustics Analyser plus software

3) A sound level meter or mic with appropriate pre-amplifier

4) Power Amplifier ( capable of ± 100 dB's re 1pW sound

power level )

5) Omni-directional loudspeaker

6) All interconnecting leads

Setup and Calibration:

Once the equipment has been set up as shown in figure 47,

the software is installed as described on page 107.

ReYE:[berati on
Koom

SP.

PCMER
,AMJUFIER

c __

Figure 47: Equipment set-up



1) Install B.A.A interface card into computer and plug

ribbon connector into card and rear of B.A.A instrument.

2) Make sure volume on power amplifier is at the minimum.

2) Switch on all equipment including B.A.A and computer.

3) Insert floppy disk labelled" B.A.A Software" into

drive A.

2) Type" a: acoustic" the press enter.

3) Wait for main menu system to appear on screen.

4) Increase volume on power amplifier to required setting.

NOTE: Use only the AC output of the SLM or measuring

instrument.
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The user now selects the Show Status option under BAA Status

to check the status of the instrument. To change the

options, the Configure System menu is selected and the

following options are selected:

- Pink noise

- Third octave filtering

- Auto-gated time burst

- Channel A noise ouput

- Input channel 1

- No input weighting

- Active input filtering

- Start frequency of 100 Hz

- stop frequency of 4000 Hz

- No. of samples equals one

- R.T level of 40 dB

- Range position of 100 dB

Before a real measurement is started the equipment should be

calibrated. With the B.A.A, the procedure is simple and the
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adjustment is automatically taken care of by the instrument

by using software auto-calibration.

Calibration is performed with either the B&K Sound Level

Calibrator Type 4230, which produces a reference output of

94 dB, or the B&K Pistonphone Type 4220, which produces an

output of 124 dB.

The SLM or measuring instrument must first be calibrated

according to the applicable manual to display the correct

reading before the B.A.A is calibrated. All calibration can

be carried out using the same setup. The Input Weighting and

Input Filtering must be set to None. The Range Position must

be set according to the full scale deflection value of the

SLM or measuring instrument connected.

The user must then select the Real Time Display under the

utilities menu. The calibration is then performed by first

entering the reference level (eg. 94 dB) when prompted for

it, then activating the reference source. The B.A.A takes an

average of the SPL over a five second period and stores a

correction factor, which is the difference between the

typed-in value and the reference level. This correction

factor is then applied to further measurements.

Running the Measurement:

The user now selects the Reverberation Time option under the

Standard Tests menu, then selects the Absorption option. The

user is prompted for the filename for the test and a

description of the rOom or material sample. Once this

information is entered, the test is automatically carried

out in the empty room with no sample present, then with the

sample subsequently added.
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In order to arrive at a good estimate of the reverberation

times, it should be measured at more than one position in

the room and also three times at each position12 . The user

will be informed about where and when to position the

microphone{s) if only one microphone is used. Usually,

position 1 is on the one side of the room, position 2 around

the middle, and position 3 on the opposite side of the first

position.

The test is run starting at the selected start Frequency of

100 Hz, after which it automatically shifts to the next

center frequency and all the way up to the selected stop

Frequency. After completion of the measurements in the

various frequency bands at each position, the R.T values are

stored in the analyser.

The results may be viewed by selecting the Absorb Table

under the Options menu. The user is prompted for the

filename of the test, the dry room temperature in degrees

celcius and the surface area of the material sample (metric)

The results are displayed in graphical and tabular form and

may be printed out using the Hardcopy facility. An example

of a typical printout of results is shown on pages 110, 111,

and 112.

12 ISO R354 (1985:8)
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Figure 48: Print-out from Absorption test
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Figure 49: Print-out from Insulation test

REPORT NO. 89-5-3

TABULATED RESULTS
OF INSULATION TESTS

1/3 Octo"Q Sound le""l Receiving RecQiving CorrQction Reduction
bond centr< difference room roam 10 Log 5//\ Index.R

fre'lu"ncy (dB) Reverb. Absorption (dB) (d8)
(Hzf time (sec) (metric)

125 15.67 1.58 7.99 1. as 16.72

160 16.67 1.30 9.71 .21 16.88

200 14.83 1. 12 1l.27 -.44 14.39

250 17.84 1.26 10.02 .07 17.91

315 22. SO 1. 12 11.27 -.44 22.06

400 26.17 :.22 10.34 -.07 26.10

500 29.66 1. 16 10.88 -.29 29.37
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3150 35.50 1.08 11.68 -.60 34.90

4000 37.67 .88 14.34 -1.49 36.18

Page 4 of 6
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Figure 50: Print-out from Insulation test
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6. COST OF THE SYSTEM

An important part of the project concerns the total cost of

the system and availability of the circuit components.

Certain components, such as the conversion chips, were

available from various manufacturers at different costs. The

MAXIM components were about half the cost of the ANALOG

DEVICES components and offered basically the same

specifications. The MAXIM components were locally available,

while the ANALOG DEVICES had to be obtained from overseas

suppliers. The availability was an important factor in the

eventuality of a component being destroyed during design and

testing.

The condensed list of component and material costs incurred

were :

Complete Outer Box unit

Power Supply

Connectors/F.C.B'S

Logic components

Analog components

Specialised Components:

4 x Filter Chips (MAX262)

1 x DAC (AD7533)

1 x ADC (MAXl72)

1 x HMS/DC Converter (AD536)

1 x Sample/Hold (LF398)

2 x Input Mux-Amplifier (LM604)

1 x V.C.O (XR2207)

8255 Interface Card
Total

R 280

R 60

R 315

R 130

R 126

R 150

R 30

R 50

R 40

R 11

R 33

R 15

R 120

R 1 360
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7. RESULTS

The individual results and comparisons of each module have

already been discussed in chapter 5. The results and

findings of the tests performed with the BAA, as a complete

instrument, in comparison to the existing equipment are

described in this chapter.

The Bruel & Kjaer type instruments were used as references

for all performance comparisons of the BAA for the following

reasons:

1. They comply with the strictest international

specifications.

2. The instruments were traditionally used for the

measurements now performed by the BAA.

The most basic test was the comparison of the measurement of

sound pressure level using the B & K type 2230 Precision

Integrating Sound Level Meter and the BAA. The tests were

performed in the large reverberation room at CAL. The SPL

was generated using the third octave filtered noise output

of the BAA. The signal was then amplified through a Crown

amplifier to the Tannoy loudspeaker in the room.

The BAA was configured by the software to generate and

measure the filtered noise at third octave intervals from

100 Hz to 8000 Hz. The noise burst interval was five seconds

allowing the author enough time to record the SPL's shown on

the 2230 display. The AC output of the 2230 was used as the

input to the BAA so that both instruments used the same

microphone and pre-amplifier combination. No signal

processing was done by the 2230 at the AC output, therefore

a true comparison of the displayed SPL's could be achieved

because each instrument used its own processing methods.
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The results of the SPL comparison test are shown graphically

in figure 51 on page 116.

A close correlation between the data can be seen which

proves the accurate measurement capability of the BAA. The

values agreed to within ± 1.3 dB of each other.

The reverberation test formed the second comparison. The

test method was performed as described in chapter 5. The BAA

controlled the test procedure, emitting the required

filtered noise, measuring and storing the data. The author

then used the old equipment to record the data and was

present in the reverberation room to synchronize each

measurement.

The time taken to complete the test with the old equipment

was ± 1.5 hours, while with the BAA this time was reduced to

± 15 minutes, using an 80386 type computer. This proved the

amount of time saving achieved when using the BAA. The

results of the reverberation comparison test are shown

graphically in figure 52 on page 116.

The slight differences could be attributed to the following:

1) The author was present in the reverberation room when

recording the data on the old equipment.

2) The BAA uses the least squares technique of curve-fitting

to determine the decay rate (R.T), which could result in

slightly different values to the subjective evaluation

of the old method.

The other comparison tests performed were the Level

Difference (with background noise level) and Absorption

test. The measurement times taken for these were ± 45

minutes (old method) reduced to ± 8 minutes (BAA method) for

transmission loss, and 3 to 4 hours (old method) reduced to

± 30 minutes (BAA method) for absorption test.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

The most significant outcome of designing and building the

BAA was the time-saving factor. The measurement times were

reduced to approximately one quarter of the total time that

the old equipment used. This relates to a 75 percent time

saving which would be extremely valuable to acoustic

consultants and also other users.

Another important factor concerns the accuracy of the data.

The traditional methods of obtaining the data allowed for

human error because of the subjective interpretation of the

results. The BAA is a computer-based instrument, thus it is

able to perform the measurements automatically and with

precision. This is achieved because the traditional analog

system is replaced by a combined analog and digital system.

A feature of the BAA is its portability and compactness in

comparison with the old equipment which is quite bulky and

unwieldy. This is especially convenient for field tests and

where repetitive measurements are performed at various

locations. However, to take full advantage of this feature,

a Laptop type computer is required.

117
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9. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following improvements are recommended for any further

development of this system, based on the findings and

conclusions of this thesis project.

1) The noise generator circuit should incorporate the

digital noise source chip, the MM5437, to replace the

discrete component white/pink noise SOurce. Digitally

generated noise is linear to within ± 0.25 dB or less

and the output amplitude can be precisely controlled.

2) It would be useful to have a one octave facility in the

bandpass filter section. This would allow non-standard

sound measurements to be performed in a much shorter

time span. The bandpass filters of the B.A.A have the

facility for this modification, but due to lack of time,

was not completed. The correct components for the filter

circuit need to be worked out, while the existing

programming codes need only be adjusted or tuned for the

correct filter characteristics. The software would

require some modifications to enable the octave filter

to be selected.

3) The bandpass filters should preferably be designed and

built using discrete components. The clock generator

circuit would then not be required, removing the ± 2mV

noise floor caused by clock signal breakthrough and

increase the dynamic range of the B.A.A. The other

option would be to have a computer programmable filter

module constructed, at a cost of ± R1 500.

4) The portability would be improved by incorporating a

rechargeable battery power source. This would allow the

user to use the instrument where mains power is not

available.
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APPENDIX 1

-1/2 oct. -1/6 oct. Center Freq. +1/6 Oct. +1/2 Oct.

(Hz) (Hz) (HZ) (Hz) (Hz)

70.77 89.09 100.00 112.3 141 .3

89.09 112.3 125.89 141. 3 177.8

112.3 141. 3 158.49 177.8 233.9

141 .3 177.8 199.53 233.9 281 .8

177.8 223.9 251.16 281.8 354.5

233.9 281 .8 316.23 354.5 446.6

281.8 354.5 398.1 446.6 562.1

354.5 446.6 501.2 562.1 707.7

446.6 562.1 630.96 707.7 890.9

562.1 707.7 794.33 890.9 1 123

707.7 890.9 1 000 1 123 1 413

890.9 1 123 1 258.9 1 413 1 778

1 123 1 413 1 584.9 1 778 2 239

1 413 1 770 1 995.3 2 239 2 818

1 778 2 239 2 511.6 2 818 3 545

2 239 2 818 3 162.3 3 545 4 466

2 818 3 545 3 981.1 4 466 5 621

3 545 4 466 5 011.8 5 621 7 077

4 466 5 621 6 309.6 7 077 8 909

5 621 7 077 7 943.3 8 909 1 1 230

Table of exact frequencies calculated from IEe 225

specifications.
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APPENDIX 2

Frequency Attenuation Frequency Attenuation

(Hz) (dB) (Hz) (dB)

20 0.21 800 0.0

31.5 0.15 1 000 0.0

40 0.11 1 250 0.0

50 0.07 1 600 0.0

63 0.03 2 000 0.01

80 0.002 2 500 0.01

100 0.0 3 150 0.06

125 0.0 4 000 0.1

160 0.0 5 000 0.16

200 0.0 6 300 0.23

250 0.0 8 000 0.29

315 0.0 10 000 0.3

400 0.0 12 500 0.17

500 0.0 16 000 0.05

630 0.0 20 000 0.32

Table of low-pass filter response values obtained from

linearity test on the filter.
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Table 2 - Attenuation tolerance limits for octave band and

one-third octave band filters

Relative frequency
ratio

f/fm or fm/f

Tolerance limits, in decibels, for
the relative filter attenuation

MCf)

Octave band filters One-third ocatve
band filters

Base la

1

<, 12/10
10

<, 15/10la

Base 2 Base la

1 1

21/2 101/ 20

Base 2

1

2 1/ 24

21/ 12

2 3/24

2 1/ 6

2 1/ 3

Class 0

-0,15
+0,15

-0,15
+0,2

-0,15
+0,4

-0,15
+1,1

+2,3
+4,5

+18,0
+50

+47,5
+.

+71

+42,5
+.

+62

+80

+97

Class 1

-0,3
+0,3

-0,3
+0,4

-0,3
+0,6

-0,3
+1,3

+2,0
+5,0

+17 ,5
+50

+47

+70

+42

+61

+79

+95

Class 2

-0,5
+0,5

-0,5
+0,6

-0,5
+0,8

-0,5
+1,6

+1,6
+5.5

+46

+69

+41

+60

+78

+78

*For the computation of tolerance limits for fractional-octave band

filters only

32
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j=_. I t_ TEE TYPE: BUTTEFJ,,!DRTH BAI\IDF'ASS

890 .. 9000
Specified
F'ass Band
Stop Band
O~-del--::::

Pa~-ameter-~.:

LD~~J Edl~e 1 S
Low Edge is 500~1923

8 N= 4 Ama.= 0.5000

Pass Band High Edge is
Stop Band High Edge is

db

112:3.0000
2000.192:::::

Calculated Parameters:
(enter Frequency is 1000.2403
Stop Bandwidth is 1500.0000
':'hni n:::::55~ 70 db

P2SS Bandwidth is ::~32" 1000

k ~ ~ ._

Fe= i .. OOOO

F'n1 ~

1 .. 3000
1 ... ::::000

b~4627

O~54i2

._----_._--------_._.. _-_._--_.. _~-------------_._---------------~._. __.._-_._---_.
D-3.t.~~ f 01- of i nal desi gn of 8UTTEt:':;':I;.JOF~TH BAi\lDF'ASS Fi 1ter

Quadratic Coefficients for Denormalized Gain Function in Rad/Sec

Numet-ator Denominator
S···~ 1 S· ·0

1 .. 650E+03 3.515E'~07

1. 853E-H) 3 4·. 4::::E:E+O;'

i.) .. 0
OuO

o-u

1 ~ 8S::SE+O.3
/J~ 252£+02
El. 258E+02

s·-· (}

O~OOOE+OO

O.OOOE+OO
0 .. fJOOE+OO
0 .. OOOE·j.·OO

1 .. 0
1. (1

1. (I

6,,252E+02
8. 258E+02

2" 990E'H)7
5 .. 21"7E+07

;~~sonant Frequencies in ~iertz:

Pole
7~4~~:' .. 6381

1060.2-::':77
870 ...32[;12

1149.5442

Q

3.5943
3.5943
8.7466
8.7466

---
--------------------------_._----------------~--------~--------------- ~----

~Oecia] note on cain of bandpass :
G~in adjustment factor for bandpass = GAF = 8.184
:~-or ba.ndp.;3.ss filter-s, the gain of the system at centel'- +r-equ.ency is given
In terms of the qains of the individual stages by the expr~ssiGn:

~~:d~~~~e';)~~:i,~;~~:.~t:~3;:e~~'~~~y;r~Od;~'~~;~iO;~Pt;,;,;ente,- *~;?;,~~;~'c~ ;~F
?Qch staqe. which may be di-fferent f~om the center frequency o~ the'overal
::':-\/stem. Th~ nain ad il~[stment 'fa.etar is used b:J arri V'e- ·3.t the· corr-P,-;
'8nCPass ~ai~ when ~efined at the ove~all system _cent er frequenc~~-



third_pctave
lit/80 0:16
r'12~-~ i m Program

1000
r"'lPP: Calculations -tor riode 1

i'1F'P{ 1 g ():>

DAT;', I NF'UT 1"0": SECT! ON # 1
Specified center frequency, iO, i~ 943.6381
Specified Q is 3g5943
~3peci-:~ied clock frequenc'::f i=.- 9000(lg 0000
----------------_._-----..,---------_._----- ......-----------_.--_._-------_._-------------

1"0 CODE REQUIRED FOR SECTION #1
Code for clock ratio: N = 35 = 1 0 0 0 r l'

Q CODE REQUIRED FOR SECTION #1
Code for Q selection: N = 110 = 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
---- ----------~~------~-- - ------ ------_._---- ------------------- ---------------------

CO~1~jENT ON SECTION #1
~bove code applies to parts with a SIX BIT clock/center freq ratio code
( code for parts with ratio range of 40-141, except mode L with 28-99 )
'v'dlue of center frequency' t.Eu--geted' ~".Jas 939g 2751
Actual center frequency delivered by the circuit will be 944g5727
Clock ratio dialed in is 95~8186

The Q ~targeted' was 3g6098
Value of Q delivered by the ClrCUl~ IS 3g5398
Following are gains at filter terminals:
HO LP ~ -lg0 ... HO Ni ~ ~-l~O ( freq::;:; (; Hz ), HO_N2::::: -l~O (-t,'-eq = clk/2 )
HO=BP ::::: -Q :=- -3~5398
------------------------------------------------------------------------ -~- - -

DATA INPUT FOR SECTION #2
center frequency~ fO, is 1060g2377
Q is 3.5943

~)peci f i ed
Speci fi ed
S~)ecified clock frequency is 90000g0000
------------ ~--------~--~----------------------------------- ---- --------------_.

1"0 CODE REQUIRED FOR SECTION #2
[ode for clock ratio: N::;:; 28::::: 0 1 1 1 0 0

----------------------.------------------------------------ --- --- -~-- - ---
Q CODE REQUIRED FOR SECTION #2

COde for Q selection: N::;:; 110 = 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
---- ---_.- ------- ~----- ---------- -- ------- ----------------- ---------------------

COMMENT ON SECTION #2
(lQQ"-.,re code applies to parts vsith 2. SIX BIT clock/center fr-eq r-atio code
( Code for parts with ratio range of 40-141, except mode 2 with 28-99 )
'-·/.:;:tlue of center frequency :0 targeted' was 1061.0330
(jctu.al center- frequenc'y' del i vered by the ci t-cui t ~"Ji 11 be 1067 d 6088

Qck ratio dialed in is 84.8230
rhe Q 'targeted' was 3:6150

IJ2 of Q delivered by the circuit is 3.5347
~ollowinq are qains at filter terminals:
-if) ~.:.~: == '=-1=0, HO_t·-41. == -igO ( ft-eq = q H:z ), HO_t\~2 == '-1:0 (fl'-eq ;;::: clk/2

_Dr = -Q =:;: -~3g 5347



------------------------------------------------------------------------_..... _.

'lir-d_octave
/1/80 0: 17
::Ii{ i m Program

1000
MPP~ Calculations for Mode 1

t-1F'F'< 1 • (; >-

-------------------------- ------------------------ ----~----------------------
DATA INPUT FOR SECTION #1

Jecified center frequ2ncy, fO~ is 870.3282
Jecified. Q is 8.7466
Jecified clock frequency is 90000.0000
-- -- -------------- - -- -- --- -------- ---~------------------ -------- ---- -- -------- ---

FO CODE REOUIRED FOR SECTION #1
~de for clock ratio: N = 40 = 1 0 1 0 0 0
- - -----_.------~_.._.- - - _. - - -- _._----- -------_.- -- ---- .------------- ----.- - -- -- -~ . --- ._---. - ._- -..-._._.------ -_._.-- ,- -- ..- _..

Q CODE REOUIRED FOR SECTION #1
~de fOI- Q selection: N = 121 = 1 1 1 1 0 0 i
---- ~---- --- ----~---- -------- --------- ~---- - ---------------------- - ------ - ---------

CDr11'lENT ON SECTION #1
~ove code applies to parts with a SIX BIT clack/center freq ratio code
code for parts with ratio range of 40-141, except mode 2 ~ith 28-99 )

.9.1 !...l.e of c:enteir- f r-equency' ~ targeted:< ~;Ja.s 868. 1179
ctual center frequency delivered by the circuit will be 869~5878

lock ratio dialed in is 103.6726
he Q ~ targeted ~ l;"JB.S 8~ 7595
alue of Q deliver-ed by the cir-cuit is 9.1296
ollowing are gains at filter terminals:
i)_LP = --l~O~ HO_I'-H = -i~O ( freq = 0 Hz ), HO_N2 ::::. -l~O ('Fr-eq ::::. clk/2
U_BF' = ._Q:::: -q.~ 1296

-----------------------------------------------------"-------_._----
DATA INPUT FOR SECTION #2

peclfied center frequency, fO, is 1149.5442
Decified Q is 8.7466
!Jecjfied clock +requency is' 90000~OOOO

-- ---~---------------------------_.------------------------- - -- ---------------
FO CODE REQUIRED FOR SECTION #2

ode for clock ratio: N::::. 24 = 0 1 1 0 0 0
- ---------------- ----------------------------------- - -----~ --------- - ---------

Q CODE REQUIRED FOR SECTION #2
ode for Q selection: N:::: 121 ~ l' 1 1 1 0 0 1

-------------- ----- --------_.~------------------------------------- -------
COMMENT ON SECTION #2

ibove code applies to parts with a SIX 8IT clock/center freq ratio code
, Code for parts with ratio range of 40-141, except mode 2 with 28-99 )
·~1 ue of cente-r -Frequency :' targeted ~ lrJas 1145 .. 9156 .
ictual center frequency delivered by the circuit will be 1148~3302

'lack ratio diale~ in is 78.5398
~ 7Rl'Ife Q ~ tarqet.ed'" l,.403.S 8. u .l.

12 1ue of a-delivered by the circuit is 9.1071
-Qllowinq are Gains at' filter terminals:

LP == =--1.0, HO Ni ::::. -l~O ( ·freq ;::: () Hz ) ~ HO_i·.J2 == -1:0 (f!~eq = clk/2 )
_BF' -~ --Q:::: -9-:1071



thir-d_octave
1/1/80 0: 17
i':a}: i rri F'1~C)gr-am

1000
MPP: Calculations fOr Mode 1

t1F'F'< 1 • 0:>

DATA INPUT FOn SECTION #1
Specified center frequency, fO, -is 870.3282
Specified~Q is 8.7466
;:Jpecified clock frequency is '"7'0000.0000

FO CODE REQUIRED FOR SECTION #1
C6de -for clock ratio: N = 40 = 1 0 1 0 0 0

Q CODE REQUIRED FOR SECTION #1
Code ·FOI- Q selection: N = 121 = 1 1 1 1 0 0 1

COMMENT ON SECTION #1
0bove code applies to parts with a SIX BIT clock/l:enter freq ratio code
( code for parts with ratio range of 40-141, except mode 2 ~ith 28-99 )
Jalue of cent er frequency ~targeted~ was 868.1179
Actual center frequency delivered by the circuit will be 869.5878
I~lock ratio dialed in is 103.6726
The Q ~ t-3.rqeted ~ l,.'>1cI."5 8.7595
'Jalue of Q-delivered by the circuit is 9.1296
~Qllowing are gains at filter terminals:
j()_LF' = --1.0, HO_Ni = --i.O ( freq = 0 Hz ) ~ HO_I->.i2 = ~-1.0 (-ft-eq ::::: clk!2 ;;

'{i_BP = ·-i]:= -9'. 1296
--------------------------------------------------------- -----~

DATA INPUT FOR SECTION #2
~peclfied center frequency, fO, IS 1149.5442
oecified Q is 8.7466

jfied clock frequency i~ 90000.0000
.- ""-- - --- - -- -------- - ---- ------ -----,----~----------------- -- --- -- --- - -------------- - -

FO CODE REQU I RED FOR SECT I Of) #2
ade for clock ratio: N = 24 = 0 1 1 ° 0 0

Q CODE REQUIRED FOR SECTION #2
ade for Q selection: N = 121:= 1" 1 1 1 0 0 1

------------------------------------------------------------------------
COMMENT ON SECTION #2

ibove code applies to parts with a srx BIT clock/center freq ratio code
code for parts with ratio range of 40-141, except mode 2 with 28-99 ;;

'31 Ue of center -Frequency ~ targeted ~ was 1145.9156 '
ictual center frequency delivered by the circuit will be 1148.3302
'~UCK ratio diale~ in is 78.5398
heQ ~targEted~ was 8.7811

Ue of Q delivered bv the circuit is 9.1071
'Qllowinq are oains at' filter terminals:
"'J __LF' = =-1.0, HO_Ni == -l~O ( freq = 0 H:z ), HO_r-.l2 = -1.0 (f!'-eq = clk/2 )

_BP = -~Gl = -9 .. 1071
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Frequency B A.A B & K 1625 To1erance
(Hz\ IdB\ IdB\ IdB\

100.00 0.08 0.04 -0.5, 0.5

97.15 0.28 0.04 -0.5, 0.6

94.4 0.52 0.14 -0.5, 0.8

91.7 -0.16 1.16 -0.5, 1.6

89.1 2.26 4.12 1 .6, 5.5

79.37 17.9 19.8 16.5, 50

50.0 53.0 49.6 46.0, 00

25.0 60.0 59.8 69.0, 00

102.93 0.25 0.07 -0.5, 0.6

105.95 0.11 0.13 -0.5, 0.8

109.1 -0.23 0.86 -0.5, 1.6

112.2 1.62 3.32 1 .6, 5.5

126.0 19.06 19.16 16.5, 50

200.0 56.3 49.3 46.0, 00

400.0 59.8 59.8 69.0, 00

Comparison of fi1ter responses with the to1erances from the

IEC 225 Standard. The frequency in bo1d (100 Hz) is the

10west center frequency of the bandpass fi1ter modu1e.



-AB-

The frequency in bold (8000 Hz) is the highest center

frequency of the bandpass filter module.

Frequency B.A.A B & It 1625 Tolerance

(Bz) (dB) (dB) (dB)

8000.0 -0.28 0.09 -0.5, 0.5

7772.0 -0.38 0.1 -0.5, 0.6

7552.0 -0.33 0.14 -0.5, 0.8

7336.0 0.57 0.57 -0.5, 1.6

7128.0 2.65 2.57 1 .6, 5.5

6349.6 18.04 18.4 16.5, 50

4000.0 49.44 49.2 46.0, DO

2000.0 60.0 59.8 69.0, DO

8234.4 0.25 0.09 -0.5, 0.6

8476.0 0.11 0.31 -0.5, 0.8

8728.0 -0.23 1.77 -0.5, 1.6

8976.0 1.62 5.09 1 .6, 5.5

10080 19.06 20.7 16.5, 50

16000 56.3 49.7 46.0, DO

32000 59.8 59.7 69.0, DO
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Nominal Freq C-Weighting A-Weighting To1erance

(Hz) (dB) (dB) (dB)

10 -14.6(-14.3) -58.1(-70.4) +3,- 00

12.5 -11.6(-11.2) -57.1(-63.4) +3,- DO

16 - 8.7(-8.5) -54.0(-56.7) +3,- ..

20 - 6.41(-6.2) -49.3(-50.5) ± 3

25 - 4.62(-4.4) -44.3(-44.7) ± 2

31.5 - 3.18(-3) -39.25(-39.4) ± 1.5

40 - 2.14 (-2) -34.3(-34.6) ± 1.5

50 - 1.5(-1.3) -30.2(-30.2) ± 1.5

63 - 0.95(-0.8) -26.0(-26.2) ± 1.5

80 - 0.62(-0.5) -22.2(-22.5) ± 1.5

100 - 0.42(-0.3) -19.0(-19.1 ) ± 1

125 - 0.28(-0.2) -16.04(-16.1) ± 1

160 - 0.19 (-0.1) -13.1 (-13.4) ± 1

200 - 0.14(0) -10.7(-10.9) ± 1

250 - 0.11(0) - 8.6(-8.6) ± 1

315 - 0.08(0) - 6.6(-6.6) ± 1

400 - 0.08(0) - 4.7(-4.8) ± 1

500 - 0.08(0) - 3.25(-3.2) ± 1

630 - 0.08(0) - 1.94(-1.9) ± 1

800 - 0.11(0) - 0.89(-0.8) ± 1

1000 0.14(0) - 0.14(0) ± 1

1250 - 0.19(0) 0.37(0.6) ± 1

1600 - 0.28(-0.1 ) 0.75(1.0) ± 1

2000 - 0.4(-0.2) 0.93(1.2) ± 1

2500 - 0.53(-0.3) 0.95(1.3) ± 1

3150 - 0.77(-0.5) 0.85(1.2) ± 1

4000 - 1.13(-0.8) 0.6(1.0) ± 1

5000 - 1.61(-1.3) 0.16(0.5) ± 1.5

6300 2.32(-2) - 0.5(-0.1) ± 1.5,-2

8000 3.33(-3) - 0.95(-1.1) +1.5,-3

10000 4.67(-4.4) - 2.81(-2.5) +2,-4

12500 6.35(-6.2) - 4.5 (-4.3) +3,-6

16000 - 8.67(-8.5) - 6.82(-6.6) +3,- ..

20000 -11.17(-11.2) - 9.3(-9.3) +3,- ..

References values in bold.
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Specification sheets of AID Converter



aANALOG LC2MOS
DEVICES Complete, High-Speed 12-Bit ADC

[_------- AD_75_72_1

-

FEATURES
1Z-Sit Resolution and Accuracy
Fast Conv"n nme

A07572XXOS, 5...
A07572XX'2, 12.5...

Complete with On~ipReference
F.st Bus Access Time: 90ns
Low Power: 135mW
Small. 0.3'". 24-pin Package

GEI'o"ERAl. DESCIlIPTIOS
The AD7572 is a complete, 12-bit ADC that offers high-speed
performance combined with low. c.~OS power levels. The
:\D:"5'::'1 u:.es an accurate, high-speed DAC and comparator in •
w..ccessive-approximation loop to achieve a fast conversion time.
An on-ehip, buried zener diode provides a stable rdefence
voltage to givc low drift performance over the full temperature
r-4I1ge and the specified accuracy is achieved without any user
rr",,'7Is. An on-cbip clock circuit is provided, wruch may be used
with a crystal for stand·alone operation, or the clock inpUt may
Ix driven from an enemal dock S()ur~ such as a divided-down
microprocessor clock. The only other external components re
quired for basic operation afthe AD7572 are decoupling capaciwrs
for the supply voltages and reference output.

"The AD7572 has a high-spttd digital interface with three-state
data OUtputs and can operate under the control of standard
microprocessor Read (RD) and do::oded address (CS) s:i.gn.als.
Inlerface timing is sufficiently fast to allow the AD7Sn to operate
'With most popular microprocessors, with three-state enable
umes of only 90ns and bus rdinquish times of ,Sas

The AD7S71 is fabricated in Analog Devices Linear Compatible
OA.OS process (LC"MOS.:, an advanced, all ion-implanted
process that combines fast c.~OS logic and linear, bipolar circuits
on a single chip, thus acrue\-mg excellenl linear performance
';I. 'r;:lc still retaining: low C\lOS po.'wer le\'eb

The .-\D-5:-: IS a\'ailable in OOL'l 0.3" wid:: ,24--pin DIP, <!!'1j Li
2~·[ermina! surface mount packages

AD7572 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM

' •.

PRODUCT fUGHUGHTS
1. Fast, S~ and 12,5r.u conversion times make the AD7S72

ideal for a wide range of applications in telecommunications,
sonar and radar signal processing or any wideband data
acquisitlon system

2. On-.:hip buried-zener referen.;e has temperature c~fficiem as
low as lSppm 'Cc, giving low full·scale drift m'er the operating
tc:rnperature range

3. Stable DAC and compa...'<llOr give excellent linearity and low
zero error over the fulJ temperature range.

4. Fast, easy-ta-use digital interface has three-Stale bus access
times of 90ns and bus relinquish times of 7Sns, allowing the
AD7572 to interface to most popular microproce:»ors

5. LC2MOS circuitry gives low power drain 135m'i,X"" froIT'.
- 5, ~ 15 volt supplies

6 14-pin 0.3' package offen. space $.OI.ving over pans in ni-pin
0.6" DIP,

ANALOG-TD--DIG/TAL CO.NVERTE.RS ~211



SPECIFICATIONS IV. - 5'1 ±5'4. v" : -15'1 ±5'4. '"" 2.5IIIIz for A11757ro1l5, IlIlz for AIImm12.
11 5,-.,. _T_l��T_-_---~6-1II-.....,~

1

ACCLlLKY
ResoluOOD.
lr:r~ Sonli=arity ;."" -lS-c

T"""toT""",
Dlll=tu.l SonJ.incarifv

.\l..i.::imum Resoluuotl:or .... hich::lC

.'.tissmgCodc::l; ueGuar=t=1
Offset Error Ca .. ~5"C

T"""(<JT"",,,
F--.:i.! ~,;ie FS ElT'Jr - 25-C
;:::~.: ~~"';e fC;'

:\...........LOGI~Pl.:T
Inpul Voltag!:'~
loputCurre:ct

[~~E~"'ALRE~"'CEVOLTAGE

\'RHOuqlUI'i!. -25"C
\' IlEFOUIPU{ Te

Outpul Car=:n Sink Up:miliry

POWER Slr'PLY REJECTION
VooOuly"

lOGIC ISptTI
CS. RD.HBES,ClKIN

"'r",1.., Input lowVolup::
..... r...'H, InpurHigh Vaiup:
CP.'!,IInputCapac:itmee

CS.RC, HBN
Irl", Input Currrot

CLKIS
IfS, lnputCunmt

lOGICOL'TPtrTS
Dl1-DO;8, aUSY,CLKOUT

V'O\., OlJlputlow Vcdt.lgr
V"!-i,OuIpUr High \'"it-'igl:

Oll~OO8

EO:.lt:ng :ir.lt~~ Cu.t1'r!l{

F1o:lung SU(rQuIpU{ Upa.;;:uncc~

}."-5
V~l

IZ
01
01
01

IZo.
"is

oto .. 5
3\

-Sl. -'-3

'"'SO

-o.s
-2'"
!O

:dO

'" la
IS

K,B,T
V.......

IZ
01
01
01

IZ

0'
:::5
::0

25

010 .... 5

'.1

-LZ. -5,1
10
~50

::-1/2

:1'2

_0.8
.;.1.4

10

",to

",to

IS

L.U
V.......

IZ
=1 2
::; 1 2
01

IZ

0'
0'
.:: :0

010 -5

"
- 5 L - 53

20

S5D

~ L2

-o.s
-1.4
10

'" 10

-10

",10

IS

IZ
:::12
:::34

01

Cl!O .. 5

3.5

- 5,!- - 5 3
20
SXI

::: 11

~ 1 2

-os
.. lA
10

'" 10

-zo

",10

IS

BilS
LSBmn
LSB mu
LSBm.a:r;

Bits
LSBrr.u
l5Bmn:.
:"'SB ,,!".-U

~;::m.\~ :T.n

\' mi.n V""".ll
ppm "C!VP
.......... m.u

CSB""

LSB ~"1'

\. onu
\·7..1D

T...i",:liC~,,-.,~,:,y~T"':7:~'S-:: !!...SB
\'~,f' - 'V'. \'., - - i'V, FS ~ 51;

'.iCl.iL~"(~-.i,, 'c~~"'::('n =

For BipolAr OpenUQll Sce
Figun::l.lD& I!

- 5.25V .::; 1"'0

&tema.l Load ShouldSO(~
Du.nngCom·~

FSCh.cngo=,Vss " -15V
V oo " .;.4.75Vro ~5,15V

FSOw1p:. "loo" 5V
Vss - 14.15Vro -15.i5V

"'!;.lO = 5V ",500.

V'l" - OtoVOD

Vrs -OtoVDD

!.,,;:; ~ lr,m..'t

LOUh--" ~ ~OOI.l--'t

CQ:"\ERSIOS Tl.\4.E
:\D7~-~XXQ5

S.. ,,~hronous C!odt
.\.\';f,ducnou'COoCl<,

'1D-~':'~XXll

S,r:~hronousC<xl<,

.\ ..'n~;'ro,,~"~s (IQ.:I..

:~5

'.2.\3

l~.S

1: 13
12.5
._ \3

r,:;:; -:'.\'\Hz.5<:el·.-:.,jer
..> .--:-:m:TI.u C:ll:troll~puts S,.n~:-t"-'p.l.l.;l,l:on

_;:'r:.u ~_I,,·:.\\Hz

..,~::: ....5=

PO~'ERREQURE.'o\ESTS
\. :'D

V"
ICl['"
l ~

Pu....a D,>s:pauoo

.,
- IS

1)1

liS

- 15

13S
liS

-5
-IS

I"
111

- :5
\':-':0.\.\
VSO.'o\

"'.\ C1"-:.I.l:

.'TI:\ .'!'..u
:nWt"p
m'il"mu:

:c ,0.0 (Gr S~~,f:ed P~rf()m:ance

'" 5"'0 tor Spe.;lt'ied P~ri"rmmo:

LS ~ RD ~ V'-'o..\IS ~ SV
CS ~ R5 - V ;0[' •.-\.lS ~ 5\

SQTES
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IMING CHARACTERtSTlCSl
IV. ~ 5'4. V" -15Vl

•

Limit at + Z5'"C LimitalT....T_ LimitalT_T_I
......"er {All Grades} (j, K, L, A, B, C Grade5) (S,T,UG_) Units ConditiollsiCommeatJ

0 0 0 nsmin CS to RD Setup Time
190 230 270 "",,.. RO to BUSY Propagation De!ay,
90 110 120 n",,.. Data Access Time after RD, CL = 20pF
125 150 170 nsmax! Data Access Time after RD,CL = lOOpF
t, t, t, ns nun 1 RD Pulse Width
0 , 0 ; 0 nSm1D: cS:o RD Hoid Llne
-0 90 lOO as maxi Data Sl:~'..:PTime after BCST:,
20 20 20 nsmm Bus Relinquish Time
75 85 90 ",mu
0 0 0

\

",mm HBEN to RD Setup Time
0 0 0 "'mm HBEN to RD Hold Time

" 200 ::00 lOO os rnin Delay Between Successive
Read Operations

OTES
riming Spe:i!lClcions~sample [enedat _ Z5"C:o=compl.ia!K%..-\11 inpu!control ~~spccifJedW1!D
r = If '" ~D.$,10'"". !o9O'!'i.oi ... 5V) mdti:JJedfromuol~lcvdoi 1.6V.
llDd t., are mc:uund with me Ia.d,ircuits oi Fipn; I ;md defined as rhl:: time: reqwmi for an
lUtp\U to m:.ssO.8V or Z.4V
7 is drf:ned u me time required for thC'd:l.calines to chanF O.W wbcaloadcd with tbecin:u.irs ofFigur1: Z.

peciflCatiOr..s sul"ecr (Qc/w!ge wichour oonce

Fgure 1 Load CirCUirs for Access Time
oto -.;.- 70~C

-25'C to -'-85'C
-;5°Cto _125'C
-6S'C to _150°C

- 300'C
1.000mw
lUmW-QC

-D.3V co ~T\'

-l-D.3Vto -IN
-0.3V, 'lDD .... O.3V

- ISV to .;- ISV
-O.3V, Voo -O.3V
-O.3\", V DD -D,,,\'

·Stress Joo'e :::\!SC :l,:cl 'J...'1..:ler ··,-\i:-wio..:t,;: "tui:r.= RJ:i.'lgS" ~v

~a:= ;'C'r.t!.1fIent JJ..~ :..;: :~ Jen.:e, Ths :s .i ;:= rJ.ri..'1!l JnJy :lnd
fi..:1l~LlvlUi '~pen~!OD of ,he Jen:e at 'h~ 0r l...'1V '~rhe:r ~"nliltlo.n Joo~'e

·h,,<;e 'niliGoi[etl in :he~F<'r-a:!(·n..;U ;.e-~~:~n.> vi 'his -;~u_C;~;;:;on is no!
,mpli~. EXpoJscre co .It-s<,lute ~"!Hc.."TI ",~:ng ~(n\iJ.,,~,r.~ fJf ~x:~:lJcl

p.::nu.i5 may arIecr Je\'lCe r-eilability

Voo to DG~D
Vss to DGND .
AGND to DGND
AIN to AGND
Digital Input Voltage to DGSD
Digital Output \"oltage co DGS"D
Operating Temperature Range

Commer;:ial J, K, L Versions;
Industrial t.\, B, C Versions)
Extended ,.S, T, L: \·~rsions':

Srorage Temperamre
L:ad Tc:mperatureSGI.ic:ring, li};o:s
Power Dissipation . .\.n~ Package) 10 - 75"C
D<."rates above - is -·C by

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS'
T ... = ~ 2S'C unlessodter'Wis.e noted)

j '-"'-j"·Z,o v_,~ "r,"
3{-a v:..'...., :0 \/_'c

.... 'q,~-Z :0 '/._ :
3"j '. :0 '/"~ -'~i

J

ClGNO

F;gure 2. Load Circuits for Ourput Float Delay

OBN 0--.-----.---0

caNa, 1 0

"" ~ T c,

7 aGNO 9

CAUTION,
ESD (Electro-Static-[)isc.hargt:) sensitive de-.;ce.~ digital control inputs are diode protected;
howe~er permanent~ may occur 00 unconnected devices subjected to high energy electrosta
tic f1dds: Caused devices lDUS[ be scored iD conductive foam or shunts. TIle foam should be dis

charged ro the destiJution socltct before devices are removed.

WARNING! ~

~~",q
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ORDERING INFOR.\tATION1

COr-.,......'ERSION TIME = 5J.Ls

T cmperattue Range and. Package Optionsl

Accur.u:r
Grade oto .... :'0"<: - 25"C to .... S5~C - 55~C to .... 125~C

Plastic DlP(N·:?4) Herm.etic~(Q-24) Hermetic~ (Q-24)

:::ILSB .\D7572J:--';05 .\D7572.\QU5 .\D7SnSQOS
:::lLSB .\D75nK~OS AD7S72BQOS .\.D7572TQ05
.:: [.!LSB ADi5i2L~05 .\O:-572CQ05 .-\D7572CQ05

PLCC\p.2SA) LCCC! E-2SA)

-= ILSB _'DT2JPIlS ;\D7572SE05
cILSB .\D7572KP05 .\D7S72TEOS
=- I 2LSB AD7572L.P05 AD7572CE05

CO~"VERSIONTI.\1..E = l2ILS

T empecature Range and Package Options"

Accuncy
G..de Oto +700c -25OCto +85"'C - 55"C to + 12S"C

Plastic DIP{N-!4) H.nuetic' (Q-!4) Hecmetic'(Q-24)

cILSB AD7572JS12 AD7S72AQlZ AD7SnSQ12
cILSB AD7571KN12 AD7572BQ12 AD757ITQlZ
~ 12LSB .\D7571LS12 AD7572CQ12 .\D7572CQ12

PLCC·(P.28A) LCCC'(E-28A)

,ILSB AD7572JP12 AD7572SEI2
cILSB .\D7572KP12 AD7572TE12
" I-2LSB AD7S72LPI2 ..\D7S72UE12

SOTES
ITa ordtt .Io\IL-STD-883, Oass B processed parts, 3dd 8838 to pen
"umber C;m~,Kt H'U! ~o.cal ,'lle5 .Jffice for mu;cuv ,hC3 'heel.
S~ S~(::cn ,3 f,lr >,d<;~e ,~u~hn.: m,formanon

'.-\r.a.log De,,;(e~ re-;c--f\'e5 :he rtght :0 ~h1p ellher ~<erunic pa<;l<4gc Clt.HJine D-~ ...,",
(lr ~erdip .,,,,m,,,,ti.;; ~adc.ag.:' ,J~cline Q-l" ~k.age$

~PLCC PlasHc Le3ded Chip Carrier.
'lCCc- ladle"~ Cr.I.rn.h'; C'lip Curia.

PIN CONFlGlJR."nONS

011 ~
~a

a,"
.a ,

n """
~

tt'" '" ,

" ~"'"
~

~~R " "
" - ~ "

PLec
•z i ~ } ;,

~ •, , ~ " ~

•

"",.,n
""-,_ ... ScoolW

n "a •
n -n '"
" ~""'
a ~R

" -
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PIN

1
2
3
4 ...

13.

MNEMONIC

AIN
VRa'
AGND

11 DIl 04
16 D3iIl DOI8

PIN RJNCTION DESClUPTION (DIP PACKAGE)

DESClUPTION

.'u1alog InpUL
Voltage ReferenceOutput. 1k.'\D7:72 has its own inrernal - S.Z5V reference.
.'\nalog Ground.
"Three State data outpUtS.~beco~ active wbm CS and RD are brought low.
Individual pin function is dependent upon High Byte Enable!. HBEN) Input.

DATA BUS OOTPlJT CS Ir: iD '" LOW

• lU4 Pi:a 5 !Pia 6 1Pill 1 Pial lPia9 IUtO lPi:anlPmlJ Pm 14 Pm" Pm,.

.'.L'·..'"E.\.lOSI(" D1I DIO 109 I D. D7 ,[)6 D5 .D< 'D3.11 D210 01. 00.
HBEN - LOW I DBIl OSlO DB9 053 IOB7 DB6 DBS Ins- InB] DBl DB! DSO

HBEN - HIGH I DBll 0810 DB9 1088 LOW W'W LOW n.. w loslI 0810 OM 053

NOTE
"Oil. 001 a:re lhe ADC dataourput pins.
DBll. _ DBOarer.hell-bircooVttSionresu1b;.DBllisr.he.'d.SB. •

12 DGND
17 CLKIN

18 CLKOUT

19 HBEN

20 RD

21 CS

22 BUSY
23 V",
2. VDO

DigitalGround.
ad Input pin. An ene:ma.l ITL compatible clock. may be applied. to this pin.•.&JlC'Ilativdy
a crystal or cenmic resonator may be connected bctwttn CL.K. IN
(Pin 17) aod CLK OUT (Pin 18).
Cock OutpUt Pin. An inverted eLK IN signal appears at eLK OUT when an external clock
is used. Sce eLK IN (Pin 17) description for crystal (resoaatoI').
High Byte Enable input. Its prim.ary function is to multiples: the 12-bits of convenion daD. ooto
the lower 07 ... DOIS outpUts (4.\tSBs or 8 LSBs). See Pin description 4 ... II and 13 .. 16.
le also disables CODVemoo swt wbaz HBE:'l is high.
READ input. This.active LOW signal, in conjunction with CS is used to enable
the output data three state driven and initiate a conversion if CS and HBEN an: low.
CHIP SELECT Input. This active LOW signal, in conjunction with RD is used. to enable
the: output data three sure driven and initiate. COIlversion if RD and HBEN are low.
BUSY output indicates converter statuS. BUSY is LOW duringconvcrsion.
NcgativcSupply, -15V.
PositiveSupply, +SV.

'------ ,.P c..UIll.lS -J

OPEJIATIONAL DIAGRAM
An operational diagnm for the A07572 is shown in
Figure 3. The AD7572 15 a 12-bit successive approximation
A."O convener. The addition of just a C't'YStaL'ceramic resonator
and a few C3.p;M:itors enables the ck-<.ice to perform the ;malog.

to-digital function.

~ Ll -'f

~ TO .~v

"1U~o- (,)

,}----o - 'SV

~~

A.Ol"l12lllG5~l_~T&I..~~Te-!

A,!;'l'l'l2U1Z_' _CItTS7A.1..cER.UoICIt!'SOlIilAre-!.
c, ...... C2c.&1'AO'fAl'llCf. VAl.UIESQ£PIEI'IC OOIot'rST.......C~Il£SOfU,.OR
...... M!foU:TUA\Ell. T"t'1"OC.6.I. ~Al.LtES.uliERlOfoO]ll,,, '0DJ0f'

Figure 3. AD7572 Operational Diagram
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CONYEIlTEll DrrAILS
Conversion start is controlled by the CS, RD and HBE.llol
inputs. At the start of conversion the successive approximation
register \SAR) is rc$t and the: three-state data outputs arc
enabled. Once a conversion cyck has bqun it cannot be ~
started.

During con..ersion, thc imem.al IZ-bit voltage mode DAC
OUtput is sequenced by r.M SAR from the most significant
bit.\'lSB: (0 me least significant tri(~LSB). Referring to

Figure 4, the AIN input connects 10 the comparator input
\"1. l.5kO. The DAC which has a sim.ilar 2.5kll OUtput

imp.::dar.ce ..:or~'lec(s (0 me same comparator input. Bit decisions
JIe :r.ade by th.;: .:orr.pa.ntor ". zero .:rossing Jeto,:1Or""hi.::h
chedcs the addition of each SUCCessive weighted bit from the
DAC outpUt. The .\\S8 decision is made sOns (typically)

after the second falling edge of eLK IS following a conversion
Start. Similarly, the succeeding bit decisions are nude ap
proximately SOns after a eLK IS edge until conversion is

ftnished ..,.\t c.ftc end of conversion, the DAC output et.ilTent
bal..a.nces the AIN input current. The SAR .::ontents 02-bit
data word) which represent me .-\IS inpUt signal is loal:kd
into a 12·bit latcb.

DRNlNG TIlE ANALOG L"PlJT
During conversion, thc AIN input current is modulated by
the DAC output ,;:utrent at a rate equal to rheCLK is frequencv
(I.e., l.S.\Uiz when CLK IN = 2.SMHz). 1llt analog inpu~

voltage must remain fIXed. during this period and as a result
must be driven from an op amp or sample hold wlth a low
output impedance_ The output imped.an-:c of an op amp IS

equal to the open loop ourpUt impedance di....ided. by the loop
gam .H the frequency of interest.

Suitable devices capable of driving the AD,S Tl. AIS" input
are the: AD OP-Z7 and AD7I1 op amps or [he ADS8S -;ample
hold.

1~"TIIL"ALCLOCK OSCILLATOIl
Figure 6 shows~ AD7572' internal clock circuit..... crystal Of'

ceramic resanatoc may be connected ~ern eLK IN (Pin 17)
and cue. OUT (Pin IS) to provid~ a dock oscillator for the
ADC timing. A.ltemativdy me crystal'resonator mav be omined
and an external clock source may be connected to CLK IN. For
an eXternal dock rhe mark.ispace ratio must be 50150..-\n inverted
CLK IN signal will appear at the CLK OtJT pin as shown in
tbe: operating wavclorms of FIgUre 5.

Figl..ire 4. AD7572 AIN Input

A07572

INTEIlNAL IlEFEIlENCE
The AD7S72 has an on-cbip, buffered, temperaeure-...-ompcnsated,
buried zc:ncr reference, which is factory trimlnc:d to -5.Z5V
.::0: 1%. It is internally COtlDCCted to the: DAC and is also aV1.ilablc
ilt Pin 2 to provide up to 5S~ eurrc:ot to an atemal load_

Foc minimum code tnnsition noise the refc::rt::l1Cl: output should
be decoupled with a capacitor to filter out widcband noise from
me refe:ttnet: diode (I0iU of tantalum. in panild with lOOnF
,;:enmic). Howevtt, 1arF values of decoupling capacitor can
affect the: dynamk response and stability of the reference amplifier.
.-\ 100 remtoc in sc::rics with the decoupling capaciton will
eliminate this problem without advendy affecting the filterinl:
effect of the ,;:apaciton. A ~i.mplific:d schematic of L!le reference
wim its recommcndecl do:oupling componenl$ is shown in
F...".7.

~m

~O}'l;n••1l5 _ l _CR"ST&Lcau.-=Rt:so-TQtlI
.AIl1'5nxx,z_, _CltYST"-LCEIl.A.-:Fl(.SOIU.TQII
Cl _0CU'AOlANCf. .......UES DIEl'£M) 0l'II ONST.IoLcau.-:: IIESOfII,kTOfI
~JICT\.iREA.TYf"ICAI.VI.LU£S__ .,o'GOJII'

Figure 6. AD7572 Internal Clock Circuit

C~lUUlfORro..7 --,
I nu! I

I I
I
L
~--------'

Figure 5. Operating Waveforms Using an External Clock

Source for CLK {N

CONTllOL INPUTS SYNCHIlOMZATION
In applications where lhc: RD control input is not synchrQnizrd
wim me ADC dock thea conversion time can vary from. 12
to 13 eLK L.~ periods. This is bc:ausc: the ADC wait! for
the fIrst falling eLK IN eage after conversion start before
the con~'C'rsion procedure bqins. Wimout synchronization,
this delay can vary rn.n zero to an entire clock~. If.
CODSWlt convcnioD time is n::quired, then the fol1mriDl
approach ensures a fUa:l SIJ.S conversion time for the
AD7172XXOl and 12.1... f", th< AD7172XXIZ, when. in
itiating a conversion, RD must go tow on ether the rismg
c:dge of eLK iN or the falling ~1iC of eLK ot.'T.

L.. " _~;15....

..

Figu.re 7. AD7572 Internal - S.2SV R.:ference
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"6 1911

R'

'"

L---------..J::;) AGNO

..
".

'"
'"

~"

'" 1+'--i:~-~+--'l---:::...L-I
-/5 -lLS8

'"
I
I
I
I

",r:,~' r ".>V
"'~~'~.~

av
V"..INPUT\lOlTAGE

'"

'"
'"

'"

111 Illl

1~ 010

~·g~.'re 70 407572 Bcc:J( OC2~3':'Cin - 01.:':;:(,[ Code ,5
Cl'ser 3',~3rv

• ADOI PONAL ?!N5 OMITTED FOR CURITY

BIPOLAR OPERATION
rtgureS 10 and 12 show how bipolar opttation c:an be: adlievai
with the .'\0757:2.. Both ci.n:uits use an op-amp to offset: ~
ualog signal ('ItN} by 2.5\/..-\lremativdy, t1K op amp (An can
be n=plal:ed. by a sample hold <lS shown in Figure 24. 1be op
a.."!lp cransfer functions are given below:

Figure IQ: AI~ = (V!N --- 2S, ~'olts

Figure 12: AIS" = - VIS .... 2.5, volts

Borh i.:irclits ~J.ve an .lJ.l3.!og :"-pm cL,ge d .:: lSV ir:d an LSB
,iLe of 1.22:nV. The ·)utput i.:~CS.ire .Jtfs.c. "cJi....'1J.f'Y for F:g-.lre
IQ and complemenrry offsct bmMy for Figure 12. Their ideal
input'output tnnsfer dUlI':lCteristics after offsct md full ~e
adjustment are shown in Figures II and 13.

Signal ranges other man =2.SV are easily accommod..ated. u.sin.g
Jifferent values of R3 and R4 for ~igure 10, and a d..i.fferent Rl
...alue for Figure 12. These resistors iliould be chosen such tha.
the 'inlrage range a! AIN covers rhe full dyn.am.K: range (i.e., QV
fO 5V) of the :\DC. All reUs-tol"S sbould be the same type and
from the same manufacturer so that their temperature codficieots
match.

ll' 111

AOOP·21
FlJ .=.0111

61911 .=.0585
A~ALOG :>-':'-;;;'--..~_-1+

INPUT v... A1

FS = sv

"ULL 5C..1U:
';>.J.~:s.r·'OPlj

"'" ....
" ADT572'",.. ""'" AONO

FS -1LS8

AIN. INPUT vOLTAGE "N TEAMS OF" LSS"5)

o r Z 1

Lsa LSB'S LSS"S

"Y_':~"'UT

~2DE

'"1'"
'" ;-

/
/

/
/

/
/

:~:+ ~/

: ~--------+--+'-"'-~
t "

"

"
"

"

Figure 8 A07572 tdeal input Output Transfer

Characteristic

UNIPOLAIl OFFSET AND FULL-SCALE EIlIlOIl
ADJl;STMENT
In applications where Olbsolute accuracy is important then offsct
and full-scale error on be adiusted. to zero. Offset error must be

adiusted before fulk.alc error. Figure 9 slKlo;n the extn com
ponents required for full-scale error adjUS1::IneDt. Ztro offset is
OlChieved by adjusting the offset of the op amp driving AIS
i.e., Al in Figure 9,). For zero 'J[fset error apply O.61m.V (i.e.,
L2LSB) at VIN and adjust the op mlp offset volcage until cbe
.-'\DC output code: flickers between 0000 0000 0000 and
0000 0000 (:,001.

For zero fulhcal.e error apply an malog input of 4.99817'1 (i.e.,
FS.3,ZLSBs or last code: transition) at VrN and. adjust RI. until
me ADC output code flickers between 1111. 11.11 1110 md

lIlt llll Ill!.

liNIPOLAIl OPERATION
Figure 8 shows the ideal mput'outpUl characteristic for the: 0 10
5 volt input range of the AD7572. The designed code transitions
occur midway between successive lnccget'" tSB ~·alu.es (i.c=.,
L2LSB, 312LSBs. 5;2LSBs. . FS·3;2LSBs). The outpUt code
is ruLturu ~inary with ILSB = FS·-W')6 = ',5 4(96)V =

1.22mV.

Figure 9. Unipolar 0 co - 5V Operation with Gain Error

Adjust

Figure 11. Ideaf fnputDl.itput rransfer Characceristic for
the Bipolar Circuir of Figure 10
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In measurement appliations where absolute 4(;;Cuncy is requ.ind.
offset and full-scale error can bt adjusted [0 zero as in
F;gu,e14.--------

• ADDITIONAL PINS OMITTED FOR CLARITY

AD75n-
"6.1911

"'"

'"....
AOOP-27
.500711

:,~._----_l+ A"""
., '>-....--<..

m

ANALOG
INPUT V..

'"",.

'"

'"

• ... oorr;c.. .l.l ~1,,"S OMlnEO ~OR ~~Hln

Figure 72. AD7572 a'polar Operation - Output Code is
Complementary Offset Binary

".
""
an

Figure 14. AD7572 Bipolar Operarion wiCh Offser and
Gain Error Adjusr

a"
a"

'"...

Figure 13. Idea/Input Output Transfer Characteristic
for ~he Bipolar Creuit of Figure 12

OFFSET AND FULL-SCALE EllIlOR
[n most Digital Signal Processi.ng (OSP) applications offset and
full.scalc"error have lirm or no effect on system performance. A
typical example is a digital fIlter. whett an an.alog signal is qu.a.n
tizcd., digitally processed and recreated using a DAC In these
type of applications the offset error cm be eliminated by ac
couPlin&: the m:reated signal. Full-scale error effo:[ is I..inear and
does n.ot cause: problems as long as the input signal is within the
full d;inamic range of the ADC. AD imporu.nt parameter in
DSP applications is Diffettntial. SO~ry and this is not
illec!ed by either offset or full-scale error.

BIPOLAR OFFSET AND FULL-SCALE EllIlOR
ADJUSTMENT
"The bipolar circuit of Figure 10 caD be adjusted for offset and
full-sa1c errors, by indudina two potent:iomcters R5 and R6, as
shown in Figure 14. Offset must be adjusted befon:: full-scale
error. This is achieved by applying an analog input of O.61mV
(1I2LSB) ar: VIN and adjusting R.5 until the ADC outpu.t COOlk
flickcn b<tw= 1000 0000 0000 aDl! 1000 0000 0001.

F(X' full-scale error adjustment, the analog input must be at
Z....9817 volts (i.e., F5.2 - 31ZLSBs or last transition point).
Then R6 is adjUSted until the .-\DC output code flicken between
lllI lIlt Ilia and 1111 lllIlll1.

A similll offset and full·sale error adjust:mc:nt procedUtt may
be employed for rtgU.te 11 by m.aking RI and Rl variable.
Offset must again be adjusted before full scak error.~ is
achieved by applying an analog input of O.6ImV at VIS and
adjusting RI until the ADC output code fliclten between
0111 Illl lllO and aliI lIIl 1111.

For full·scale error adjust, apply a sign.aJ. source of ZA9817V at
VIN and adjust R1 until the .-\DC output code flickers between
0000 0000 0000 and 0000 0000 0001.
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APPLlCAnON HINTS
Wire wrap boards ate [}(){ recommended for high resolution or
high.speed. A,·D convutetS. To obw.n the best pcrfocmancc:
from the AD7572 a printed circuit board is required. Layout for
the printed circuif board should e:tlS11R: that digital and analog
signal tines are separated. as much as possible. 10 particular, care
should be ukcn not IQ ran my Jigiul traCk a.1ongsi& an analog
sign.a.1 r..rack or underneath the I\D7572. The.wa.log inpUt should

be screened by AGSD.

A single point analog ground .STAR ground~' separate from the
logK system ground sboulJ boe 6u.blished ;n Pin 3;AGSD) or
as d~ as possible ro the AD7Sil as shown inF~ IS.
Pin 12 (AD7572 DGND) and all other ...... grounds mould
be COlUlectro to this singie anal08 ground JX)int. No other digital
grounds should be con.ne;:ted to this analog ground point. Low
impedance an.alog and digital power supply common ~turns are
essential [0 low noist operation of the ADC md the foil width
for these rrac.ks should be as wide: as possible.

,V~: Input signallcads to AIN and signal rerum leads from
AGND (Pin 3) should be kepi as sbon as possible to minimize
input noise coupling. In .lppliatioDs whctt this 15 not possible,
a shiclded cable bttween source and AOC is recolIlDlCodcd.
Also, sin~ any potential difference in grounds between the
signal SCIW'CC and. ADC appears as an error volagr: in series with
the input signal, attention should be paid to reducing the ground
circuit impabnees as much as possible.

In applications wbere the A07572 data outputS and control.
sign.a!s~ connectoi to a continuously ar;:tive microprocessor
bus. it is possible to Ft LSB erron in CODvcnioIl results. Tbcsc
errors att due: to fcedthrough from the microprocc:ssot to the
successive approximation compar.;ltOl'. The problem. can be
eliminated by forcing the microprocessor into a WAIT ~tatc
during convttSion '5eC Slow Memory Mode interfacing), or by
using three-state buffers to isolatc the .'\07572 data bus.

Figure 75_ Power Supply Grounding Practice

TIMING AND CONTllOL
Convtt'Sion start and. data read operations are controlled by
th= AD7572 digital inputS; HBEN. CS.Dd RD. F..... 16
shows the logic strUCtUre associated with these inputs. 1'lIc three
signals are internally gated so that a 1. HQ" is required on all
thn::e inputs to initiau: a convenion. Ooce initiated it c:anDOt: be
~ until coaven;ioa is compktc. CattY'l:!tCt swus 1:1 iDdi
coted by tile BUSY owpm, and thia is low while "",venioa is"'-

There are two modes of operation as outlined. by the timing
diagrams of Figures 17 to 10. Slo.- .\\emory Mode is dctigned.
for microprocessors which cm ~ driw:n intO a WA1T state, a
READ open.tion brings CS and RD tow which. initUtc:s. a con·
vCT'Sion and data is read when cOQversion is complete.
Th~ second is the ROM Mode which does not require micro-
processor W,\IT ~tates, a RE\D operation brings CS wd RD
low which initiates a conversion and reads me previous conversion
result.

DATA FOlL'I.AT
1be oUtput data format ca.a. either ~ a complctc panlld load
(OBI 1..080) for 16-bit mlcroJH'O'eSSOrs or a twO bvtc load for ~
8~bit microprocessoC'S. lli.t1 is alwa~ right iustifl-cd"Ci.e., LSB is .
thc most right-hand bit in a l~bit word. For a two bj'1c read,
only data omputs 07 ..... 0018 are used. Bytc selection is govcrned
by the HBEN inpUt which controls an internal digital multiplexer.
This multiplexcs the 12-bits of convU'Sion data Onto the lower
07 .... DOtS outputs. (4 MS-Bs or & LSBs) whett it an. be rtld
in twO rCkI cycles. The 4 MSS's always appear on 011 ... 08
whene'vtt the thn:c-statc output drives a.rc: turned OD.

AOP.in t.>or Ql-,:'~~

" ~ f~
>i)...

, ~

'7 ,",,-1
""'"-

L'::::f:
OUllU 1'-.: ST,,-n; 00JTI'\1T$

"CTJ;.'f "'GH ." 00.•• 01." -E""'-8U """'REE 5H1: OUTI"I..rrs." ~ ~ OIltt OD

"'
lM _ ~ow

01" ~. ~" -
0001"( 0" o,n,UllE J1o;E 4IX llAtA oYTOUl'-'

0'-" ~~~ It err~~SUl.T$.

F;gure .76. Internal Logic ,'or ContrOl Inputs CS RD and
~8EN .

SLOW .'I.EMOIlY MODE. PUALLEL READ (HllEN =
LOW)
Figure 17 and Table r sho~ the timing d.iagrazn and data bus
status _for Slow Memory Mode, Paralld. Read. CS and. RD going
tow tt1gge:n a conversion and tM A07572 acimowlcdges by
Wcing BCSY low. Data. from the previous ':QQvernon appears
on the thrtt state data outputs. BUSY retUrns high at~ end
of COI1ver901l wbcD tile outputlalclJoo ha.. ba:D updal<d aDd
the convc:nioo rault is placed OD data outpUts DU ... 0018.

SLOW MEMOIlY MODE, TWO BYrE READ
Fat a two byte re.! only 8 dw. ourpun 07 ... 008 are ustd.
ConvC"Sion start procedure and dats output gurus foe the: tint
«ad opcmion is Wkntial to Slow Memory Mode, Pvalld Read.
s.. F..... 18 timinll diagram.Dd Table 11 da", bus swus. At
the: end of conversion the low dal:& byte (D87 ... OBO) is.~
from the ADC. A s<c<md READ opcmion with HBEN hiP.
places the biIh byte on duo _ Dli 11 ... oars and disabl<o
coavusioc start. Note the 4MSB*s appear OD daa outpUts
D 11 ... D8 duriq tile "'" READ opcntioos aoo...

ANALOG- TO·DIGITAL CONVERTERS 3-219



.ID1572Oatao.q,.a

Rad

Table I. Slow Memory Made, Parallel Read Data Bus Status

""

BUSY

OAU
OLOOATA
081 080

"'eWOATA
081 080

Figure 78. SlOW ;\1emory Mode, Two Byte Read Timing Diagram

AD1572 Data Outputs 01 DO 05 DO 10~1I 0110 ! OL~ OM

FiotRod DB1 086 DB' DB4 IOB3 DB' J OBI OM
5eo'-odRQd LOW LOW LOw LOW i DB" OSlO i OB9 Dag

Table 11. Slow Memory Mode, Two Byre Reaa Data Bus Starus

Figure 19. ROM Mode. Parallel Read Timing Diagram

AD7'12llo1a_ 011 011 00 De 101 DO 105 DO Ol'U 0211. 0110 DU

First Re8d (Old o.u) 0811 0810 0B9 DBI !DB7 086 IDB' DB< DBJ 0B2 OBI OBO

SecondRad DSll OSlO DB9 DB8 IDB1 DB6 ! 08~ DB< DBl ' DB2 DBI OM

Table Ill. ROM Mode, ParaJlel Read Data Bus Status

3-= ANALOG-Ta-DIGITAL CONVERTERS



Figure 20. ROM Mode, Two Byte Read Timing Diagram

AD7512 Dat2o..tpIItI D7 Do [)'; D4 mm I 0211. D~ ""'"
F~ Re:ad. (Old. Dam) OB1 0B6 OB5 DB< OB3 082 DB' 080

Second R<od .,. LOW LOW LOW LOW DBII I OB10 089 DBI

ThirdReai "l OB1 0B6 DB' DB< DB3 I 082 DB' D80

TablelV. ROMMode. TwoSyteReadDataBusStatus

ROM MODE, PAlL\LLEL READ (HBEN = LOW)
The RO.\\ .\\od.e a';oids placing a microprocessor into a wait
state. A convenion is started with a RE.o\O operation and. lM
ll-bits of data from the previous conversion is available on data
outputs 011 . 00,18 (sec Figure 19 and. Tab.le III). This data
may be disreprded. if not required. A second READ operation
reads the new data·, OBl1 .. DBO:~ and surts another COnVer;10Q.

A delay at [east as long as dIe AD7572 conversion time must be

illowed between READ operations.

RO.\I .\lODE, TWO BYTE READ
As previously mentioned for a twO bvtt= rod, only data Qutputs
07 ... DO; 8 are used. Conversion is started lJ1 the normal way
with a READ operation and the data output su,rus is the same
as lhe ROM :\\ode, Parallel Read. See Figure 20 timing diagram
and Table IV data bus status. Two mace READ operations an:
required to access the new conve~ion result. A delay equal m
the .-\07572 conversion time: must be allowed berw.:en COll'l'eTSJOO

start and me second data RE."t.O operation. The second READ
operation. with HBES high, disables conver5ion start and places
me high byte \4MSBs) on data. outpUts D3ill ... [)(),8. l\.
Ihird READ opc:n.tion ao:c:sscs the low data byte (DB7. . OBO)

and stare; another conversion. The 4MSB's appear on data
outputs DJ 1 ... 08 during all three read o~tions above.

...UCROPROCESSOR INTERFACING
1llc A07572 is designed to interUa: with microprocessors as a
memory mapped device, The CS and RD control LnpuB are
common to all periphenl memory interUcing. "The HBEN input
serves as a data byte select for 8-bit processors and u nortrWly
connected. to the microproa::ssor address bus.

MC6808I Mic:loptcw::~" ..
Figure 21 shows a typical interface: for the 68000. The .\D7572
is operating in the Slow Memory MOlk.•\s.suming the AD75n
is located at address COOO. then the foUowinc single: 16-bit MOVE
instruction both starts a conversion and reads the conversion
=WI.

Move. W SC:OOO,DO

At the beginni.n.g of the instruction cycle when the ADC address
is sdecred. BUSY and CS assert DTACK, so that the 6SOOO is
forced into a WAIT state:..\r me end of con....ersioQ BUSY
returns high and the conver5ion result is placed in th~ DO register
of the CP.

~,

.o.O(;f;ESS aus <-..
J I,.

'" 'EN AOD~SS II DECODE

MC58000
Y

A07572·

0fiCi f-o( ( cs

"
aus>

.w
V ""lAOH .H

DATA SUS
Do qoo.1"1 ""..

• UN£AIIl OACUlntl' QMlTT£D FOR CL.ARI"T"o' ~

Figure 21. A07572 - MC680ao Interface
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C'ge;re 22 .-'.07572 - 8085A Z8D Interface

This i~ a rwo b..-te read L'1struction which loads the AOC data
.ldJress BOl"lO' -i....'1to t.he HL register pair. During [h.e ftrst fe2d

operation, BCSY force5 the: microprocessor to WAIT for !he
.\D7572 .:onvet"iion. No WAIT states are inserted during the
second~ operation when the: microprocessor is~ the
high data byte.

•

I!0.. ,".,11 !

'y III
~.

• ...,:N
~,

". '0 .".

1.,.
.

\ I

,.' -y".---<')--,
.q -,

.=-

AD7572.AD535 SAMPLE·HOLD INTEIlH.CE
FigtlU' 24 shcws an AD58S sample-boU:1 amplifier dri ..-ing the
AIN input of the AD7572. The interlace contains resistors RI,
Rl, R3 and R4 to allow a bipolM input signal range: of .::: 2.5
volts. The maximum sampling frequency is 1251tHz for the
AD7572XX05 (5jJ.S conversion) and 64. 5kHz foe the
AD7572XX12 (l2.5~ conversion). This includes the sample·hold
amptific:r acquisition time (3J.1.S).

When an AD7572 convcmon is initiated, the converter BUSY
output goes low indicating convenion is in progress. 1llc fal.linx
edge of this BUSY outpUt signal placc:s the sample-hold amplifier
intO the: HOLD mode "freezing" the input signal [0 the AD7S7Z.
Whc::n conv~n is finished, the BUSY outpUt IUUtnS HIGH
allowing the sample·hold to rrack the input signal. To ach.ine
the maximum sampling rate, the AD7S72 output data must be
read. within 3j.LS immcdiatdy after conVCf'Sion while the sampIe.
hold amplifier is acquiring the Den sample.

Figure 23. AD7572 - TM$32010 /merface

"" PORT ADOfIESS sus 'J,..
J l,

DEN I. AOOAESS osI EN OECOO< r LTMS321l1. .. AD7572-

'" OH
DATA BUS

'" I "'. H8EN

~
'>

LHLDBOOOl
LDHL, BOOO)

For the 308SA
ForLlJ.e Z80

." ~"'OORESS sus
"".,

I. I, ..
I ollOQRESS I HBEH

""0 I'· OECOOf A075n·

zoo Of."". cs
w~, BUSY

'" '"A D'
0'

DATA BUS

"'f'l q""
·L;~EAR CiRCUITRY OMITTED FOR Cl.>\RITY

TMS32010 .\lICROCOMPUTEIl
Figure 23 shows an AD7572-T.'A.S3201O interface. Tht ;\07572
is operating in the RO.\\ .\tOOt. The interface 15 de.igned for a
maximum T.\\S32010 dock frequency of 18.\\Hz but '.vi.ll typIcally
work .)\'I=r :he full TM.S3Z01O dock frequency range.

The ;\07572 is mapped <it a port address. The follo90·ing LO
instruction startS a com·enioo and reads the previous conversioo

re5ult into data mtmory.

,,.; .".P.... PA = PORTADDRESS)

~'hen conversion is complete, a second VO instruction reads the
u~[()..date data into the accumulatOf' and suns anolhc:r conversion.
A delay at least as long as the ADC cOQvcnioo time must be

allowed between l!O insrructions.

8085A, Z80 MlCllOPROCESSOIl
Figure 21 shows an AD7Sn interface for the Z80 and 8085A.
1bc AD7572 is opcn.tiDI in the Slow Memory Mode and a two

~ byte read IS requ:irc:cT.-NorshoWft in tM1'igutt is the g..bit latch
required to demultipla the BOSSA common address:data bus.
AO is used to assert HBEN. so that an even addttss (HBEN =
LOW) [0 the A07572 will start • convenion and read the low
d>n byte. An odd add=s (HBEN ~ HIGH) will ..ad the I1i3b
data byte. This is accomplished with the single 16-bit LOAD
lnsU'UcUon ~low.

Figvre 24. AD7572 - AD585 SampJe-and-Hoid Interface
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Top View

______ l'in ConfIeuration

All CM¥1Ca-Upin PKk~ 0.3- .-idI pack~
OrrIering Intonrwion Continued 0f'J L-.r Page

MIlT TDIP. IWIGE NCKAG£" lICCURIoCY

t.IAX26OACNG o-C to +70"C Ptastic DIP ,..
MAX26QBCNG o-C to +7O"C Piatic DIP ...
MAX2SOAENG -40"C ro +85°C Plahc DIP ,..
MAX260IlENG -40"' C to +85- C Ptatic DIP ...
MAX2llOACWG O-C to .7O"'C WodeSO ,..
MAX260BCWG O"'C to .7O"'C WodeSO ...
MAX260AMRG -ss-C to .l25-C CERDIP ,..
MAX260BMRG -SS-C to ·125-C CEROIP ...
MAX261ACNG O"'C to .ro-c Plastic: DIP ,..
.

,------------1

• ..- Ileolgn $0"_0 III • N.

• 1IIc:topt, c wI_
• I4-Stop c.nterF_ConlroI

• ~QConlroI
• hlClopalldonl Q _ to PiOll.,dIIIng
• _._ Ctoc:IIlD le _-1' lA grwla}

• 75kHz to Ft8nga (IIAX2I2)
• SlngIa +$V _ ±SV (lparallo<l

______ 0nIerl1lfl 'nf'onnation

NI~JXI~"I
Microprocessor I'rogl'llmmab'.

Unj"ertItI' Acti". Fj'tenI
__________ Featu....

pP Tuned Fitters

Anti-Aliasing Filters

Digital Signal processing

Adaptive Fitters

Signal Analysis

Phase-Locked Loops

_-----Func~IIMfI"""

i:
f-.. c...,.., D••crlptlon
~~, .. > ~1262 CMOS duaI!1lllXln<kln1erun_
~ -C:;~.ed capacitor active filte:s allow microprocessor
,. 01 precise filter functions. No external cam
~, E5 are required for a variety of bandpass. Iow-
" llighpass. notch and a1lpass configurations. Each
~_ _ contains two second-order fitter sections which
.c .... _tar frequency. Q. and filter operating mode

;iiiiir programmed control.

.~ clock, along with a 6-bit fo program input,
ine the filter's center or corner frequency
~ affecting other filter parameters. The fitter Q
• ~ programmed independently. Separate clock
~ tor each fotter section operate witI1 either a
j;II8l. RC networi<. or external clod< generator

..y.tJC26O has superior offset and DC specifications

... tile MAX261 and MAX262 and a canter frequency
III ran9"._of 15kHz. The MAX261 handles center
~ to 3Ot<Hz while the MAX262 extends the
,.., frequency range to 75J<Hz by employing lower
~..tcrfo ratios. All devices are.8vailabte in.24-pin
CIf' and small outline packages In commerCial. ex
..,...s, and military temperature ranges.

--------AppI~

.NI.AXI..M............

Fourth-Order Bandpass Fitter
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Operating Temperature
MAX26OI261/262XCXG __ O"C to +70"C
MAX26OI261/262XEXG . __ _ -40" C to +SS'"C
t.IAX26QI261J'262XMXG _ -55" C to +l25"'C

Storage Temperature _ _ -as"C to +16O'"C
Lead Tem--"'<e (SoIderi"9. 10 secondSl . -3OQ"C

PIUWIE"TBt COHIlITIOHS IIIN TYP ILU UNITS

'0 cente< Frequency RaJ1ge See Table'

Maximum CSock Frequency See Tab6e 1

fcu:lfo Ratio Error (Note 1) TA:' T... to T~ MAX2llOA ±O.2 ±1.0
MAX26Ol! ±O2 ±2.0 ...w.J<26Iffl2A ±O.2 ±lO
MAX261i62B ±O.2 f21l.

'"T~Coeffi<ionI
-5 ppml"C

o """""ocY (_ from T.=T... toT......
idUt continuous filter) 0=05101& MAll26QA ±l ±S
(Nota 2) Q=051018 MAX26Ol! ±l ±10

0=32 MAX2llOA ±2 ±10
0=32 MAX26Ol! ±2 ±15
0=&4 MAll26QA ±4 ±15
0=&4 MAX26Ol! ±4 ±22 ...
0=0.51018 MAX261/62A ±1 ±5
Q=O.5to16 MAX261/6211 ±1 ±10
0=32 MAX261/62A ±2 ±10
0=32 MAX261/6211 ±2 ±1§
0=60 MAX261i62A ±4 ±15
0=60 Ml'.X261i62B ±4 ±22

o Tem_Ill Coeffi<ionI ±20 PP'"i"C

DC L_ ae;n Accurocy MAX2llOA ±O.l ±O.2
MAX26Ol! ±O.l ±O.3 dBMAX261/62A ±O.1 ±O.2S
MAX261i62B ±O.l ±O5

Gain Tlf'I'lpetalUI'W Coeffjcient lOWIJ8SI (eI e.C.) MAX260
,

5
~ -5 PP'"i"C

BInd_laI to> IoIAJ<261I61Ill2 -20

0ffMt IJoItage At Fi_ T. '" T.. to TJU,Xo Q '" 4
Outputs-LP, BP. HP -, MAX2llOA ±O.06 ±O.2S
1_3) MAX260B ±O.15 ±<l.45

MAX261A ±O.40 ±O.go
MAX261B ±O.SO ±UO
MAX2Il2A ±O.40 ±Ogo
MAX2ll2II ±O.SO +HiO

V
_3 MAX2eOA ±O.07S ±O.30

MAX26Ol! ±O.075 ±O.5O
IoIAX2e1A ±O.50 ±1.(X)
MAX261B ±Ogo ±UiO
MAX262A ±O.50 ±t.OO
MAX2ll2II ±O.90 ±1.80

a-_Tem~ ~~= UXl.53. 0 = 4 ±O.7S m'ore
CooffiOonl .... '" ... toTMU

Microprocessor Programmable
Universal Active Filters
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
TotaJ Supply Voltage (V"' to V1 .•..... _ _. 15V
Input Voltage, any ptn ........•. __ .. V---a.3V to V"'-+-O.3V
Input Current. any ptn .........•..... _ _ ±5OmA
Power Oissipation

Plastic DIP (derate 8.33mwrC above la-C) 6SQrnW
CEROtP (dent.. 12-5mWI"C abOve 7O"C) UlOOmW
Wide SO (derate 11.amwrc abOve ra-Cl 944mW



~ CONDITlOIIS - T'tP IIAX UNITS

Clod< F_rough ±4 mV

e.-Jk c:ro dB
__(NoIB4) o = " 2J1d-{)rdo<, LMlP See Typ. Opo< Chor.

4tIKlrtIer LP (Fig. 26) 90 ""-4tIKlrtIer BP (Fog. 24) 100

Hannonic Distortion at fa o - 4, V~ :: 1.5Vpp -<iT dB

Supply _ Range TA:: T.-H to TIM,l[ ±2.37 ±5 ±5.3 V
_ Supply eunotlt

T. = T_1o T""" r IotAX2SJ 15 20
(Note 5) CMOS LeoeI LogK: '''''' MAX261 16 20 mA

IoIAX262 16 20

Shutdown Supply eu....., ~.=aIIO, '-S mA
LeoeI LogK: '''''' (NoIB 5)

INTERNAL AIIPUFIERS
Output SignaI Sw;ng (NoIB 6) TA - T.... to Tw:x. 10k0 k.:I ±4.75 V

Output Short Circuit Cunent
Soun:e 50
Sink 2. mA

_ Supply Rejectico1 Ratio 0Hz 10 10kHz -70 dB

Gain Banc:twtdttl Product 2.5

_
SIow_ 6 Ill,..

IIicropTOC88." "'OfIrammabl.
Unl"...1Acti". Filters

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (ContInued) •
(If' = +5V, .. =.fN. CLK. = cue. = ± &J 360kHz "" the MAX2llO ....,_"" the MAX261IlI2.lo.A = 118.48 "" MAlC!llOI61 ono
139.80 for MAlC262. Filter Mode 1. TA :: +2S"C un'" ottwrwiII noted.) Ji;

=ca
~
~
ca....
~

=

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (for V± = ±25V ±5'Vol
Y = +2.37V, V" = -2.37V, CU<. = eLK" = ±2.5V 250kHz 101 the MAX2IIO and 1_ "" the MAX261162. lcu."o = 199.48 ""
MAX26OI61 and 139.80 tor MAX262. Filter Mode 1. TA :: +~C urn-~ noted.

~ CONDITlOIIS - rtI' IIAX UNITS

.. Center Froquoncy Range <-7l
Maximum Clod< Froquoncy (-7l

I "" Ratio Etror
0=8 ....X26XA ±D.l 1

(~'.8) loIAX2eXII ±D.l 2.
,

O~(_trom 0=8
_ continUOUS fiIlllt) lcul!, = 118.48 NAX2llOA ±2 ±5
_2.8) loWC2llOB ±2 ±1O

fcul!, = 199.45 MAX261A ±2 ±5 ,
MAX261B ±2 ±1O

fcuII. = 138.80 ....X262A ±2 ±5
MAJ262S ±2 ±1O

Output SignaI Sw;ng All ()utpUl3 <- 6) ±2 V

_5uppIyeu.... CMOS LeoeI LogK: InputS (_ 5) 7 mA

Shutdown Cunent
CMOS LeoeI LogK: InputS _ 5) 0.35 mA_1:

_2:_3:
_4:_5:
-"_7:_I:

I" .J!.lICCUra<:y os tested at 100,53, 103.67. 106.81, 113.1, 125,66. 150.8, ono 199.48 on the MAX26lW1, .". at «1.84, 43,98,
Cf2. -53,41. 65.97. 91.11, and 138,8 on the MAl(262.o~ _ at 0 =0,5, 1, 2. 4, 8, 16. 32. ... 64. 0 ol32 ... 64 _ at 112 _ dock fnIquoncy.
The Ofbet VoItIIge is specified kif' the entire fitter_ 0ftIet • yutualty iI 1; lCIent of a and~ r'8tio 1IIUing. The tea
dock lrllq.-.cy "" _ 3 is 175kHz "" the IWC280 .". 750kHz "" the MAX261m2.
()utpul noioo is _red _ If' RC output .....,.,...;ng filter at 4 ... ID ......". dock -rough
TTL 1ogK: _ are: HIGH = 2.4V, l.CNI = O.SY. CMOS IogK: - are, HIGH = &J. l.CNI = IN. - -..ppIy co.... is
Iypi<OIIy 4mA "9*" _ TTL IogK: .... clock - -
On the MAX2llO only, the HP _1ignOI1Wing is tyoicolly 0,75V _lhII' the LP 01 BP outputs.
A' ±2.&J Il1JPPlioo. the .. IWlglI onO .......... clock lrllq.-.cy .. tyoicolly~ of - - ., T_ 1.
fn. ..~ and Q KCUrKy ..... functiOn of the .ceufX)' at rnternal~ rDos. No II'ICre8Ie in wror it; expected at
Hsvas compared to ±5V howe'lIef' the8t~ are amy..a to tr\e extent indtcated by the WiN or MA)( IUnits.

A;tAXIA;t -----------------------

------------
I_____' - ..l



MIWIE1BI lIYM8OI. CONIlITIOHS - rtP IIAX UNITS

WR Puloe Width '- 250 150 ..
Addnlss SoIup tAS 25 ..
Add.... Hold .... 0 ..
Cola SoIup 'os '00 50 ns

Cola Hold .... 10 0 ns

LogK: InP"! Hig~ V.. WR, OOHl', NJ-I>:J, CLK., CLKe 2.• VT... :: T.... to Tw.x

Logic Input Low V~
WR, OOHll, NJ-I>:J, Cl.K., CLKe

0.8 VT"= T....,.to T.......

WR, OOHll, NJ-I>:J, CLKe '0
Inp<ll Leakage Cunent I.. CLK 6 IlO /lA

TA ='T..,. to TMAX

1nP"! Copocitance C.. WR, ~1, M-I>3. CLK... CLKe '5 pr
NaIl t Interface Ummg specffications are guaranteed by design and are not subject to test

_________________________ Pin DJJcription

IWl2III ILU2I1I2
PIll' PIll' HAlE FUNCTION

9 9 v- ---17 16 V" NegotM--
18 '7 GNO _ Grtlund, Connocl

to the ..-. gra>1d loo"-----'"- loo" single~ply.-.oon. GNO_
be well~ .. oingIe
IlJPPtY *..,,, •. ..

" " CLK. Input to the __ -
c:loci< input ID -. A.
This c:loci< a -...ov di-
..., by 2.

12 '2 CLKe Clod< input ID _ B. This

c:loci< a __ -
by 2.

9 8 CLK OUT Clod< Output loo" aySBl
_ R-C '*"..... oper-

ation

19 18 OSCOUT ConnectS to c:rysCIt or R-C

100" ..----

- IIIAxatI2
PIll.

_. - FUIlCTlON "
5.23 5.23 1N..1No

F__

,,21 1,21 BP,..BPe ~-M,22 M,22 LP",LPe ~-3014 3,2Il HP..HPs Highpaa/Notch/Allpau-16 15 WR _e.-inpuI

15,13, ",la Nl.AI Add_ inputS loo" '" ..,
10.7 10,7 A2.J>:l Q inpuI _ I<1<:lIIiono

20,6 19,6 00.0' Dota ;"puts loo" '" .., Q
p"'»gi WIN Ai..g

2 OPOUT 0utpuI at lA ....... ,••iinId ClIP'"
omp on MAX26'162 only.
Pin 2 is • no-c:oo d et on
the MAX2IlO

• OPIN Inverting Input aI~
rniI-.:f l:lP"«TlP on MA.X2S1/
62 onty (NcMr-frl\eitDlQ ~
P"!a _Iy ""'• ...w
10 ground). Pin ... is • no-
CClfV1eCt on 1he MAX2I!!I1.

--------------------- .MAXI.M
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Q ERROR wo CLOCK AlEQUENCY
MAX260

Microprocessor Plogl'llmmabl.
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________________~Op.LIIti... e.-acteriatlca

5 Ht-4++-+++-++H--H

OUTPUT 8lGNAL SWING
to CLOCK FREQUENCY

I :I-+rt-t++-+++-++H--H

.. 3Jl ..

MODE 2.'

u ...

±5V
Q""
TA " 25'"C

!g,& ."0
le>

1.0

-u

Fcu</Fo ERROR .. CLOCK
FREQUENCY IIAX261I2

......
l ....
"i ....
"w ...

-1.0

±5V
0,,' •TA:' 25"C

~-N:'

,

"'''IE •-4

0.5 111 U 2.1 :Z.5 11 J.5

•

20

10

l 12

I ·o •

Q ERROR wo CLOCK FREQUENC~

IIAX261I2

W-.cl RMS _ (db rei. 10 2.•7V""". 7Vo-J ±5Y So:o'
Q -1 Q" Q ...- LP .. -- LP .. -- LP BP .-

l:! 1 -&l ::so -&l -8l ~ ..as n 73 ..as
i 2 -- -90 -88 -&l ~ -&l -n -73 -16

= 3 -&l -90 -88 -8l ~ -&2 -73 -73 -74

• • -&3 ~ -&l -7'9 -Ill ..as -71 -73 ..as

1 -ll7 ~ -88 -Ill -Ill -ll6 -73 -13 -ll6

I 2 ~ -- ..as -&3 -8l ~ -75 -n -74

i 3 -ll7 -- ..as -8l -&2 -8l -71 -n -n

• -ll7 -- -88 -Ill -8l -- -71 -n -ll6

..... SpIcIraI DbIt n lion
(MAX261. fCLJ( = 1 MHz, dB rei.
10 2..7V...... 7V,....J

" a_If
0=1 0=1 Q=IIla. I••- -&l -80 -n

3 KH2 -ll7 -ll7 -88

C IoIossage -83 -83 -83We;ghted -



Microprocessor I'lOfIrammabl.
Universal Acti". Filfertl

BP

U
FO-I'5

(TAIIl.£ 21

$CH = SWITCH-CAPJI'CITOA HETWOAK S-ti110---'+ NlHFIIAP

:, J,
~.

r-I $CH I-

.-'-1 $CH
~ r)----{K to-" •rv ~

51 52 53 52 ~r
~

~ SCH
SELECT {i' 13

SCH 0 !
I

..

101'"

Figure 1. Filter Slack Diagram (One Second-OrdfH' SectiOn)

_______ lrrInHIuction

Each MAX260/61162 contains two second-order
switched~rtoractive filters. Figure 1 shows the
filte(s state variable topology, employed with two
cascaded integratOfS and one summing ampJifier. The
MAX261 and MAX262 alSO contain an uncommitted
amplifier. On-chip switcheS and capac~ors provide
teedbacl< to control each filter sectiOn s 10 and a.
Internal capacitor ratios are primarily f8SPOf1Sible for
the accuracy of these parameters. Ahhough these
~ _ (SCN) are In fact sampled
systems, their behaviOf' very closely matches that of
continuous filters. such as RC aetrve filters. The ratio
of the clock frequency to the Mer canter frequency
(fClJ(lfoJ is kept la? so that ideal second-order state
vanable response tS maintained.
The MAX262 uses a lower range of sampling (fc...lfol
ratios than the MAX260 or ~AX261 to ~now higher
operating fa trequencies and SIIlnal bandw'dths. These
reduced sample rates result.in somewhat more deY~a
tion from ideal continuous filter parameters than With
the MAJ(2!j(l/61. HOW8\'et', these diffen:>ce5.can be
compensated ~,ing Figure. 20 (See ApplicationS
Hints") or MaxIm s filter design sottware.
The MAX26ll employs auto-zero circuitTj' not included
in the MAX261 or 262. This provideS Improved DC
characteristicS, and improved tow trequency perform-

_...!"~~.tI'~~I!i9!' end I. and .signa1.bando--

width. The NlHPlAP outputs of the MAX260 are inter
nally samp'e-and-hek1, as a resu" of its auto-zero
operation. Signal swing at this output is somewhat
reduced as a resuh (MAX260 only). See Table 1 for
bandwidth comparisons 01 the three lihers.

Maxim ~Iso provides design prl?9raJns which aid in
convertlOg filter response specifications into the ~
and a pr"9ram codes used by the MAX260 series
devices. ThIS software also precompensales 10 and a
when low sample rates are used,

tt is important to note that in all MAX260 series fitters
the filter's internal sampk! rate is one half the input
clock rate (elK" or elK.e) due to an internal division
by two. All clock related data, tables and other dis
cussions in this d~ sheet refer to the frequency at
the elK" or Cli<A.,"put, i.e. twice the internal sample
rate, unless speo1ically stated otherwise.

___ Quick LDok DesIgn PI GceduN
The MAX260, MAX261 and MAX262 with Maxim'.
Mer design software, greatly simplifle5 the design
pr~ure5:for many active fitters. Most designs can be
realized usmg a three step process described in this
section. If the design software is not used or if the filter
complexity is beyond the scope of this section, refer to
the .remainder of this data sheet for more detaited
applications and design information.

N1AXINI



Microprocessor Plogl'llmmable
Universal Active Filters

100 ~a$-·tILTEa A • : GOSUB 150 : REM GET DATA FOR SECTION A
110 ADD. 0 : GOSUB 220 : REM WRITE DATA TO THE PRINTER POJIT
120 US.-FILTER 8 • : GOSUB 15.0 : REK CET DATA FOR B
IJO ADD· 32 : GOSUB 220 : RElf WRITE DATA TO PRINTER PORT
140 GOTO 100
150 PRINT -MODE (1 to 4, see ~able S) -; AB$: : INPUT M
160 IF M<l OR M>4 THEN GOTO 150
170 PRINT ·CLQCX RATIO (0 to 63, N of Table 2) "; ASS; : INPUT F
180 IF F<O OR f">63 THEN GOTO 170
190 PRINT wQ CO to 127, N of Table 3) w; ASS; : INPUT Q
200 JF 0<0 OR (1:>127 THEN GOTO 190 ELSE : PRINT
110 IlE"l"'UiUI
:20 LPRINr CHR$CADQ+K-l): : AOD - AD0+4
2)0 FOR I - 1 TO J
20\0 X-CAnD +- (F - ... *INT(f/4») : LPRINT CHRS (X);
250 Y-INT(Fj4) : ADO - ADD + ...
260 IIEXT I
270 I'OR I - 1 1'0 ...
280 X-CAnO + (0 - ".INT(Q/4) l) LPRIHT CHR$(X);
290 Q-IM';r(Q/4) :: ADD. ADD + 4
JOO NEXT I
J 10 RE'1'UR.N

.. .... iiii "15) ,C'..
2 ....:~.. ~ · .."'. DO

• I I · -~• • 22... D1
• 21, 15(14) 7 2ll-- .... NlAXI.IM "" 11

l.-.!! MAX260 1:1 : f--o 11

lOo MAX261"
., 0

0
0

:12 MAX262" 11 11 0 !'

J~
.... .. 12 0

7

V... .... .....Pal
CLJ<a

laJ<" !.. GIlD ....
• IW'::' t7(1I]

~~~IL1,E
.JlILTTl.

(SEE AGiMf: 4)

...... 2_0· • "'''''''''dIlBtI,..C .Mc! I _
Starling with the l., and 0 values obtained in Slep 1
.- !he program ""PP" 10 generate !he digital coeff':
cienlS whiCh program each~ Oection'slo
and O. The _ram displays values for "N" ("N =
for fa" and"N =_ for 0°). N is !he decimalequ~
of !tie binary code lhal _ !he filler section's", Of 0
These are !he same "Nos tha1 are listed in Tables :1
and 3.

",f-~"""

Start with the program "pr 10 determine what type
of finer is .-led. This helps determine the type
(Bullerworth, Chebyshev, etc.) ond !he number of
poles for !he optimum choice. The program also p101S
the ft8qU8f1CY response and caJculatas !he poIeIterO
(In\ and 0 values for each sec:ond-of1jer oeclion. Each
MAX26OI61!62 con1ains two second-order sections

-__...an~~be eew"'e!1Jor!!ig!ler orde,fi~_
..NIAXI..NI .7



.'croproc•••, Plog",mmabl.
Unl.,.,.., ActI". Fllterw

__ 1.~ Clock ond c.ntor F, q lC)~

MRT Q IIODE feu t"
tolAX2lIO 1 1 1Hz-4OOl<Hz 0.01 Hz~.OkHz

1 2 1Hz_Hz 0.01Hz~OkHz
1 3 1Hz-5OOkHz 0.01 Hz-5.OkHz
1 • 1Hz_ o.OIHz~.OkHz

8 1 lHz-5OOkHz o.OIHz-5.OkHz
8 2 1Hz-1OOkHz 0.0IHz-100kHz
8 3 1Hz-700kHz O.OIHz-5.OkHz
8 • 1Hz_ o.OIHz~.OkHz

64 1 1Hz-750kHz 0.01 Hz-7.5kHz
90 2 1Hz-5OOkHz 0.01 Hz-lOkHz
64 3 1Hz-4OOl<Hz 0.01 Hz~.OkHz
64 • lHz-75OkHz 0.01 Hz-7.5kHz

MAX261 1 1 4OHz~.llMHz o._.-Hz
1 2 4OHz~.llMHz Q.5Hz-57kHz
1 3 4OHz~.llMHz O._'-Hz·
1 • 4OHz~.llMHz o._.-Hz

8 1 4OHz-2.7MHz o.~-27>Hz

8 2 4OHz-2.1lotHz Q.5Hz-3OkHz

MM Q IIIlJDE feu t"
IoIAX2In 8 3 4OHz-1.7MHz O._-17kHz

I • 4OHz-2.7MHz O._-27>Hz
64 1 4OHz-2.llMHz O._-2OkHz
90 2 4OHz-1.2MHz 0._-1IkHz
64 3 4OHz-1.2MHz 0._-12kHz
64 • 4OHz-2.llMHz O._-2OkHz

MAX262 1 1 4OHz~.OMHz 1.0Hz-1OOkHz '
1 2 4OHz~.0MHz 1.4Hz-WOkHz
1 3 4OHz~.OMHz 1.0Hz-1OOI<Hz
1 • 4OHz~.OMHz 1.0Hz-1OOkHz
I 1 4OHz-2.5MHz 1.0Hz_Hz
I 2 4OHz-1.4MHz 1._'-Hz
I 3 4OHz-1.4MHz 1.0Hz-36kHz
I • 4OHz-2.5MHz 1.0Hz_Hz

64 1 4OHz-1.5MHz 1.0Hz~Hz
90 2 4OHz~."Hz

1.___Hz

64 3 4OHz~."Hz 1.0Hz-22kHz
64 • 4OHz-1.5MHz 1.0Hz~

. ...

. ..
".o-__ QIOD

+2

...

CUt OUT

~

.-IIODE. ... Q

• •

IOODE

DSC OUT

... -.

IOODE ~

2 • 7

._-
1100£, .. 0

15

IOITEJlFAa
LDGlC

2 •
DO, 01 -.u

... -.

......AXI ...... _
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Microprocessor "'ogl'llmmable
Uni".....' Actl"e Filters •

I
I

TebIe 2. ta-n. Pr..." Sa_scIon 1WM

'a.a.... - PROCRAIIC:ODE
IIAX2IGII1 IIWl2I2

IIODE 1,3,0 IIODE 2 IIODE 1,3,0 IIODE 2 N FS F4 F3 F2 F1 Fll
100.53 71.09 40.80 28.88 0 0 0- 0 0 0 0
102.10 72.20 C.'" 29.99 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
10367 73.31 43.99 31-10 2 0 0 0 0 1 0
105.24 74.42- <5.55 32.21 3 0 0 0 0 1 1
106.81 15.53 47.12 33.32 4 0 0 0 1 0 0
106.38 76.64 <18.69 3<.43 5 0 0 0 1 0 1
109.96 n.75 5027 35.5< 6 0 0 0 1 1 0
111.53 78.86 51.&4 36.65 7 0 0 0 1 1 1
"3,10 79.87 53.4, 37.76 8 0 0 1 0 0 0
114.61 81.08 5<.99 3887 9 0 0 1 0 0 1
116.24 82.19 56.55 3999 10 0 0 1 0 1 0
117.81 83.30 58.12 4'.'0 11 0 0 1 0 1 1
"9.38 8..2 5969 4221 12 0 0 1 , 0 0
120.95 85.53 8126 43.32 13 0 0 1 1 0 ,
122.52 86.64 6283 ".43 14 0 0 1 1 1 0124.09 87.15 64<0 <5.5< 15 0 0 1 1 1 ,
125.86 88.86 6597 4665 16 0 1 0 0 0 0
127.23 89.97 67.5< 47.76 17 0 , 0 0 0 1
128.81 91.80 69.12 <18.87 18 0 1 0 0 , 0
130.38 9'2.19 7069 <999 19 0 1 0 0 , ,
131.95 93.30 72.26 suo 20 0 1 0 1 0 0
133.52 M.'" 7383 52.20 21 0 1 0 1 0 1
135.08 95.52 15.40 53.31 22 0 1 0 1 1 0
136.66 96.63 76.97 5<.43 23 0 1 0 1 1 ,
138.23 97.74 78.53 55.5< 24 0 , 1 0 0 0
'3980 98.86 80.11 56.65 25 0 1 1 0 0 ,
141.37 98.97 81.68 57.78 26 0 1 1 0 1 0
1.02.94 101.08 8325 58.87 27 0 1 , 0 , 1
' ....51 102.89 8'-82 58.98 28 0 1 1 1 0 0
146.08 103.30 86.39 61.09 29 0 , 1 1 0 ,
147.65 104.41 87J16 62.20 30 0 1 1 1 1 0
1.t9.23 105.52 89.5< 63.31 31 0 1 1 1 , ,
150.SJ 106.83 9'.', 64<2 32 1 0 0 0 0 0
15237 107.74 9268 65.53 33 1 0 0 0 0 1
15398 1OB.85 9425 86.64 3< 1 0 0 0 , 0
155.51 109.96 85.82 57.15 35 , 0 0 0 1 1
157.08 111.07 9739 68.86 36 1 0 0 1 0 0
15865 ,,2-18 9996 BII.99 37 1 0 0 1 0 1
160.22 11329 100.53 71.09 38 1 0 0 , 1 0
161.79 "4.41 102.10 72.20 39 1 0 0 1 1 ,
163.36 "5.52 102-67 73.31 40 1 0 1 0 0 0
164.93 116.63 105.24 74.42 ., 1 0 1 0 0 ,
186.50 117.7. 10&81 75.53 <2 1 0 1 0 1 0
168.08 118.85 108.38 76.64 43 1 0 1 0 1 1
lB1165 119.96 109.96 nrs .. , 0 1 , 0 0
171.22 121.07 "'.53 78.86 <5 , 0 1 , 0 ,
172.79 122_la 113.10 79.97 .. 1 0 1 , 1 0 I174.36 '23.29 114.66 81.08 47 1 0 1 1 1 ,

.10' _
MAXIM



M/croproc.ssor ProgrammslJle
Unl".,..,,' Act/". Filters

•
lcullellAno PROGIIAII CODE- IIIAX2I2

IIODE 1,3,4 IIODE 2 IIODE 1,3,4 IIODE 2 N PS F4 F3 f2 F1 Fa
175.93 124.40 116.24 82.19 48 1 1 0 0 0 0
177.5ll 125.51 117.81 83.30 48 1 1 0 0 0 1
179.07 126.62 1'9.38 &t..., 50 1 1 0 0 1 0
180.64 127.73 120.95 85.53 51 1 1 0 0 1 1
182-21 126.84 122.52 86.84 52 1 1 0 1 0 0
183.78 129.96 124.09 87.75 53 1 1 0 1 0 1
185.35 131.07 125.66 88.86 54 1 1 0 1 1 0
186.92 132.18, • 127.23 89.97 55 1 1 0 1 1 1

188.48 133.29 128.81 91.08 56 1 1 1 0 0 0
190.07 1:M.40 130.38 9219 57 1 1 1 0 0 1
191.64 135.51 131.95 93.30 58 1 1 1 0 , 0
193.21 136.62 133.52 9C.'" 59 1 1 1 0 1 ,
194.78 137.73 135.09 95.52 eo 1 1 1 1 0 0
196.35 138.84 136.66 96.63 81 1 1 1 1 0 1
197.92 139.95 138-23 97.74 62 1 1 1 1 1 0
199.48 '41.06 139.S) 98.85 63 1 1 1 1 1 1

- +..... 1) For the MAX2fiI1/61. fCUl:1Io (64 N)..12 In Mode 1, 3. and ... where N vanes from 0 to 63.
2) For the MAX262, laJ<"lo =(26 + N)'F12 "' ..- 1, 3, .,.; 4, _ N ..- 0 to 63.
3) In Mode 2. III fcu<IIo _ lie dMded by ..;2. The functions .... then,

MAX26OI61 faJ<"lo =1.11072 (64 + N), MAX262 'cul'o =1.11072 (26 + N)

TIIbIe 3. Q Progr8m Sill c" ,-
PROGRuMEDQ PIlClGIWI CODE

IIODE 1,3,4 IIODE 2 N aeQl04Cl3Q2Q1QG

0.500* 0.707' 0+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.504 0.713 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0.508 0.718 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0512 0.724 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 ,
0.516 0.730 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0.520 0.736 5 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

0.525 0.742 6 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

0.529 0.748 7 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

0.533 0.754 a 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0.538 0.761 t 0 0 0 1 0 0 I

0.542 0.767 10 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

0.547 0.774 11 0 0 0 1 0 1 1

Q.552 0.780 12 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

0.556 0.767 13 0 0 0 1 1 0 1

0.561 0.794 ,. 0 0 0 1 1 1 0

0.566 0.801 15 0 0 0 , 1 1 1

0.571 0.808 16 0 0 , 0 0 0 0

0.577 0.815 17 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

0.562 0.623 18 0 0 , 0 0 1 0

0.587 0.830 19 0 0 1 0 0 1 1

0.593 0.838 20 0 0 , 0 , 0 0

0.598 0.846 21 0 0 1 0 1 0 ,
0.6001 Q.854 22 0 0 , 0 1 , 0

0.1109 0.862 23 0 0 , 0 1 1 1

PPOGR·"'-DQ _CODE

IIODE 1,3,4 IIODE 2 N QI QI 04 Q3 Q2 Ql QG
0.615 0.870 24 0 0 1 , 0 0 0
0.621 0.879 25 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
0.627 0.887 26 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
0.634 0_ 27 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
0.&10 0._ 28 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0.646 0.1114 29 0 0 1 1 , 0 1
0.853 0._ 30 0 0 1 1 , 1 0
0.860 0.933 31 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
0.867 0.943 32 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0.674 o.t53 33 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0.681 0.963 34 0 1 0 0 0 1 0.

0.888 0.973 35 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
0.686 0.984 36 0 1 0 0 , 0 0
0.703 0._ 37 '0 1 0 0 1 0 1
0.711 1.01 38 0 1 0 0 , , 0
0.719 1.02 39 0 1 0 0 1 1 ,
o.m 1.113 40 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
0.736 104 ., 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
0.7" 1.05 42 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
0.753 l.os 43 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
0.762 1.08 .. 0 I 0 I , 0 0
O.n1 1.09 45 0 1 0 1 , 0 ,
0.780 1.10 46 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
0.790 '.12 47 0 1 0 1 1 1 1

t6DIIa: 4) • Writing all Os into QOA.06A on Fdter A~ slow powet" shutdown mode. 80TH filter -=oons are deectivateci
Thetefote" thiS a vakJe is only 1Chie'i8b6e In fiftef' B.

MAXIM _______________________~:~11_



·,croproc..... I'IOfI",mmab'.
Un;It.,...' Act;". FII,.,..

PROG~IlQ PROGRAM CODE

MODE 1,3,4 MODE 2 N ae Q5 CM as Q2 Ql QO

1.60 2.26 86 1 0 , 1 0 0 0
1.64 2.32. 89 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
1.68 2.40 90 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
1.73 2.45 91 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
1.76 2.51 92 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
1.83 2.59 93 1 0 1 1 , 0 1
1.88 2.66 94 , 0 1 1 1 1 0
1.94 2.7. Il5 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

2.00 2.83 96 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
2.06 2.92 97 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
2.'3 3-02 96 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
2.21 3.12 99 1 1 0 0 0 , 1
2.29 3.23 100 1 1 Q 0 , 0 0
2.37 3-35 101 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
2.46 3-46 102 1 1 0 0 , 1 0
2.56 3-62 103 1 1 0 0 , , 1
2.67 3n 104 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
2.76 3.96 105 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
2.91 4.11 108 1 , 0 1 0 , 0
3.05 4.31 107 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
:l2O '.53 108 1 1 0 , 1 0 0
3.3-7 4.76 109 1 1 Q 1 1 0 1
3.56 5.03 110 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
3.76 5.32 111 1 1 0 , , 1 1
4.00 5.66 112 , 1 1 0 0 0 0
'.27 6.113 113 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
'.57 6.46 114 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
'.92 696 115 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
5.33 7.54 116 1 , 1 0 1 0 0
5.82 8.23 117 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
6.40 SI.llS 116 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
7.11 10.1 119 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
1.00 ".3 120 1 1 1 1 0 0 09.'" '2.9 121 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
107 1$.1 '22 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
12.6 161 123 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
160 226 12' 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
21.3 30.2 125 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
32.0 45.3 126 1 1 1 1 , 1 0
640 IIO.S 127 1 1 1 1 1 1 ,

_ 5) In _ " 3, ond 4. a lW(l2&-N)
6) In _ 2, 1he _ a '<Iluos .......... <>I _ 1 multio"od by ,J2. n- a : 9O.S1/(12&-N)

.... 3. Q " ...." S.I ao. 'QIbIe (~:ud)

flRQGRAWED Q _CODE

IIODE 1,3,4 IIODE 2 N oe as CM as Q2 Ql QO

0.800 1.13 08 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0.810 1.15 49 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
0.821 1.16 50 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
0.831 1.18 51 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0.642 1.19 52 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
0.653 1.21 53 0 1 1 0 , 0 1
0.865 1.22 54 0 , 1 0 1 1 0
0.677 1.24 55 0 1 1 0 1 1 1

0.889 1.26 56 0 , 1 1 0 0 0

090}. 1.27 57 0 1 1 1 0 0 1. 0.91 1.29 58 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
0.928 '.31 59 0 1 1 , 0 , 1
0.941 1.33 60 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
0.955 1.35 61 0 1 1 , 1 0 1
0.969 1.37 82 0 1 1 1 , , 0
0.965 1.39 63 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

'.00 1.41 64 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.02 1.44 55 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
H13 1.46 66 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
1.05 1.08 D7 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
1.07 1.51 68 1 0 0 0 , 0 0
1.08 1.53 68 1 0 0 0 , 0 1
1.10 1.56 70 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
1.12 1.59 71 1 0 0 0 , 1 ,
1.14 1.62 72 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
1.16 1.65 73 1 0 0 1 0 Q 1
1.19 1.68 7' 1 Q Q 1 Q 1 Q

121 1.71 75 1 0 0 , 0 1 ,
1.23 1.74 76 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
1.25 1.n 77 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
1.28 1.81 76 1 0 0 1 , , 0
1.31 1.85 79 1 0 0 1 1 1 1

1.33 1.89 80 1 0 1 0 Q 0 0
1.36 1.93 81 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
1.39 1.97 82 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
1.42 2.01 Il3 1 0 1 0 0 1 1

1.45 2.06 64 1 0 1 0 1 0 Q

1.49 2.10 85 1 0 1 0 1 Q 1

1.52 2.16 86 1 0 1 0 1 1 0

'.56 2.2' 11 1 0 , 0 1 1 1

:

• ,2' =====--------~~~=~~--'-_ ..........Xl .....



Mlcroproce••or Prog,."mlflllbl.
Unl".....' ActI"e Fi',.,.

F1UER , FLmI.

-[) ...
r~ CU<

""'" OUT OUT CUto

"l.jm- 11(11)'
.~

CIIYS1"AL
·OSC OUT IS PIN 11 ON MAX2&11S2:

F1UER , FILTER IJ

~ CU<

""'" OUT OUT CUlo

" 11\11)' • 12
1cu"O.AS• C .""•

F1UER , FLmI.

..... ..... I~ CU<

""'" OUT OUT CUlo

11 ..C. ..Co 12

JlfL
EX1'SIJOAC Cl.OO< ..
(AI« llUT'f.cYQ.£J

o FM n .." QocIr .......

The ctoek circuitry of !he MAJ(2IlQI81I82 can openrte
with _ crystal. rasislor-<:apac:ilor (RC) networI<. or III
external ck>cI< ganerator as shOWn in F'llure 4..1f III
RC oscillator is .-t. !he cIocl< rate. 'cu<. nomInally
equals O.46IRC.
The duty cycle of the ctoek at eLK, and ClK" is
unimportant becauOe the input is internally dMdecf by
two 10 aw-ate !he aampling ctoek for eech filter
-000. Tt is importanIlO note that tIlia inlllmal dMsi011
alSO _ the sample rate when conoidOring aliasing

and other sampled system phenOl"''''''''.
• qtz. E r '.'"'_-~"....".

'Go Q. and Mode selection data is atorad in an internel
program "*""')'. The memory contants are updaIed
by writing to add_ oeieeted by ArWl:3. 00 and Ct
are !he data inputs. A map of the memory - IS
_ in T_ 4. Data is atored in !he aaleCIed
Ildd.... on the rising edge ofWR. AddnlSS and data
inpuls are TTL and Cf,IOO compatible when the filter

........ Progr8In Addr-. I =c.,.. a,...
_BIT I ADDRESS

DO D1 IoU A2 A' NJ
LOCATIOfl

FIL'TEJI A

MO. "". 0 0 0 a a
Fa_ Fl. 0 0 0 t 1
F2_ F3. 0 0 1 0 2
FO_ F5_ 0 a 1 1 3
aa- a,. a , a a 0
02- 03- 0 , 0 , 5
04- 05_ a , , a 6
06- a , 1 , 7

RL'TEJI •

MOo "', 1 0 0 0 8
Fao Fl, 1 0 0 1 9
F20 no , a , 0 10
F" F5, , 0 1 , 11

~
al. 1 , a 0 12

~
1 1 a , 13

~
, , , a '0, , , , '5

is powered trom ±5 vofta. WrtIl Olher power supply
YOI1ageS. CMOS logic -. should be .-t. Interlace
timIng IS 8/1awn in ''llure 5. Note: Ck>cl< inpuls ClK
and ClK" have no. relation to !he digital interface"
They confrol!he lWilche<H:apacilor filter sample rate
only.

Some noise may be Il"'""_led on !he filter outputs by
transitions at the logIC ;nllUla- If this is~
the.digitall;nes _ be _from the device tzY
logIC galaS as _ in F'llure 6.

-J'M./IXIJ'M ..,.
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an Idditional op-amp (included in the MAX261 end
262) and axternal resistOB but uses !ha same intamal
configuration. and is satectad with tI1e _ pr0
gramming code, IS Mode 3.

F"IlIures 7 through 11 show symbolic rap.-tations
01 the MAX260 liIter modes. Only one oeconcl-o.
oeclion is shown in MCh case. The A and B oectiona
of one MAX26OI61I62 can be programmed for dillentnt
modes if desired. The fo. IN (notch), a. end various
output gains in each case are shown in Table 5.

",,.., .......:11...
IIODE 1 (Figure 7) is useful when implementing all
pole Iowpass and bandpaos filtars such as Butterworth,
Chebyshev, BesseI, etc.. It can also be used lor notch
fin..... but only second-order notches because the
rela\i"" pale and 2erO locations are fiXed. Higher
order notch filtars requira mora latitude in fo and I",
wIIich IS wily !haY ara mora easily implemented will1
Mode :lA.
Mode 1. along with Mode 4. supports the highest
clock !naquenciel (see Table 1) because the 'nput
summing omplifier is outside the filtet'l resonant loop
(F"ogura 7). The gain of the lowpass and notch outputs

D2

d
......A1XI .....

AS MAX260
01 MAX267

MAX262

..
All.,

_--1---1-.......---1_ aND

Figure 6. Buffering/Latching Logic Inputs

= OCTAL 0 fLfNLOP

~ """"'" ..
• ve<; •

~
All 10 .a

~ • •., 2D sa

~
7 I

d sa Xl

I I

0 AS .0 '"13 12

to 01 .0 sa,. 15

~
D2 ID IQ

QC GHOCll

; 1 10 n

UtWli

"="

110"" 1

Rguro 7. R".,. _ I, _-0.- _pea.
1.owpoA ond """""

.&........
The MAX26O/61I62 enters a shutdoOmlstandby made
when all zeroes are written to !ha Q add........ of filtar
A (QOA~Al. When shut down, power consumption
will1 ±5V suppliel typically drops to 1OmW. When
reactivating the filtar after ""utdown. allow 2ms to
return to full opantion.

______.FIIIw (Jp. wtliIfIMa , ••
There are -.J ways in wIIich the oumming ompli
fiar end integrators in aech~162 titter oection
can be configured. The four moot _le intetCOh
nactions (modes) ""' satectad by _ng to inputs MO
end Ml (See T8bIas 4 and 5). n- modes .- no
extemaI components- A fiItIl mode, :lA. makes .- of

__ 5. _ ..... tor S iCI ()rdor-

.. .--....

.MAXI.M

....... =_Goin
I" Oz =I ond 0 '"~ Pole _

.14_~~~=--------------------

fIU1!R It.., "-
IIODE 111,_ FtJNC"I'iCiMs

'"
Q t" ...... "- 11-11 11- fcuIC) CJnlEJl

1 0.0 LP. BP. N

'"
1 -a -1 -1

LP. BP. N
N '" ",,./2 ~.s -Q1,./2 ~.5 -,

2 O. , w w
LP. BP. HP

.... .... -, -a
3 1.0 '" '" He.F = -1

;! ;!

"'~
.110 .110

3A 1.0 LP. BP. HP. N w w -1 -a He.F =-1
w w R,. R"
'" '"

• '. 1
LP.BP.AP -2 -20 Ho.. =-,

'z=r"Oz=O- .. = Cen10f F--"'Y i"lc::.f, '" f*Jtch Gain • f appe~ DC
_ F Hew: - Notch Gain • f IlpprOIches f •

•f
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LP

N

LP

r--."

IIODE •

..

IIODE ..

IN

NflU" 10. R/tW _ 3A:~der__

LowPNl, High,... Md NotdJ. For ./,ptic LP.
BP, HP Md Notch. /he N output .. uoed

MODE. (Fogure 11) is tile only mode lItIIl prcMdee on
eltpass output. This is uselulwllen implemIlnling group
delay equalization. In eddition to litis, Mode ~ can also
be used in oil pole Iowpuo and _peso fillers.
AIonlI wi1It Mode 1. It is the _ openIling mode for
!he fiTter, e1lItougIt the gains ere _ lhen in Mode
1. _ the oIlpas Iunclion is used nolIIlItIIl oome
amplitude ~ing occurs (~Xim8taly Q.3dB -.a = 8) a1 fo. Also nolII lItIIl _ Q sompIing errors
.", Itighoel in Mode ~ (see ogure 20).

and~ _ -.s. Because tile notch can
be i'<lentiy eel, Mode 3A is oIso ueeful when
designing poI&-zero finers such • ellipties.

r--."

F;gu,. 9. Fi/tW _ 3c S«ond-Ordor __.
Low__~

lO<"lE'

"-,,=:-n

NflU" 8. Fi/tW _ 2: SM:ond-OfrIw-_,
~ondNolch

""DE •

IIODE 3 (Fogure 9) is the only mode which produces
higlt-poss fillers. tile maximum doclt frequency is_less titan wi1It MODE 1 (see Tobtel).

is 1. while the bendpass gain a1the center frequency
is Q. For bendpass gain. _then a, !he finer input
or outpu1 can be scaled by 0 ....- divider or
_po

IIODE 2 (Fogure 8) is used for 0I1-poIe Iowposs and
bendpeSs fillers. Key~ componod 10 Mode
1 ore higher ..ailable Os (see Tobte 3) ond IOWOj{
output noise. Mode 2'. available f~1fo ..lios ore \/2
less then wi1It Mode 1 (See Tobte~, so • wider 0Y8fIII1
range of fo" can be selected from • single cloel< when
botIt modes are used logether. This is demonstra1ed
in !he Wide Passbend Cltebysltev Bandpass design
example. l.

IIODE 3A (Fogure 10) .....~ _ 10
aum !he highpass and towpass outputs of Mode 3,
c:raeling 0 seporate noteIt output This output "lows
the noteIt 10 be oet independently of 10 by adjusting
!he _p'.leedbad< rasislor rotio (RH. RJ· R,. R,..

AlIAXIAll

NflUl'O 11. F;/tW _.:~__•

L_ondAJlpaa

- - --------------- -- --
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QV l-iOl

,,-oto[jij. J~l'.,]

",ofo[.h' Jlior"]

"-
"

G(o) ~ HooF .. + o(.,,,tO) + "0'
How ~ Highpass output goin .. I _lies 'cu</4

10 ~ wof2"
MOTCH (Fogure 15)

Mode 3A is recommended tor mutti-pole notch filtors.
In 2nd order fil1ers, Mode 1 con else be used, The
odY8nlogeS 01 Mode 1 are higher b."dwidth compered
ID mode 3 (Higher IN con be implemontod) and no
.- lor external components .. required in Mode
SA.

ail + ("Jf,.2
G(o) - H

- ON2 .. + 0(.,,,t0) + "0'
~~ Notch output gain os I opprooches ' cu/4

HaM, ~ Notch output gain os I lIPCroeches DC

f" = ..,p."

II/croplOC•••r Programmable
Un/vers.,Active Filters
__Deet:rlpti_ ofFllfwFu-a-
IlANDMSS (Figure 12)

For III pole b8ndpass and lowpass fil1ers (BUtterworth,
_, Chebyahev) use Mode 1 npoosible. If _<>-
priate 'cu<1I0 or a values are not ....ilable in Mode I,
Mode 2 may provide. seteetion that is cIooer 10 the
required values. Mode 1 however hos the highest
bondwidlh (See Toble 1). Fo' pole-zero fil1ers such os.mpties _ Mode 3A.

_ .(.,,,to)
G(s) - Hoe- .. + o(.,,,tO) + "0'
HOBP = Bandpass outPUt gain at (J = Wo

10 ~ .,,p. ~ The cente, trequency of the complex
pole pai'. Inpul-output phase shift is -ll1O" .t
I..

a ~ The quality llIcto, 01 the complex pole pai,.
Also tho ratio 01 10 10 -3dB bondwidlh 01 the
socond-order b8ndpass response.

LOWMSS See Bandpass text (Flgure'13)

.,'
G(s) ~ Houo .. + 0(.,)0) + "0'
Houo ~ Lowpaso output goin et DC

10 ~ wof2"
~ (F'llure 14\

Mode 3 is the only mode with • highpass output. 11
will wor1< 10' III pole filter types such .. Butterworth,
_ and Chebyahev. Use mode 3A lor fil1ers em
ploying bOIh poles and zeroo such .. ofliplics...

... ~= ....... .ltXI NI
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--""""'"
""" I[ a",,::: /

~ 1/
IL--.,Jl(:'---,..'-------<.

I(l.OG SCAL£)

h

'<:~ [J hij,l· JhM·' l'
.. ~ [Al'

Figure 14. Second-Order Highpaq Ch~tie:I

_f----_---1---.., f

_____",,,.,,,...nPtcca.,,. It
The procedure 'or most fi~er designs ia to first conYert ...:-
the required frequency reaponae specifications 10 '01 ..
and Os 'or the appropriale number of aecond-order >c
sections that implement the filter. This can be done ...
by using design equations or tables in available liter- ."
alure, or cen be conveniently cak:ulated using Maxim'l G
fi~er design aoItware. Once the '" and Os have been .....
lound, the next step is to tum tfiem into the digital ~
program coefficients required by the MAX260/61162. . ....
An operating Mode and clock lrequency (or clock! ~

canter frequency ratio) must also be selected. G
Next, ~ the sample rate (~~iS low enough to ....
ceuse significant errors, the 101 and Os should ....
be corrected to account 'or sampling effects by using .....
FiIlure 20 Of Maxim's design aoftwere. In most caaes. ~
the samplin$l errors are small enough to require no '"
correction, I.e. less than 1.,.. In any case, with Of ....
wilhou1 correction, the required '01 and Os cen then IV
be selected from Tables 2 and 3. Maxim'l fiilar design
aoItware can also perform this last Itep. The desired
101 and Os are stated, and the eppropriale digital
coefficients are supplied.

C ,,,,.. ,,,,,.,.

In some deSigns. such as very narrow band fitters,
_raJ second-Ofder aections with idenlicel canter
frequency may be cascaded. The total a of the r&
sultant filter is:

Total Or = a
"/(2'tN - 1)

a is the a of eech individual fitter section. and N is
the number of aections. In Table 6, the total a and
bendwidth are listed lor up to live idenliceI aecond
order sections. B la the bandwidth of eeen section.

-t==~__.....
I(UlG ICAL£l

Figure 15. s.cond-Orr:Jer NotchCh~

ALL MSS
Mode 4 is the only configuration in which an 0.11_
function can be realized.

.. - 1("'010) + wo'
G(I) • Hoop .. + a(w,lO) + wc'

Ho.,. • All pass outIlut gain fa( DC < I < fo.x/4

le = "'<12"

-...1. C '._"1; _.
" •-- _I.w. _0, 1.000 B 1.[ll) a

2 O.WB 1.55 a
3 0.510 B 1.96 a

• 0.435 B 2.30 a
5 0.386 B 2.80 a

Ne*: B = Individualltage bandwidth, 0::0 IndMdual st8ge Q.

A1AXIA1 ------------------------------"
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In fliQh _ bar1clP8SS filters, IlBgeS with different fo"
and Os are also oltan cascaded. When this happens
the ooeraIl filler gain at the t>andPBos center frequency
is not simply the product of the individual gains
because fo. the frequency where-eac~section's gain i5
specified, is different for each eecond-order section.
The gain of aach section at the cascaded filter'. center
frequency must be determined to obtain the total gain.

For "!-pole fillers the gain, H(fo), at eech second-order
section's to is dMded by an adjustment factor, G, to
obtain that saction'. gain, H(f...), at the overall center
frequency:

H,(f...) =H(f",VG, =Section 1's Gain at ....
'hCJ&[(F,' - 1)' + (F,/O,)']

G1 =
F,

where F, :; fQ1/fQBP

G" 0" and f", are the gain adjustment factor, 0,. and
f for the finll of the cascaded aecond-order sectionS.
l1he gain of the ether sections 12. 3 etc.) at fOIl' is

determined the same way. ihe overall gain is:

HI....) = H,lf...) • H2(f...) • etc.

For cascaded fitters with zeros (f,) such as alliptics,
the gain adjustment factor for aacn stage is:

O,[Fz" - F,'l [(F,' - 1)' + (F,/O,)']''''G, = -"~_.....:..~~_....:....--=--'---.:.:....:-

F,'{Fz,' - 1)
where F,z = fz,~, and F, is the same as above.

______AppIIc.tIort H'...
Po_..."",,,,

The MAX260/61/62 can be operated with a variety of
power supply configurations includ"lng +5V to +12V
single supply, or ±2.SV to ±5V dual supplies. When a
single supply is used, V- is connected to system
ground and the filler's GND pin should be biased at
'r/2. The input signal is then either capacitively
coupled to the filter input or biased to V'/2. Figure 16
shows circun: connections for single supply operation.

• VIH -A:. NfY DC

----5V
-------__.. v.. /'\.

---oY
_AXINt

MAX260 'r I---r-------~-~-osv
MAX261
MAX262 <7,.,

GHQ I--+---r----,

'.""

1.- ..... '*
NOTE: QP-,UIP LE't'EL SHIFT ClACUIT WIll HAVE A GAIN OF l1.5 FROM 'r.

Figure 16. Power Suppiy .m:t Input ConnectioM for Single Supply ap.,."tion

___~tS-==- _ A1,AXIA1
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When _supplies _than ±5V "'" used. CMOS
input logic ieYels (HIGH = or. lOW = GND or V-) are
required tor Wl'l. OO-Dl. ~1>3. CLK~ and ClKs .
With ±SV supplies. either TTL or CMOs levels can be
used. Nots hOwever that po_ consumption 81 ±5V
is reduced it ClK. and ClKs are driven with ±SV.
rather than TTl or 0 to SV levels. Operation with +5V
or ±2.5V power lowetS power consumption but also
reduces bandwidth by approximately 25% compared
to +12V or ±5V supplies.
Best performance is__ n or an<! V- are bypassed
to ground with 4.7pF electrolytic (Tantalum is pre
ferred.) and O.1pF ceramic capac~ors. These should
be located as close to the supply pins as possible.
The lead length 01 the bypass eapaeito", should be
shortest at the v+ and V- pins. When using 8 single
supply or an<! GND should be bypassed to V- as
shown in Figure 16.

Output .,.,.. ..." et""",.
MAX26Q161162 outputs are designed to dri-e ~Qkn
loads. For the MAX261 and MAX262. an filter outputs
swing to within O.1SV 01 each supply rail with a 101<0
load. In the MAX2liO only. an internal sample-hold
circuit reduces voltage swing at the NlHPlAP output
compared to lP and 111' NlHl'IAP therefore swings to
within 1V (1Qkn!oad) 01 either rail on !he MAX26O.

To ensure that the outputs are not dn- beyond their
maximum range (output clipping). the peak amplitude
response. individual section gains (Hoer>. Hoo.P. Hn-).
input signal _. and filter _ vOItages musn",
carefully considered. It is especiaUy \mportant to
cheek UNUSED outputs lor clipping (i.e. the Iowpass
output in a bandpass hookup) because 0IIeri0lld 81
ANY filt.... stage~ distorts the overall response.
The maximum signal swing w~ ±4.75V supplies and
a 1.OV fiher _ is approximately ±3.5V.

For example lets assume a Iourth-order Iowpass filt....
is being implemented w~ a Q 01 2 using Mode 1.
With a single 5V supply (Le. ±2.5V w~ respec:t to
chip GND) the maximum output signal is ±2V (w.r.t
GNO). Since in Mode 1 the maximum signal is Q
limes the input signal. the input sl10Uld not exceed
±(21Q)V, or ±1V in thiS ease.

t:Iock,..~.."....
Typical wideban<! noise 10< MAX26Q__ is
O.5mV from DC to lOO1<Hz. The noise is Yirtually
i~dent of eloel< traqueney. In mult~ filt"",.
the section with the highest Q sI\OUld be placed first
tor /Qwet" output noise.
The output waveform 01 the MAX26Q series and other
switched ~~orfi~ers appears as a sampled SIgnal
w~ stepping Of "staireasing" ot the output _orm
occurring 81 the inte<naJ sample rate (1Cll'12). ThiS
stepping. if objec:Iionable. can be~ bY add,ng
a single pole RC fiher. WIIh no ,nput Sl9na1. eloel<
related leedthrough is approximately smvpP' This can
also be attanuated wlIh an AC srnoothing filter as
shown with the MAX261 in Figure 17.

'" 1'41'01"1.- ..
• $mW-ON.

-..
CS-WON

_w

--
RgUte 17. AlAX261 s.nctpass Output Cloci HolM

Some noiae also may be _led at the filter outputs
by transitions at the logic inpuls. 11 this is objaelion
able. the digital li_ should be buffered from !he
device by logic gates as shown in F'llure 6.

.....,..".dMc.
The input to each filter is the switched capacitor
eireu~ shown in Figure la In the MAX260 the input
capacitor charges to the input voltage VII' during the
first hall clock cyeIe. During the saeon<! naJI-<:ycle ~
ehsrge is. transfe<red to the feedback c:apaeitor. The
resultant ,nput impedance can be approximated by:

RIN = V(Cu.IQ)(I2) = 2I(C",IaJ()'

~.Pi. is around 12pF. hence lor a clock traqueney of
:>ooo<Hz, A,... = 333kn. The input also has about SpF 01
fixed capacItance to ground.

!rt'ru
, 011

~._~~~
-:: ':'

2.... e. ....
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The MAX2611282 Input IlruClUre Is shown in FIlIure
19. Hen! C. =12pF and Ce =O.016pF and only Cs Is
swilched, 10 the input I8OIs1ance is 750 limes Iafller
compared 10 the MAX260 (RIN = 25OMQ). The
MAX261/62 has • fixed capacitance 01 approximataly
SpF to Qround.

FiguJw 18. IIAX2ftI/2e2 Input _

,...0.,Uw....,.,. .....
When IoW fc.x/lo ratios and low a aettingo .re ..
iec:1ed, deviation from ide8I c:onIinuous filter responae
may be noticeable in acme designs. This is due 10
intetactiOn _ a, and 10 at low 1cu</I0 ratioa and
Os. The data in Fogure 20 qu8nliIieo _ dillenlnces.
Since the emlI1 81e predidable, the graphs can be
.- to c:orract the _ 10 and a so that the
actual reeJizad paramele<S 81e on target. Th-e pre
dicted errors are not unique to MAX280 series dENtces
and in fact occur with all types 01 aampled fitters.
Conseq.-tly,~ corrections can be applied to
other owi\d1ed-C8ll8C filtera In the majority 01
......, the emlI181e not aiV"iIicant, i.e. lea than 1~,
and.correction is not needed. Hollleoret. the UAX262
does employ. _ range 01 lcuello ratios than the
MAX260 or MAX2ll1 and Is more prone to aamplingemnesthe__.

Maxim', filter design software apptiea the previous
conectiOt1S lIUlOmatically as • function 01 desired
1eu<1fo. and a. 'Themore, F:m20 should NOT be
.-_ Maxim'. software i_1o and a. This
"""'Its in overcom~on 01 the aampling errors
since the correc:tiOn factors are then counted twIce.

The data plotted in FlQure 20 lIllPiiea lor Modes 1 and
3. When using FlQure 20 10' lAode 4, the '0 error
obtained from the graph should be multiplied by 1.5
and the a error should be multiplied by 3.0. In !>/Ode
2 the velue 0I1Cl.JC1Io should be multiplied ~v2 and
the programmed a should be divided by ",12 before
using the graphs.

l

I
•

. _.,. ... ---
Figure 20. s.mpling ErrorI in lcu./f(J ..cl 0 11 Low fcvJfo

and Q Setti"1/3 AI.....

Aa with 811 aampIed aystema, frequency components
01 the input lignal _ one hall the sampling rate
will be aI_. In particular, input IignaJ components
"... the aampli"!! rate generate diIIenlnce Iroquenciea
that often lall within the pasaband 01 the filter. Such
aliaaed ~naJa, when they _ at the output, 81e
IndIstinguishable from real input information. For
exemple, the aI_ output signal gene<aled when e
99kHz _orrn Is apptied to • filter I8mpling lit
100t<Hz, (Ieu< = 200kHz) is 1kHz. This _arm is an
attenuatad lI8nIion 01 the output that would result
from • true 1kHz input. Remember that with the
MAX2IiO _ filters, the nyquisl rate (one hall the
aample rate) Is in fact 'a.x/4 becauoe lcue is internally
divided by two.

.....------------------------ .MAX I..M
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the MAX26OI61 and for \Ills ....,., la more Iikaly 10
require input _ng tIlan \lie MAX2IlO or MAX261.

." .... tIC twr..c
The DC _ YO"- at the LP Of" Notch output can
be ediusted with the circuit in F~re 21. This circuit
also ....... \lie input op-amp 10 impIemenl a lingle
pole anti-aJias filter. Note \lISt the total offset will
generally be less in multiStllge filters than when only
one llOClion is used since each _ Is typica/Iy
negalive and each section inve<ll. When the HI' or BP
outputs are used, the offset can be """0Yed with
capacitor coupling.
______"-1",. __",..

hw1IJ 00., ClM6p1Nw" tr ""..,
F'lIUre 22 shows both halves of a MAX260 cascaded
to form a fourtlHlrder Chebyshev bandpass filter. The
desired parameters are:
Center frequency (fal • 1 kHz
Pass bandwidtll • 200 Hz
Stop Bandwidtll • 600 Hz
Ma><. passband ripple • 0.5 dB
Min. stopband Attenuation' 15 dB

Fig"re 23. AlAXmFou~Cheb _
I Uaing C<>eIf_ aI Figure 22.)

j
From the above parameters, the order (number of
poles), and the 10 and 0 of each aaetion can be~
delermined. Such a _lion is beyond the scope of ,
tI1/s data-. howeoer there are a number of sources""icI1 provide desiL~ tor \IIis p<ocedure. TlleaeJnelude Iook-up design _ and computer

/ ~rams. Design oollware is available from Maxim 10
llfOYide comp,aheusive aoIutiOnS tor most popular
/ilter oonfilIuralionS The A and8_p8t'8t'l1eIaB
tor the above filter are:
fa. • 904 Hz laB = 1106 Hz
O•• 7.05 0" =7.05

-110..
15

.-
~ -.i!!
c

" -3!

...... -,. '" 50 -FREQtEtC:'f' (ttI:).... ..
....AXI..M

MAX26lJ

c,..~
y. .. ....., .,~... TO RLmI

-.r
~ .,.....,....... GAIN '" ~V1'2.... 1

",,~

Figure 22. Fouft!J-On;Ier~__ FiIteF

AllA X IAll --::-=c=:===-========~--~..21

Figure 21. Circuit for DC Off_t Adju&tment

A simple passive RC Iowpass jnput filter is tJllU8Ily
sufficient to remove input frequencies that can cause
aJiasing. In many cases the input signal iloelf may be
band limited and require no special anti-alias filtering.
The wideband MAX262 uses lower fClJ(1I0 ratios than



Microprocessor Programmable
Unl".,..' Adive Fillers
To implemenlthia ~lter, both halves operate in Mode
1 and use the same clock, see selection Tables 2 and
3. The programmed paramet8f1l are:

CLK•• elKs' 150 kHz
lClJ(lf"" • 166,50 (Mode I, N042), actual I"" • 902.4Hz
lcuclf", • 136,66 (Mode I, N023l, actusll", • 1099.7Hz
a•• as • 7.11 (Mode I, N'119)

Ssmpting ef1'0I'$ are wry small at thiS lJ:l.~If. ratio so
the actual realized a is very close to 7.05 (see Figure
20 or Filter Program MPP). Otten the realized a will
not be exactly the target value at hi~h Os beesuse
programming resolution lowers as a Increases. This
doesn't an.=t most lilter designs, since 3-digil a
accuracy is practically never required. and 8 Q reso
Jution Of 1 is provided up to Os of 10. The overall filter
gain al '. is 16.4VN or 24.3dB (see Qlscsding Filters
sec:tkm). It another gain is required, amplification or

attenuation must be added at the input, output, Of
between stages.

In Figure 23, 8 series of response curves are shown
tor the~ configuration using a MAX261 wtth
clock lrequencies ranging lrom 750kHz to 4MHz (I.
lrom 500Hz 1030kHz). Note thalthe righlmost curve
shows aboul 2dB 01 gain peaking compared 10 lhe
lower frequency curves, indicating the upper limit of
usable filter accuracy at this a (see Table 1)

WIde ,. t. III CIteb""'v ....dr .e
In this example (Figure 24) the desired parameters are:

cenler frequency (Io) • 1 kHz
Pass bandwidth • 1 kHz
Slop bandwidth • 3 kHz
Max psssbend ripple • 1 dB
Min s10pband Allenualion • 20 dB
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APPENDIX 9

Listing of Assembler Program



Programme to Read Maxim 172 AID Sample
Intended to become Turbo pascal INLINE Statement

. radix
Code
assume

16
Segment
cs:code,ds:code

org 100
begin: jmp

time dw
tout dw

start: push
push
push
push
call
may
may
may
may
out

htrb: may
cmp
jz
in
and
cmp
jnz

cli
may
may
may

loop1: call
may
inc
inc
loop
sti
may

e,,_adr: push
push
cli
moy
may
may
may
may
inc
inc
may
may
sti
pop
pop
may
moy
pop
pop

start

24

°
ax
bx
cx
dx
settim
ax,cs: [time]
cs: [tout], ax
dx,262
al,OFh
dx,al
ax,cs: [tout]
ax,O
no hw
al,dx
al,30
al,O
htrb

bx,OOOO
cx, [bx]
bx,OOOO
get_s
[bx], ax
bx
bx
loop1

ax,o
ds
ax

ax,O
ds,ax
bx,70
ax,cs: [fjofs]
[bx], ax
bx
bx
ax,cs: [fjseg]
[bx] ,ax

ax
ds
bx,OOOO
[bx] ,ax
dx
cx

; About 2 seconds

Redirect timer interrupt

Port C
Set HEEN Low

; This checks if hardware
present

Read & busy Not Low

Pascal Variable (Count)
cx = no. of samples

; Pascal Variable (Address)
Get Sample - MAIN LOOP
Store It

For CX samples

ax = 0, indicates no error
Direct Timer Tick back to Original

Offset

Segment

Pascal Variable (Error)
If Error = 1, No Hardware Present
If Error = 0, No Error



pop
pop
jmp

get_s: push
mov
mov
out

rb_nl: in
and
cmp
jnz

bush: in
and
cmp
jnz

bx
ax
pas

ax,1
ex adr

cx
dx,262
al,OFh
dx,al
al,dx
al,30
al,O
rb nl

al,dx
al,30
al,10
bush

; Return to pascal program

ax ; 1 means an error

Get 1 sample into ax
Port C
Set HBEN Low

Read & busy Not Low

Busy High, Read Low

CL has Low Byte

dec
in
mov

dx
al,dx
cl,al

Port 261 Port B

inc dx

rhbh:

rlbh:

in
and
cmp
jnz

mov
out

in
and
cmp
jnz

dec
in
and
mOV

inc

al,dx
al,10
al,10
rhbh

al,OBh
dx,al

al,dx
al,30
al,10
rlbh

dx
al,dx
al,Ofh
ah,al

dx

Busy High

Set HBEN High

Busy High, Read Low

=261 again

Clear High Nibble (mask it)
High byte

=262 Again

rhbh2: in
and
crop
jnz

mov
out

mOV

pop

ret

al,dx
al,30
al,30
rhbh2

al,Ofh
dx,al

al,cl
ex

Busy High, Read High

Set HBEN LOW

AX now contains Sample



settim: push ds
cH
mov ax,O
mov ds,ax
mov bX,70
mov ax, [bx)
mov cs: [fjofs] ,ax
lea aX,tick
mov [bx], ax
inc bx
inc bx
mov ax, [bx)
mov cs: [fjseg],ax
push cs
pop ax
mov [bx], ax
sti
pop ds
ret

tick: dec cs: [tout)
db OEAh

fjofs dw 0
fjseg dw 0

pas: nop

code ends
end begin

Point Timer interrupt (1 int/55 ms) to
'Tick'

In Case an Interrupt occurs before int
set up.

Update Our Jump Offset

Update Our Jump Segment

Update Interrupt Vector
; Re-Start Interrupts

JMP Far instruction

PROGRAM ENDS !!
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APPENDIX 10

Listing of main Pascal programs



{$I-}
PROGRAM Acoustic; {main controlling program body}
Uses

Dos,Graph,Graphics,Measure,Filter,CctCont,
Menus,TPCrt,TPMenu,TPWindow,TPString,TPEdit;

VAR
SaveInt23 : Pointer;
r : byte;
IOSave : integer;

{***********************************************************}

PROCEDURE InitVar; {initialise variables/arrays used in program}
BEGIN

For r :: 1 to 20 do
begin

TempArray[r] :: 0.0;
sp11 [r1 . - 0.0;
sp12[r] .- 0.0;
R_T[r] .- 0.0;
ED_T[r] .- 0.0;
dev1 [r] ._ 0.0;
dev2 [r1 . - 0.0;
Pos 1[r1 •- 0.0;

end;
END;

{displays SPL from SLM or mic.}Procedure Show_SPL;
var

value : string;
begin

.SetSampleRate('spl'); {set sample rate of A/D}
Calibrate; {BAA calibration routine}
If not MakeWindow(TempWin,26,11 ,51 ,16,true,true,true,$0,$OE,$70 ,

, SPL Display') then ErrorMem; {popup window}
If not DisplayWindow(TempWin) then ErrorMem;
with StatusRec do {record of status of BAA}
repeat

Ad_Read(15); (get one sample only every 1/2 second - delay(500)
ArrayCon(", '1'); {converts sample values}
value :: Rea12Str1(ArrayAve);
If volt >: 2.99 then begin {maximum of the range setting}

clrscr;
FastwriteWindow(' OVERLOAD ',2,7,$8B);
FastWriteWindow(' Please change RANGE' ,3,3,$OB);
end

Else begin
clrscr;
FastWriteWindow{ , , +Pad(ReaI2Str4 (volt) ,6) +' , , 1 , 10, $OB) ; }
FastWriteWindow{' SPL level on CH '+Long2Str(i_c-9)+" ,2,3,$OE);
FastWritewindow(' '+value+' dB ',3,7,$70);
FastWriteWindow(' Hit SPACEEAR to exit' ,5,2,$70);
Delay(1000);

End;
until KeyPressed; {display SPL till key pressed}
DisposeWindow(EraSeTOpWindow);

;rOCedure ShowRTplot; {displays RT decay plot}



{clear menu sytem from memory}
{initialise graphics}
{show decay plot}
{end graphics routine}
{show main menu again)

begin
Calibrate;
If not MakeWindow(TempWin,18,11,63,17,true,true,true,$0,$OE,$70,

• Reverberation Time Plot ') then ErrorMem;
If not DisplayWindow(TempWin) then ErrorMem;
FastWriteWindow(' Getting data ',6,13,$70);
RT_Oneposition(1); {measures decay at selected freq}
DisposeWindow(EraseTopWindow);
EraseMenuOntoStack(main,Mstack);
InitGraphics;
DecayPlot;
CloseGraph;
Display_Main('Main Menu');
DrawMenuFromStack(main,Mstack);

end;

PROCEDURE ShowRTtable; {show table of reverb times)

{error routine if file not found}

{des=sample/room description}
{desc=file desription}

in file}
(read in data)
{start at line

{get reverb time data}Procedure GetRTdata;
var

c,LineNo,freq : integer;
begin

If not MakeWindow(TempWin,19,11,59,15,true,true,true,$0,$OE,$70,
, R.T Table ') then ErrorMem;

If not DisplayWindow(TempWin) then ErrorMem;
ReadString('Enter file name [*.RTD]: ',13,21,12,$OB,$70,$70,Escaped,name);
clrscr;
Assign(TempFile,name);
Reset (TempFile) ;
IOSave := IOResult;
If IOSave <> 0 then

ErrorWindow('File not found! ')
Else begin

c : = 1 j

LineNo := 0;
while not SeekEof(TempFile) do begin

Inc (LineNo) ;
while not SeekEoln(TempFile) do
case LineNo of

1 read(TempFile,des);
2 read(TempFile,desc);

3 .. 22 begin
read(TempFile,freq,ED_T[c],dev1[c],R_T[c],dev2[c]);
Inc(c); {read in EDT,RT,deviation factors}

end;
end; {case LineNo}

end; {case SeekEof}
end; {IOResult}
DisposeWindow{EraSeTopWindow);

end;

BEGIN
GetRTdata;
If IOSave <> 0 then exit;

EraseMenuOntoStack(main,Mstack);
InitGraphics;
RT_Table;
CloseGraph;
Display_Main('Main Menu');
DrawMenuFrornStack(main,Mstack);

{get reverb time data}
[if no data then exit routine}

[initialise graphics}
{show table of RT values}
[end graphics}
{show main menu again}



END;

PROCEDURE TL_Table; {show transmission loss data table}

{get TL data}

(des=file desription)

{start at line 1 in file}
{read in data}

{desc1=source}
{desc2=background}
{desc3=receiving room}

Procedure GetTLdata;
var

c,LineNo,freq : integer;
begin

If not MakeWindow(TempWin,19,11,59,15,true,true,true,SO,SOE,S70,
, T.L Table ') then ErrorMem;

If not DisplayWindow(TempWin) then ErrorMem;
ReadString('Enter file name [*.TLD1: ',13,21,12,SOB,S70,S70,Escaped,name);
clrscr;
Assign(TempFile,name);
Reset (TempFile) ;
IOSave := IOResult;
If IOSave <> 0 then

ErrorWindow( 'File not found!')
Else begin

while not SeekEoln(TempFile) do
read{TempFile,des);
c : = 1 i
LineNo := 1;
while not SeekEof(TempFile} do begin

Inc (LineNo) ;
while not SeekEoln(TempFile) do
case LineNo of

2 read(TempFile,desc1);
23 read(TempFile,desc2);
44 read(TempFile,desc3);

3 .. 22 : begin {source room level}
read(TempFile, freq, spl1 [c],dev1 [c]);
Inc(c); {read frequency,SPL, deviation factor}
if c = 21 then c := 1;

end;

24 .. 43,45 .. 64 begin {background & rec room level}
read(TempFile,freq,spl2[c],dev2[c]);
Inc(c) ;

end;
end; {case line}

end; {case SeekEof}
end;

DisposeWindow(EraseTopWindow);
end;

3EGIN
GetTLdata;
If IOSave <> 0 then exit;

EraseMenuOntoStack(main,Mstack);
InitGraphics;
T_Loss1;
CloseGraph;
Display_Main('Main Menu');
DrawMenuFromStack(main,Mstack);

END·,

{get TL data}
{if no data or file than exit}
[clear menu system from memory}

(show TL data table)

'ROCEDURE ShowAbsorbTable;
'1A..l\

R_T1,R_T2 : RealArrType1;

{show absorbtion data table}

{R_T1 = empty room RT's}



Temp,Surf,SoundSpeed,Delta real; {R_T2 = room with sample RT's}

CONST
CALvolume = 199.7; { CAL large reverb room }

Procedure GetAbsorblnfo; {get parameters from user}
begin

FastWriteWindow('Enter DRY ROOM TEMPERATURE (deg) : ',2,3,$OB);
ReadReal(' ',14,35,7,$OB,$70,2,0.0,100.0,Escaped,Temp);
clrscrj
FastWriteWindow('Enter SURFACE AREA of material sample ',2,2,$OB);
ReadReal(' (metric) ',14,28,7,$OB,$70,2,0.0,0.0,Escaped,Surf);
SoundSpeed .- 331.6 + (O.6*Temp);
Delta := (55.3 * CALvolume/SoundSpeed/Surf);
for r := 1 to 20 do {calculate absorption coefficients}

AbsValue[r] := (Delta * (1/R_T2[rl - 1/R_T1[r]»;
end;

{read in data}

{des=sample/room description}
{dese=file desription}
{desc=file desription}

{get RT data for absorption cale}

24 .. 43

Procedure GetRTdata;
var

C,LineNo,freq : integer;
begin

If not MakeWindow(TempWin, 19,11,59,16,true,true,true,$0,$OE,$70,
, Absorption Table ') then ErrorMem;

If not DisplayWindow(TempWin) then ErrorMem;
ReadString('Enter file name [*.ATD]: ',13,21,12,$OB,$70,$70,Escaped,name);
clrscr;
Assign(TempFile,name);
Reset (TempFile) ;
IOSave := IOResult;
If IOSave <> 0 then

ErrorWindow('File not found! ')
Else begin

c : = 1 ;
LineNo := 0;
while not SeekEof(TempFile) do begin

Inc (LineNo ) ;
while not SeekEoln(TempFile) do

case LineNo of
1 read(TempFile,des);
2 read(TempFile,desc);

23 read(TempFile,desc);
3 .. 22 begin

read(TempFile,freq,ED_T[cl,dev1 [c],R_T1[c],dev2[c]);
Inc(c); (get freq,EDT,RT,deviation factors)

end; {for empty room}
begin

read(TempFile,freq,ED_T[c-20],dev1[c-20],R_T2[c-20],dev2[c-20:
Inc(c); {get freq,EDT,RT,deviation factors}

end; (for room with sample)
end; {case LineNo}

end; {case SeekEof}
end; {IOResult}

• DisposeWindow(EraseTopWindow);*)
end;

BEGIN
GetRTdata;
If IOSave <> 0 then Exit;
GetAbsorblnfo;

EraseMenuOntOStaek(main,Mstack);

{get RT data for absorbtion table}

{get parameters/absorb coeff for}
{displaying table}



InitGraphics;
AbsTable;

(* AbsGraph;*)
WaitToGe;
CloseGraph;
Display_Main('Main Menu');
DrawMenuFromStack(main,Mstack);

END;

(show table of absorption coeff)

(display till key pressed)

Procedure DeleteFiles; (routine to delete files)
begin

If not MakeWindow(TempWin,19,11,59,15,true,true,true,$0,$OE,$70,
, Delete Files ') then ErrorMem;

If not DisplayWindow(TempWin) then ErrorMem;
ReadString('Enter file name [*.TXTl: ',13,21,12,$OB,$70,$70,Escaped,name);
clrscr;
Assign(TempFile,name);
Erase(TempFile); (delete file)
If IOResult (> 0 then

ErrorWindow('File not found! ')
Else begin

FastWriteWindow(' File deleted ',2,11,$OE);
FastWriteWindow(' Hit ENTER to continue ',4,9,$FO);
readln;
DisposeWindow(EraseTopWindow);

end;
end;

PROCEDURE PrinterStatus;

Function PrinterReady(Printer
var

(routine to check status of printer)

byte) : boolean;

Regs : registers;
begin

Regs.AH := $02;
Regs.DX := Printer;
Intr ($17, Regs) ;
PrinterReady := (Regs.AH

(Regs.AH
(Regs.AH

end;

( 0=LPT1 1=LPT2 2=LPT3 )

and $80 = $80) and (Test if ready)
and $10 = $10) and {test if selected}
and $08 = $00) ; (test if I/O error)

Function printeroutOfPaper(printer
Var

byte) boolean;

Regs : registers;
begin (check printer-out-of-paper signal)

Regs.AH := $02;
Regs.DX := Printer; ( 0=LPT1 1=LPT2 2=LPT3
Intr($17 ,Regsl;
PrinterOutOfPaper .- Regs.AH and $20 = $20;

end;

BEGIN
If PrinterReady(O) then begin

if PrinterOUtOfPaper(O) then
ErrorWindow('printer on line but out of paper! ');

end
else

ErrorWindow('Printer not ready! ');



Procedure ConfigHelp;
begin
end;

{future help routines for user}

Procedure TestHelp;
begin
end;

Procedure UtilHelp;
begin
end;

{form new status data file}

{configure circuitry to status data}

{get previous status of BAA or initialise}
{new BAA status file}

{type of noise}
{noise O/P filtering}
{manual/auto noise gatinc
{noise O/p channel} 
{mic I/P channel}
{type of weighting}
{input filtering}
{filter start freq}
{filter stop freq}
{no. of mic positions}
{RT decay level}
{range position of SLM}

factor of BAA}

n t .- 2;
o f .- 4;
n b .- 6;
o c .- 8;
ic.-10;
wt.-16;
if. - 20;

start f .- 1000;
stopJ .- 200;

nos .- 23;
rt 1 . - 26;

range p . - 100;
{SPL correction

Procedure InitStatFile;
begin

Assign(StatusFile, 'StatData.Dat');
Reset(StatusFile);
Read(StatusFile,StatusRec);
IOSave :: IOResult;
UpDateCircuit;
If IOSave () 0 then begin

Rewrite(StatusFile);
with StatusRec do begin

noise type := 'Pink';
out filt :: 'Third Octave';
noise burst :: 'Auto-Gated';
out chan .- 'CHAN A';
in chan .- 'CH 1 only';
weight .- 'None';
in filt ~ - I Active ';
start freq .- '1000';
stop freq .- '200';
no of samp .- 'One';
rt-level .- '20 dB';
r~ge_pos .- '100';
CFactor .- 0.0;

end;
UpDateCircuit; {configure circuitry to the above status data}
write(StatusFile,StatusRec); {write new status data to status file}
Reset(StatusFile);

end;
end;

(start of main program)Procedure StartProg;
begin

ResetAll; InitVar; HiddenCursor;
InitStatFile;
clrscr; MapColors :: True;

InitMenu(main) ;
Display_Main('Main Menu');
Repeat

key ._ MenuChoice(main,ch);
If ord(ch) : 187 then

case integer(key) of
100 ConfigHelp;
101 TestHelp;
102 UtilHelp;

end;
If ord{ch) : 13 then

case integer(key) of
30 Show_Status;
31 Edit_Status;

{reset parameters/variables and}
{hide cursor and configure cirCUitry}

{initialise main menu}
{displays main window}

{read character from keyboard}
{future help utilities}

{enter-key choice}

(show status of BAA)
{change status of BAA}



Show SPL;
DeleteFiles;
Reverb;
ShowRTtable;
ShowRTplot;
TL_Table;
ShowAbsorbTable;
Absorb;
TransmLoss(key);

32
34
35
36
37
38
60
61

50 .. 53
end;

Until ord(ch) = 196;
end;

{show SPL from SLM/mic.}
{delete files from drives}
{routine to calculate RT's}
{displays RT data in table format}
{displays plot of RT decay curve}
{displays TL data in table format}
{displays absorption data table}
{routine to calculate absorption coeff}
{routines to calculate various TL tests}

{user chooses to quit "F10" }

Procedure CBreak(Flags,CS,IP,AX,BX,CX,DX,SI,DI,DS,ES,BP : word);
Interrupt; {routine to handle Ctrl-C break by user}
begin

Repeat {clear windows from screen}
V := EraseTopWindow;
DisposeWindow(V);

Until V = nil;
clrscrj
StartProg; {start main program again}

end;

{************************** MAIN PROGRAM **********************************}

BEGIN
GetIntVec($23,SaveInt1B);
SetIntVec($23,@CBreak);
StartProg;
Repeat

V := EraseTopWindow;
DisposeWindow(V);

Until V = nil;
clrscr;
ResetAll;
Write(StatusFile,statusRec);
Reset(StatusFile);
Close(StatusFile);
SetIntVec($23,SaveInt23);

END.

{ take control of Ctrl-C interrupt }

{clear windows from screen}

{reset all parameters/variables}

restore Ctrl-C interrupt }
program body }



unit Measure; { all RT, SPL .. data measurements}

Interface
uses TPcrt,TPString,TPMenu,TPWindow,TPEdit,Menus,

cctCont,Filter;

array[1 .. 20] of real;
array[1 .. 40] of real;

= array[1 .. 3] of real;

type
RealArrType1 =
RealArrType2 =
RealArrTyp

var
TempWin WindowPtr;
key MenuKey;
Escaped boolean;
TempFile Text;
dev1,sp11,TempArray,Pos1,Pos2,Pos3,ED_T,R T
sp12,dev2 : RealArrType2;
DecayTime,EDT RealArrTyp;
Ave : real;
InFileName : string;
LastPos,MicPos,flag : byte;

RealArrType1;

Const
name
desc

string = (' lab1 ' ) ;
string = (");

Procedure TransmLoss(key : byte);
Procedure ErrorWindow(message : string);
PrOCedure Calibrate;
ProCedure Reverb;
Procedure Absorb;
Procedure RT_Oneposition(e byte):

Implementation
var

a : byte;

[erase error window}

{error bell}
(write message)
{wait for user}

PrOCedure ErrorWindow(message : string); (displays error window message)
begin (when user makes mistake)

If not MakeWindow(TempWin,19,11,59,16,true,true,true,$0,$OE,$70,
, Error Status ') then ErrorMem;

If not DisplayWindow(TempWin) then ErrorMem:
writeln (/0) ;
FastWriteWindow(' '+Center(message,39)+" ,2,1,$OE);
FastWriteWindow(' Hit ENTER to continue' ,5,9,$70);
readln;
DisposeWindow(EraseTopWindow);
DisposeWindow(EraseTopWindow);

end;

PrOCedure Calibrate;
var

{for calibrating BAA before measurements}
{adds/subtracts calibration factor to data}

Key: word:
Ch : Char absolute Key;

, cal value: real; {calib. reference dB value 94 / 124 dB}
'legin -

With StatusRec do begin
cal value := 0.0: {initialise cal. factor to zero}
If not MakeWindow(TempWin,24,11,58,15,true,true,true,$0,$OE,$70,



{answer yes/no}

'N'

, Calibrate System ') then ErrorMem;
If not DisplayWindow(TempWin) then ErrorMem; (show calibrate menu)
repeat
FastWriteWindow(' Do you want to calibrate [N] ? ',2,2,$OB);
Key := ReadKeyWord;

until upcase(Ch) in ['y','N',-M];
case upcase(Ch) of

'y' : begin (enter ref. calibration value ie. 94 dB)
ReadReal(' Enter calibration value: ',13,25,5,$OB,

$70,2,0, 130,Escaped,cal_value);
FastWriteWindow(' Please wait about 30 secs to ',2,2,$70);
FastwriteWindow(' calibrate the circuit. ',3,2,$70);
Ad Read(625); (get ave SPL in 5 seconds)
ArrayCon(", 'a'); {convert data to dB format}
CFactor := cal_value - ArrayAve; {calculate calib. factor}
DisposeWindow(EraseTopWindow);

end;
begin DisposeWindow(EraseTopWindow); Exit; end; {answer = no}
begin DisposeWindow(EraseTopWindow); ch := -A; Exit; end; {exit}-M

end;
end;

end;

Function FreqToD(start_f
begin

case start f of-
100 FreqToD .- 1 .,
125 FreqToD .- 2;
160 FreqToD .- 3;
200 FreqToD .- 4;
250 FreqToD .- 5;
315 FreqToD · - 6;
400 FreqToD · - 7;
500 FreqToD ·- 8;
630 FreqToD .- 9;
800 FreqToD .- 10;
1000 FreqToD .- 11 ;
1250 FreqToD · - 12;
1600 FreqToD ·- 13 ;
2000 FreqToD · - 14 ;
2500 FreqToD .- 15 ;
3150 FreqToD .- 16;
4000 FreqToD .- 17 ;
5000 FreqToD .- 18;
6300 FreqToD .- 19;
8000 FreqToD .- 20;

end;
end;

Procedure WriteToDisk;
var

integer) : byte;

{converts freq. selected by user to a number}
{corresponding to the position of that freq}
{in the array of third octave freq's. Used in}
{TL_Oneposition and other measurements}

{writes measurement data to disk/memory}

c . byte;
begin

for c := 1 to 20 do {covers full range of freq's}
begin

write(TempFile,ThirdOctave[c]); {write freq's}
write(TempFile, ' ');
write(TempFile,TempArray[c]:4:1l; (write data)
wri te (TempFile,' , ) ;
writeln(TempFile,dev1[c]:0:1); {write deviation factors}

end



end;

Procedure writeToD_RT; {write RT data to disk}
var

c : byte;
begin

writeln(TempFile,'Reverb R.T averages'); (label file of data}
for c ~; 1 to 20 do
begin

write(TempFile,ThirdOctave[c]); {write freq's}
write(TempFile,' ');
write(TempFile,R T[c] :0: 1); {write RT times}
write(TempFile,'- ');
writeln(TempFile,dev2[c]:0:1);

end;
end;

flag of
if dev1 [aJ ) 5
if dev1 [aJ ) 5

TempArray[a]
flag . - 0;

end;

then flag :;
then begin
. - 1;

Procedure CheckDev(a,flag
begin

case ThirdOctave[a] of
100,125,160,200 : case

o
1 :

byte) ; (check deviation between data as}
{required by standards}
{check for repeatability}

{± 5 dB allowed}
1; {1st error,set flas

{2nd error, write}
{error code}

250
end;
case

o
1 :

flag of
if dev1 [aJ ) 3
if dev1 [aJ ) 3

TempArray[aJ
flag . - 0;

end;

then flag :;
then begin
. - 1;

(± 3 dB allowed}
1; {1 st error, set flas

{2nd error, write}
{error code}

315,400,500
end;
case flag of

o if dev1[a] ) 2 then flag :; 1;
1 : if devl [a] ) 2 then begin

TempArray[a] .- 1;
flag . - 0;

end;

{± 2 dB allowed}
{1 st error}
{2nd error}

end;
630,800,1000,1250 case flag of

o if dev1[a] ) 1 then flag :; 1;
1 : if devl [a] ) 1 then begin

TempArray[a] .- 1;
flag .- 0;

end;

{± 1 dB allowed}
{1 st error}
{2nd error}

1600 .. 8000

end;
end;

end;
case flag of

o if dev1[a] ) 2 then flag :; 1;
1 : if dev1[a] ) 2 then begin

TempArray[a] .- 1;
flag . - 0;

end;
end;

{± 2 dB allowed}
{1 fit error}
{2nd error}

~rOcedure TL_Oneposition(mmtype
'/ar

a,b,flag : byte;

string) ; {measures SPL at 1 pcsition}
{ 1 or 3 samples/pcsition}



{convert A/D data to dB format}
{store results in temporary array}
{check deviation between results}

flag}

[measure till reach stop freq}

{ Ad_Error }
{switch noise gen off}

{convert start freq to equivalent}
{no. in 1/3 octave array,set error
{ freq step loop }

begin
with StatusRec do begin

a := FreqToD(start f);
flag := 0; -
repeat

clrscr;
FastWriteWindow(' Measuring at : ',3,10,SOB);
FastWriteWindow(' '+Long2Str(ThirdOctave[a])+' Hz ',3,27,S70);
SetSampleRate('spl'); (set sample rate of A/D)
If o_f <> 3 then

SetFilters(o_f,ThirdOctave[a]); {if linear input not selected}
If (mmtype = 'back') or (MicPos in [4 .. 6]) then GenOff

else GenOn; {switch noise gen off if doing background measurements}
Delay(10000); {allow noise energy to build up}
Ad_Read(625); {read data in from A/D}

If Ad_Error = 1 then begin {if A/D type error occurs}
ErrorWindow('ERROR - Analyser not ON ! ');
DisposeWindow(EraseTopWindow);
TransmLoss(key);

end;
GenOff;
Delay (10000) ;
ArrayCon ( 'tl ' , ' 1 ' ) ;
TempArray[a] : = ArrayAve;
CheckDev(a,flag);
Inc(a);

until stop_f <= ThirdOCtave[a-1];
end; {StatusRec}

end; {OnePos }

Enter Y or N ' ,6,7, SFO) ;
RANGE in software? ',14,27,SOB, 'N') then begin

(use input chan 1 only)
microphone in SOURCE room' ,3,7,SOB);
ENTER to run test' ,6,11,$FO);

1,2,5,$08) ;
',3,5,$08);
',4,5,$OB);

, ,6,7,SFO);

(routine to control measurements)
(using 1 mic doing 1 sample)
{ for transmission loss }

{edit range position in status}

byte) ;

Put microphone in RECEIVING room
Check that SPL within RANGE of
SLM and correct if necessary

Hit ENTER to continue

Procedure OneMic1Sample(key
begin

with StatusRec do begin
clrscr;
SetInChan ( 10) ;
FastWriteWindow(' Put
FastWriteWindow(' Hit
readln;
FastWriteWindow(' Working ... SOURCE ROOM LEVEL ',6,7,S70);
TL_OnePosition{'source'); (perform source measurement)
writeln(TempFile, 'Source Room'); {label source room data}
WriteToDisk; [write SPL data at each freq}
clrscri
FastWriteWindow('
FastWriteWindow('
FastwriteWindow('
FastWriteWindow('
readln;
clrscr;
FastWriteWindow('
If YeSOrNo('Change

key := 29;
UpDateStatus(key);

end;
clrscr;
FastwriteWindow(' Working ... BACKGROUND LEVEL ',6,7,S70);
TL_Oneposition('back'); (perform background measurement)
writeln(TempFile,'Background Level'); (label background data)
WriteToDisk; delay(2000); (write SPL data at each freq)
clrscr;
FastWriteWindow(' Working ... RECEIVING ROOM LEVEL ',6,7,$70);



',3,5,$08);
1,4,5,$OB);
1,6,7,$FO)j

{perform rece1v1ng room measurement}
Room'); {label receiving room data}

{write SPL data at each freq}
{do RT measurement as well if1
{complying to standard}
in RECEIVING room' ,3,5,$OB)

Working ... REC ROOM R.T TIMES ',6,7,$70);
{measure RT times at one position}
(write RT data to disk)

Check that SPL within RANGE of
SLM and correct if necessary

Hit ENTER to start noise

TL_OnePosition(' rec');
writeln(TempFile, 'Receiving
WriteToDisk;
If key in [51 .. 531 then begin

If o_c = 8 then
FastWriteWindow(' Place SPEAKER

Else begin
FastWriteWindow('
FastWriteWindow('
FastWritewindow('
readln;
GenOn;
clrscr;
FastWriteWindow(' Enter Y or N ',6,7,$FO);
If YesOrNo('Change RANGE in software? ',14,27,$OB, 'N') then begin

key := 29;
UpDateStatus(key);

end;
GenOff;
clrscr;
FastWriteWindow('
RT_Oneposition(O);
WriteToD_RT;

end;
end;

end;
end;

{channel 1}
Measuring in SOURCE room' ,3,10,$OB);
Hit ENTER to run test ',6,12,$FO);

',6,7,S70);

{this procedure not used I!}
{for 2 mic's only}

{channel 2}

byte) ;
(*
Procedure TwoMic1Sample(o_c
begin

clrscrj
SetInChan( 10) ;
FastWriteWindow('
FastWriteWindow('
readln;
FastWriteWindow(' working ... SOURCE ROOM LEVEL' ,6,8,$70);
TL OnePosition('source');
writeln(TempFile, 'Source Room');
WriteToDisk; {SPL at each freq}
clrscr;
SetInChan ( 11 ) ;
If 0 c = 8 then begin

FastwriteWindow(' Place speaker in RECEIVING ROOM' ,3,6,$OB);
Fastwritewindow(' Hit ENTER to continue ',6,7,$FO);
readln; end;

clrscr;
FastWriteWindow(' Measuring in RECEIVING ROOM' ,3,7,$OB);
Delay(2000};
Fastwritewindow(' Working ... BACKGROUND LEVEL
TL OnePosition('back');
writeln(TempFile, 'Background Level');
WriteToDisk; delay(2000); {SPL at each freq}
clrscrj
FastWriteWindow(' Working ... RECEIVING ROOM LEVEL' ,6,7,$70);
TL Oneposition(' rec' ) ;
writeln(TempFile, 'Receiving Room');
WriteToDisk; (SPL at each freq)



{get ave of 3 positions,must conform to ISO 140,part II}

of 3 mic positions}

{check within limits}
{store error if not}

TempArray[c] .- 1;
TempArray[c] .- 1;
TempArray[c] ._ 1;
TempArray[cl .- 1;
TempArray[cl .- 1;

> 5 then
> 3 then
> 2 then
> 1 then
> 2 then

devl[c]
devl[c]
dev1 [cl
dev1 [cl
devl[c]
c]

Procedure DataAve;
var

c : integer;
Xl,X2 : real;

begin
c : = 1;
repeat {calculates ave SPL

Xl := (sqr(posl [cl + Pos2[c] + Pos3[c]) )/3;
X2 := sqr(Posl[c]) + sqr(Pos2[c]) + sqr(Pos3[c]);
devl [cl := sqrt«X2 - X1)/2);
TempArray[c] := (sqrt(Xl*3»/3;
case c of

1..4 if
5 if

6 •• 8 if
9 .. 12 if

13 .. 20 if
end; (case
Inc(c);

until c = 21;
end;

{MicPos refers to mic position in rooms}
{1,2,3=source room 4,5,6=rec room/background noise}
{7,8,9=rec room level 10,11,12=rec room RT's}

byte) ;

{check if RT measurement required}

Procedure ThreePositions(key
var

a : byte;
begin
clrscr;
If key in [51 .. 53] then LastPos := 12
else Lastpos := 9;
with StatusRec do begin
repeat
case i c of

{same measurements
{doing 3 positions
{1, 3 or 6 mic's}

as above but now}
/ room using}

{***************************** 1 mic ************************************}

{Micpos refers to mic position in room}

',6, 7,$FO);

• ,2,5,$OB);
I ,3,5,$OB);
, ,4,5,$OB)i

I 16 / 7 , $FO) ;

Hit ENTER to continue

Put microphone in RECEIVING room
Check that SPL within RANGE of
SLM and correct if necessary

Hit ENTER to continue

MicPos of
begin

FastWritewindow('
FastwriteWindow('
FastwriteWindow('
FastWritewindow('
readln;
clrscr;
FastWritewindow(' Enter Y or N... ',6,7,$FO);
ReadCharacter('Ch~,geRANGE in software? ',14,27,$OB, ['y', 'N' l,
If upcase(ch} = 'y' then begin

key := 29;
UpDateStatus(key);

end;
clrscr;

end;
begin

FastWriteWindow(' Put microphone in position ',3,7,$OB);
FastwriteWindow(' '+Long2Str(MicPos)+' ',3,35,$70);
If MicPos = 1 then

FastWriteWindow(' Hit ENTER to run test' ,6,12,$FO)
Else

FastwriteWindow('
readln;

end;
begin10

1•• 12

10 : case
4



',6,7,$FO)j
, I 14,27 I $OB, [ 'y I , 'N

, ,3,5,$OB)
, ,4,5,$OB)
, ,6,7,$FO)

, ,6,7,$70);Working ...REC ROOM R.T TIMES

Check that SPL within RANGE of
SLM and correct if necessary

Hit ENTER to start noise

If o_c = 8 then
FastWriteWindow(' Place SPEAKER in RECEIVING room ',2,5,$OB)

Else begin
FastWriteWindow('
FastWriteWindow('
FastWriteWindow('
readln;
GenOn;
clrscrj
FastWriteWindow(' Enter Y or N ...
ReadCharacter('Change RANGE in software?
If upcase(ch) = 'y' then begin

key := 29;
upDateStatus(key);

end;
GenOff;
clrscr;
FastWriteWindow('
RT_Oneposition(O);
writeToD_RT;

end;
end;

end; {case MicPos}

{************************ 2 mics = routine not used !! ******************}

, ,6,7,$FO)j

room ',3,5, $OB);
1,6,7,$FO);

Hit ENTER to continue

Put CH 2 microphone in position ',3,4,$OB);
'+Long2Str(MicPos)+' ',3,37,$70);

Hit ENTER to continue ',6,7,$FO);

Put CH 2 microphone in position ',3,4,$OB);
'+Long2Str(MicPos) +' ',3,37, $70);

Hit ENTER to continue ',6,7,$FO);

9

case MicPos of
4 : begin

FastWriteWindow(' Put microphones in RECEIVING
FastWriteWindow(' Hit ENTER to continue
readln;

end;
begin

FastWriteWindow(' Put CH 1 microphone in position ',3,4,$OB);
FastWriteWindow(' '+Long2Str(MicPos) + , ',3,37,$70);
If MicPos = 1 then

FastWriteWindow(' Hit ENTER to run test' ,6,12,$FO)
Else

FastWriteWindow( ,
readln;

end;
begin

Fastwritewindow('
FastWritewindow('
FastWritewindow('
readln;

end;
begin

Fastwritewindow('
FastWriteWindow('
FastWriteWindow('
readln;

end;
end; {case MicPos}

1,4

3,6,8

(* 11 :

')

(~******************************3 mics *********************************}

'2 case
4

MicPos of
begin

FastWriteWindow( ,
FastWriteWindow('

put microphones in RECEIVING
Check that SPL within RANGE

room I, 2 I 5 , $ 0B) ;
of ',3,5,$OB);



FastWriteWindow(' SLM and correct if necessary ',4,5,$OB);
FastWriteWindow(' Hit ENTER to continue ',6,7,$FO);
readln;
clrscr;
FastWriteWindow(' Enter Y or N... ',6,7,$FO);
ReadCharacter('Change RANGE in software? ',14,27,$OB,['y', 'N'l,
If upcase(ch) = 'Y' then begin

key := 29;
UpDateStatus(key);

end;
clrscr;

end;
1 .. 3 begin

FastWriteWindow(' Measuring in SOURCE room' ,3,10,$OB);
end;

10 begin
Ifoc=8then

FastWriteWindow(' Place SPEAKER in RECEIVING room' ,2,5,$OB)
Else begin

FastWriteWindow(' Check that SPL within RANGE of ',3,5,$OB)
FastwriteWindow(' SLM and correct if necessary ',4,5,$OB)
FastwriteWindow(' Hit ENTER to start noise ',6,7,$FO)
readln;
GenOn;
clrscrj
FastwriteWindow(' Enter Y or N... ',6,7,$FO);
ReadCharacter('Change RANGE in software? ',14,27,$OB,['Y', 'N
If upcase(ch) = 'Y' then begin

key := 29;
UpDateStatus(key);

end;
GenOff;
clrscrj
FastwriteWindow(' Working ... REC ROOM R.T TIMES ',6,7,$70);
RT OnePosition(O);
WriteToD_RT;

end;
end;

4 .. 12 begin
FastWriteWindow(' Measuring in RECEIVING ROOM' ,3,7,$OB);

end;
end; {case MicPos}

[****************************** 6 mics ***********************************}

',3,5,$OB);
',4,5,$OB) ;

, ,6,7,$FO);

, , 6,7, $FO) ;
, 1427 $OB ['Y' 'N']I I , , I ,

Check that SPL within RANGE of
SLM and correct if necessary

Hit ENTER to continue

MicPos of
begin

FastWritewindow(' Measuring in SOURCE room' ,3,10,$OB);

end;
begin

FastWriteWindow('
FastWriteWindow('
Fastwritewindow('
readln;
clrscr;
FastWriteWindow(' Enter Y or N ...
ReadCharacter('Change RANGE in software?
If upcase(ch) = 'y' then begin

key := 29;
UpDateStatus(key);

e.'ld;

4

15 : case
1..3



clrscr;
end;

10 begin
Ifoc=8then

FastWriteWindow(' Place SPEAKER in RECEIVING room' ,2,5,$OB)
Else begin

FastWriteWindow(' Check that SPL within RANGE of • ,3,5,$OB)
FastWriteWindow(' SLM and correct if necessary ',4,5,$OB)
FastWriteWindow(' Hit ENTER to start noise ',6,7,$FO)
readln;
GenOn;
clrscr;
FastWriteWindow(' Enter Y or N... ',6,7,$FO);
ReadCharacter('Change RANGE in software? ',14,27,$OB,['Y', 'N
If upcase(ch) = 'Y' then begin

key : = 29;
UpDateStatus(key);

end;
GenOff;
clrscr;
FastWriteWindow(' Working ... REC ROOM R.T TIMES ',6,7,$70);
RT_Oneposition(O);
WriteToD_RT;

end;
end;

4 .. 12 begin
FastWriteWindow(' Measuring in RECEIVING ROOM ',3,7,$OB);

end;
end; {case MicPos}

end; (case i_c)

(**************************** label screen ******************************}

clrscr;
case MicPos of

1 .. 3 FastWriteWindow('
4 .. 6 FastWriteWindow('
7 .. 9 Fastwritewindow('

10 .. 12 Fastwritewindow('
end;

working SOURCE ROOM LEVEL
working BACKGROUND LEVEL

Working RECEIVING ROOM LEVEL
Working REC ROOM R.T TIMES

',6,7,$70);
',6,7,$70);
',6,7,$70);
',6,7,$70);

{*************************** set input channels **************************}

case i c of
10 SetInChan(10);

(* 11 case MicPos of
1,4,7 SetInChan(10);
2,3,5,6,8,9 : SetInChan ( 11 ) ;

end;
') 12 : case KicPos of

1,4,7,10 SetInChan(10);
2,5,8,11 SetInChan(11);
3,6,9,12 SetInChan(12);

end;
15 case KicPos of

1 SetInChan(10);
2 SetInChan(11);
3 SetInChan(12);

4,7,10 SetInchan(13);
5,8,11 SetInChan( 14);
6,9,12 SetInChan(15);

1 mic }
2 mics = not used}

{ 3 mics }

{ 6 mics



end;
end; (case i_cl

{**************************** do measurements ***************************}

TL_Oneposition(' '); (get SPL data for 1 position)
case MicPos of

1 for a .- 1 to 20 do
Pos1[a] .- TempArray[a] ; (store data for mic pos 1)

2 for a .- 1 to 20 do
Pos2[a] . - TempArray[a] ; (store data for mic pos 2)

3 begin
for a := 1 to 20 do (store data for mic pos 3)

Pos3[a] := TempArray[a];
writeln(TempFile, 'Source room level ave');
DataAve; (get data aye of 3 positions)
WriteToDisk; (SPL,st. deviation at each freq)

end;

4

5

for a .- 1 to 20 do
. Pos1 [a] .- TempArray [a] ;

for a .- 1 to 20 do
Pos2[a] .- TempArray[a] ;

[store data for mic pes 4}

6 begin
for a := 1 to 20 do

Pos3[a] := TempArray[a];
writeln(TempFile, 'Rec room Background level aye');
DataAve;
WriteToDisk; [SPL,st. deviation at each freq}

end;

7

8

for a .- 1 to 20 do
Pos1[a] . - TempArray[a];

for a .- 1 to 20 do
Pos2[a] . - TempArray[a];

9 begin
for a := 1 to 20 do

Pos3[a] := TempArray[a];
writeln(TempFile, 'Rec room level aye');
DataAve;
WriteToDisk; (SPL,st. deviation at each freq)

end;

end; (case MicPos)
Inc (MicPos ) ;
until MicPos > LastPos;

end; (StatusRec)
end;

(measure till at last mic position)

ProCedure CheckLevels; (check & update rec room level with .background level)
var (must conform to ISO 140,part IV)

c,line,diff,flag byte;
freq : integer;
des,desc1,desc2,desc3 : string;
dev2,spl2 array[1 .. 40] of real;
spl1,dev1 : array[1 .. 20] of real;

"'gin
Reset(TempFile); (read from disk)
while not SeekEoln(TempFile) do

read(TempFile,des); (read file desription from disk)
c ::::: 1;



{start
{reset

begin

line := 1;
flag := 0;
while not SeekEof(TempFile) do

Inc (line);
while not SeekEoln(TempFile) do

case line of
2 read(TempFile,descl);
23 read(TempFile,desc2);
44 read(TempFile,desc3);

at line I}
error flag}

{read in data}

{source name}
{background name}
{rec room name}

3.. 22 : begin {source room level/data}
read(TempFile,freq,spll[c],devl[c]);
Inc(c) ;
if c = 21 then c := 1;

end;

6 .. 9

3

begin {background & rec room level/data}
read(TempFile,freq,sp12[c],dev2[c]);
Inc(c) ;
if c = 41 then begin

c : = 1;
repeat

diff := trunc(sp12[c+20] - sp12[c]);
case diff of

O.. 3 : begin
sp12[c+20] ._ 2;
flag . - 1;

end;
begin

sp12[c+20] .- sp12[c+20j + 3;
flag := 1;

end;
4.. 5 : begin

sp12[c+20] .- sp12[c+20] + 2;
flag. - 1;

end;
begin

sp12[c+20] .- sp12[c+20] + 1;
flag . - 1;

end;

24 .. 43,45 .. 64

{check difference in levels}
{add corrections if necessary}
{as per standard}

end;
Inc(c);

until c = 21;
end; {if c=41}

end;

(if corrections required then rewrite)
(data to disk)

end; {case line}
end; {case SeekEof}
if flag = 1 then begin

Rewrite(TempFile);
writeln(TempFile,des);
writeln(TempFile,desc1);
for c := 1 to 20 do begin

write(TempFile,ThirdOctave[c]);
write(TempFile,' 'I;
write(TempFile,sp11[c]:4:1);
write(TempFile,' 'I;
writeln(TempFile,devl[c]:0:1);

end;
writeln(TempFile,desc2);
for c := 1 to 40 do begin

if c = 21 L~en writeln(TempFile,desc3);



if c > 20 then write(TempFile,ThirdOctave[c-20])
else write(TempFile,ThirdOctave[c]);

write(TempFile,' ');
write(TempFile,sp12[c]:4:1);
write(TempFile,' ');
writeln(TempFile,dev2[c]:0:1)

end;
end; (flag)

end;

{TLD = Transm Loss Data}
(make file called ... )

( 1 position/room}
(do measurement}

3 positions/room}

{check levels within limits}
{store data / close file}

(set MicPos start value}

{*

Procedure TranSmLoss(key byte); [routine to control transmission loss}
begin {data measurements}

Calibrate; (calibrate BAA}
If not MakeWindow(TempWin, 18,11 ,63,17,true,true,true,$0,$OE,$70,

, Transmission Loss Test ') then ErrorMem;
If not DisplayWindow(TempWin) then ErrorMem;
FastWriteWindow('Enter filename for TRANSMISSION LOSS test,' ,2,2,$OB);
ReadString('not more than 8 chars: ',15,20,8,$OB,$70,$70,Escaped,name);
clrscr;
FastWriteWindow('Enter description of rooms:' ,2,10,$OB);
ReadString(" ,15,22,40,$OB,$70,$70,Escaped,desc);
clrscrj
InFileName := ForceExtension(name, 'TLD');
Assign(TempFile,InFileName);
Rewrite(TempFile);
writeln(TempFile,desc);
with StatusRec do begin
MicPos := 1;
case nos of

23 : case i c of
10 : OneMic1Sample(key);
11 : TwoMic1Sample(o_c,key); *)

end; (case i_cl
24 : ThreePositions(key);

end; (case nos)
CheckLevels; - 
Close(TempFile);

end; (case StatusRec}
clrscr;
FastWriteWindow(' Please move to ',2,3,$08);
FastWriteWindow(' Options ',2,20,$70);
FastWriteWindow(' for results ',2,30,$08);
FastWriteWindow(' and other Standard calculations. ',3,5,$08);
FastWriteWindow(' Hit SPACEBAR to continue ',6,8,$FO);
repeat until keypressed;
DisposeWindow(EraSeTOpWindow);

end;

2500 do begin
_ SPL_Array[a]l > 20 then begin

(take average of 10 samples to find}
SPL_Array[a]; {start point of decay}

FUnction CheckForDecay(rt_l
lIar

StartPt : real;
a : integer;

egin
Startpt := 0;
for a := 1 to 10 do

StartPt := StartPt +
Startpt := StartPt/10;
case rt 1 of

26 : begin
for a := 1 to

if (StartPt

byte; var StopPt : integer): boolean;

{check for RT at each freq)

{ 20dE determination level}



27

28

CheckForDecay . - true;
stopPt .- a;
exit;

end
else

CheckForDecay .- false;
end;

end;
begin

for a := 1 to 2500 do begin
if (StartPt - SPL_Array[a])

CheckForDecay . - true;
stopPt .- a;
exit;

end
else

CheckForDecay .- false;
end;

end;
begin

for a := 1 to 2500 do begin
if (StartPt - SPL_Array[a])

CheckForDecay .- true;
StopPt . - a;
exit;

end
else

CheckForDecay .- false:

{if max SPL - min SPL}
{ > 20 dB then decay exists}

{no decay}

{ 30dB determination level}

> 30 then begin
{decay exists}

{no decay}

{ 40dB determination level}

> 40 then begin
{decay exists}

{no decay}

end;
end;

end;
end;
{case rt_l}

Procedure Find_RT{rt_l,b : byte; stopPt : integer); {find RT's}
Var

r1,r2,r3,r4,r5,SumX,SumY,TimeperPt,StartPt : real:
TpP, AveX,AveY, Gradient, Yhat,YEq, error : real:
a,ref,c,temp,new integer;

Begin
r1:=0; r2:=0; r3:=0; r4:=0; r5:=0; AveX := 0;
TpP := 0.002;
TimePerpt := TpP; {1/sampling rate -> 1/1000}
StartPt := 0;

{take average of 10 samples to}
(find decay start point}

{find start point, -5dB down}

{find EOT using least squares}

x}
x· }
y}

{make new data array from}
{start point onwards}

{sum
{sum
{sum

+ TimePerPt;
+ TimePerPt*TimePerPt:
+ SPL_Array[a]:

for a := 1 to 10 do
Avex := Avex + SPL_Array[a];

AveX := AveX/10;
a : = 0 i
repeat

Inc(a) ;
if SPL Array[a] <= (Avex - 5) then

Startpt := SPL Array[a];
until SPL Array[a] <= (AveX - 5);
for new :~ 1 to (2500-a) do

SPL Array[new] := SPL Array[new+a-1];
TimePerpt .- a: a := a: 
repeat

Inc(a);
r1 . _ r1
r2 . - r2
r3 . - r3



r4 := r4 + SPL_Array[a]*SPL_Array[a]; {sum y-}
r5 := r5 +(SPL_Array[a]*Timeperpt); {sum x*y}
TimePerPt := TimePerpt + TpP;

until (StartPt - SPL Array[a]) > 10; {early decay => 10 dB region}
AveX . - rl/a; - {mean x}
AveY .- r3/a; {mean y}
sumX . - (r2 - rl *rl /a); (sum x-2)
SumY . - (r4 - r3*r3/a); {sum y"2}
Gradient := (r5 - r1*r3/a)/(r2 - rl*rl/a); {gradient}
Yhat := AveY - AveX*Gradient; {y hat equation}

(* YEq.- Yhat + Gradient*x; *) {y equation}
error := sqr(r5 - r3*rl/a)/(SumX*SumY);

if error >= 0.8 then
EDT[b] .- abs(60/Gradient)

else
EDT[b] .- 0;

{set min error level -> 80 % }
{calculate EDT time}

{store EDT error code}
{end EDT calc}

{now find RT}

{sum x}
{sum x"}
{sum y}
{sum y"}
{sum x*y}

case rt 1 of
26 ref.- 20; {20dE determination level}
27 ref:= 30; {30dE determination level}
28 ref:= 40; {40dE determination level}

end; {case rt_l}
rl:=O; r2:=0; r3:=0; r4:=0; rS:=O;
a : = 0;
TimePerPt .- 0;
repeat

Inc(a) ;
rl .- rl + TimePerPt;
r2 .- r2 + TimePerPt*TimePerPt;
r3 .- r3 + SPL Array[a];
r4 .- r4 + SPL:Array[a]*SPL_Array[al;
r5 .- rS +(SPL_Array[a]*TimeperPt);
TimePerPt := TimePerPt + TpP;

until (StartPt - SPL_Array[a]) > ref;
Avex ._ rI/a; {mean x}
AveY ._ r3/a; {mean y}
SumX ._ (r2 - rl*r1/a); {sum x"2}
SumY ._ (r4 - r3*r3/a); {sum y"2}
Gradient := (r5 - rl*r3/a)/(r2 - rl*r1/a); {gradient}
Yhat := AveY - Avex*Gradient; {y hat equation}

(* YEq.- Y- + Gradient*x; *) {yequation}
error := sqr(r5 - r3*rl/a)/(SumX*sumY);

if error >= 0.9 then
DecayTime[b] := abs{60/Gradient)

else
DecayTime[b] := 0;

End;

{set min error level -> 90 % }
{calculate R.T time}

{full decay time}

PrOCedure RT OnePosition(e
var

a,b,count : byte;
StopPt : integer;
Xl,X2,X3,X4 real;
flag : boolean;

;;,gin
with StatusRec do begin
a := FreqToD(start f);
b : = 1; StopPt : = 0;

byte) ; {measures R.T at 1 position}

{ e is the code for plotting RT decay}



parameters}error detection
b.-b+2;
b := b + 1;

{find ave of EDT/RT data}

{make sure decay exists}

{continue measuring}

{measure till last freq selected}

{store results in arrays}

{set
else
else

1 .,

( freq step loop )

.- b 

.- b 

.- b -

then b
then b
then b

flag := true; count .- 0;
repeat

clrscrj
FastWriteWindow(' Measuring at : ',3,10,$05);
FastWriteWindow(' '+Long2Str(ThirdOctave[a])+' Hz ',3,27,$70);
SetSampleRate('rt');
If o_f <> 3 then

SetFilters(o_f,ThirdOctave[a]);
repeat { take average of 3 }

GenOn; (noise on)
Delay(2000); {noise builds up}
GenOff; {noise off}
Ad_Read(2500); {start reading when noise switched off}
if Ad_Error = 1 then begin

ErrorWindow('ERROR - Analyser not ON ! ');
DisposeWindow(EraseTopWindow);
Reverb; (start reverb measure routine again)

end;
ArrayCon(' I, '1')i
if e = 1 then exit;
flag := CheckForDecay(rt_l,StopPt);
if flag then

Find_RT(rt_l,b,StopPt)
else begin

case b of
1 if count = 0
2 : if count = 0
3 : if count = 0

end;
Inc (count) ;

end;
Inc(bl;

until b > 3;
b . - 1;
X1 := (sqr(EDT[1] + EDT[2] + EDT[3]) )/3;
X2 := sqr(EDT[1]) + sqr(EDT[2]) + sqr(EDT[3]);
dev1[a] := sqrt«X2 - X1)/2);
ED T[a] := (sqrt(X1*3) )/3;
X3-:= (sqr(DecayTime[1] + DecayTime[2] + DecayTime[3]»/3;
X4 := sqr(DecayTime[1]1 + sqr(DecayTime[2]) + sqr(DecayTime[3]);
dev2[a] := sqrt«X4 - X3)/2);
R_T[a] := (sqrt(X3*3)1!3;
Inc(a);

until stop_f <= ThirdOctave[a-1];
end; (StatusRec)

end; {OnePos }

Procedure RT_Measurefn_o_s
Var

a,mpos : byte;
begin
Clrscri
if nos = 23 then

mpos .- 1
else

mpos . - 3;
with StatusRec do begin
repeat
case i c of

10 : case MicPos of
1 .. 3 : begin

byte); (routine to control R.T measurements)

{ mpos = mic position} .

{ 1 mic positions}

( 3 mic positions)

{ 1 mic }



FastWriteWindow(' Put microphone in position ',3,7,$OB);
FastWriteWindow(' '+Long2str(Micpos)+' • ,3,35,$70);
If MicPos = 1 then

FastWriteWindow(' Hit ENTER to run test ',6,12,$FO)
Else

FastWriteWindow(' Hit ENTER to continue ',6,7,$FO
readln;

',6,8,$70) ;

mics

{ 1 mic input channel}
{ 2 mic input channels}

{ 3

Put CH 2 microphone in position ',3,4,$0
'+Long2Str(MicPos)+' ',3,37,$70);

Hit ENTER to continue ',6,7,$FO);

Put CH 1 microphone in position ',3,4,$OB)
'+Long2Str(Micpos)+' ',3,37,$70);
Put CH 2 microphone in position ',4,4,$OB)
'+Long2Str(Micpos+2)+' ',4,37,$70);
Hit ENTER to run test' ,6,12,$FO);

working... Reverb Times

3

end;
case

1 :

end;
(case

end;
{case MicPos}

MicPos of { 2 mics
begin

FastWriteWindow('
FastWriteWindow('
FastWriteWindow('
FastWriteWindow('
FastwriteWindow('
readln;

end;
begin

FastwriteWindow('
FastWriteWindow('
FastWriteWindow('
readln;

end;
end; {case MicPos}
case MicPos of { 3 mics }

1 .. 3 : begin
FastWriteWindow(' Measuring R.T in REVERE room' ,3,10,$OB)
Delay(2000);

end;
{case MicPos}

i_c)

i c of
SetInChan ( 10) ;
case MicPos of

1 SetInChan(10);
2,3 : SetInChan(11);

end;
case MicPos of

1 SetInChan(10);
2 : SetInChan(11);
3 : SetInChan(12);

11

12

12

end;
clrscr;
case MicPos of

1,2,3 : FastwriteWindow('
end;
case

10
11

end;
end; (case i_c)
RT_OnePosition(O); {measure RT at each position}
case MicPos of

1 for a : = 1 to 20 do {store results in arrays}
Pos1 [al := R_T[al;

2 for a := 1 to 20 do
Pos2[a] := R_T[a];

3 begin
for a := 1 to 20 do

pos3[al := R_T[a];
for a := 1 to 20 do

TempArray[a] ._ (posl[al + pos2[al + Pos3[a])/3;
end;

end; (case MicPosl



each freq}

EOT times}

{ deviations}

RT times }

{ RT times }

Inc(Micpos);
until MicPos > mpos;

end; (StatusRec)
end;

Procedure WriteToOiskRT(code byte); {write RT results to disk}
var

c : byte;
begin

case code of° writeln(TempFile,'Reverb Time averages');
1 writeln(TempFile, 'Empty Room R.T averages');
2 writeln(TempFile,'Room+Sample R.T averages');

end;
for c := 1 to 20 do
begin

write(TempFile,ThirdOctave[c]);
write(TempFile,' ');
write(TempFile,ED T[C]:4:1);
write{TempFile,' -');
write {TempFile, dev1 [c]:O:l);
write(TempFile, ' , );
if MicPos = 2 then

write(TempFile,Pos1[c]:4:1)
else

write(TempFile,TempArray[c]:4:1);
write(TempFile,' ');
writeln(TempFile,dev2[c]:0:1);

end
end;

Procedure Reverb; {controls complete RT measurement process}
begin

Calibrate;
If not MakeWindow(TempWin,lB,11,63,17,true,true,true,SO,SOE,S70,

, Reverberation Time Test ') then ErrorMem;
If not OisplayWindow(TempWin) then ErrorMem;
Fastwritewindow('Enter filename for R.T test, ',2,6,SOB);
ReadString('not more than 8 chars: ',15,24,B,SOB,S70,S70,Escaped,name);
clrscr;
FastWriteWindow('Enter description of room/sample:' ,2,6,SOB);
ReadString(" ,15,21,40,SOB,S70,S70,Escaped,desc);
clrscr;
InFileName := ForceExtension(name, 'RTD');
Assign (TempFile , InFileName); (make data filel
Rewrite(TempFile);
writeln(TempFile,desc);

with StatusRec do begin
MicPos := 1;
RT Measure(n 0 s);
WriteToOiskRT (0) ;
Close(TempFile) ;

end; {case StatusRec}

{start at mic position 1}
{do measurementsl
{store results on disk}

clrscr;
FastWriteWindow('
FastWritewindow('
FastwriteWindow('
FastwriteWindow('
FastWriteWindow('

Please move to ',2,3,SOB);
Options ',2,20,S70),
for results' ,2,30,S08);
and other standard calculations. ',3,5,SOB);
Hit SPACEBAR to continue ',6,B,SFO};



repeat until keypressed;
DisposeWindow(EraseTopWindow);

end;

Procedure Absorb; (controls complete absorption measure process!
begin

Calibrate;
If not M~keWindow(TempWin,18,11,63,17,true,true,true,$0,$OE,$70,

, Absorption Test ') then ErrorMem;
If not DisplayWindow(TempWin) then ErrorMem;
FastWriteWindow('Enter filename for Absorption Test, ',2,6,$OB);
ReadString('not more than 8 chars: ',15,24,8,$OB,$70,$70,Escaped,name);
clrscr;
FastWriteWindow{'Enter description of room/sample:' ,2,6,$OB);
ReadString(" ,15,21,40,$OB,$70,$70,Escaped,desc);
clrscrj
InFileName := ForceExtension(name, 'ATD');
Assign(TempFile,InFileName);
Rewrite{TempFile);
writeln(TempFile,desc);

with StatusRec do begin
MicPos := 1;
RT_Measure(n_o_s);
WriteToDiskRT(1);
MicPos := 1;
RT_Measure(n_o_s) ;
WriteToDiskRT(2);
Close(TempFile);

end; (case StatusRec)

(start at mic position 1)
(do empty room measurements)
(store RT data)

(do room with sample measurements)
(store RT data!

clrscr;
FastWriteWindow(' Please mOve to ',2,3,$OB);
FastWriteWindow(' Options ',2,20,$70);
Fastwritewindow(' for results' ,2,30,$OB);
FastwriteWindow(' and other Standard calculations. ',3,5,$OB);
FastWriteWindow(' Hit SPACEBAR to continue • ,6,8,$FO);
repeat until keypressed;
DisposeWindow(EraseTopWindow);

end;

2ND. (uni t measure)



Unit Menus; [ All menu routines ]

Interface
uses TPCrt, TPString, TPMenu, TPWindoW,TPEdit,

cctCont,Filter;
var

ch
main,config
V, Win, TempWin
Escaped, convert
Mstack
key

char;
MENU;
WindowPtr;
OOolean;
MenuStackP;
MenuKey;

Procedure Edit_Status;
Procedure Show_Status;
Procedure ErrorMem;
Procedure InitMenu(var M :
Procedure InitConfig(var M
Procedure Display_Main(str
Procedure UpDateStatus(key
Procedure WriteStatus;

Menu) ;
Menu) ;
string) ;
integer) ;

Implementation

Procedure ErrorMem;
begin

Window(1,1,80,25);
NormVideo; Clrscr;
Writeln('rnsufficient
Hal t (1) ;

end;

[displays error if pep-up menus/windows]
(cannot be shown due to not enough memory)

memory'); readln;

Function check_f(temp_f
var

integer): OOolean; {checks if freq selected by]
{user is valid]

a : byte;
begin

check f := false;
for a:= 1 to 20 do

if temp_f = ThirdOctave[a] then
begin

check f .- true; exit;
end;

{default : freq incorrect]

{checks freq with array of]
{standard freq's]
{sets answer to true if freq}
(is valid]

end;

(keep trying to get correct freq]

{get filter start]
{freq from user]

string): string;Function get_start_freq(start_freq
begin

with StatusRec do
repeat

convert := Str2Int(start freq,start_f); {convert string to integer}
If not MakeWindow(TempWi;,10,20,45,23,true,true,true,$0,$OE,$70,

• Edit Frequency') then ErrorMem;
If not OisplayWindow(TempWin) then ErrorMem;
Readlnteger('Enter the START FREQUENCY: ',22,13,4,SOB,$70,100,8000,

Escaped,start f);
if check f(start fT = false then writeln(#7); (if freq = wrong then beep]
get_start_freq :~ LOng2Str(start_f); (convert integer to string]
DispeseWindow(EraseTopWindow);

until check f (start f);
:nd; - -

string): string; [get filter stop freq)



begin (from user)
with statusRec do
repeat

convert := Str2Int(stop freq,stop f);
If not MakeWindow(Tempwin,10,20,45,23,true,true,true,$0,$OE,$70,

, Edit Frequency ') then ErrorMem;
If not DisplayWindow(TempWin) then ErrorMem;
ReadInteger('Enter the STOP FREQUENCY: ',22,13,4,$OB,$70,100,8000,

Escaped,stop f);
if check_f(stOP_f) = false then writeln(#7);
get stop freq := Long2Str(stop f);
Disposewindow(EraseTopWindow);-

until check f(stop f);
end; --

(get range position of)
(SLM from user)

string): string;Function get_range(range_pos
begin

with StatusRec do begin
convert := Str2Int(range_pos,range_p);
If not MakeWindow(TempWin,10,20,45,23,true,true,true,$O,$OE,$70,

, Edit Range ') then ErrorMem;
If not DisplayWindow(TempWin) then ErrorMem;
ReadInteger('Enter the RANGE POSITION: ',22,13,3,$OB,$70,O,150,

Escaped,range_p);
get_range := Long2Str(range_p);
DisposeWindow(EraseTopWindow);

end;
end;

',6,1,$70);

mics used)
positions!

',6,1,$70);
',7,1,$70);

can"t have more than 2

(using 3 mic's)

(update status menu)
'White'i n t ·- key; end;
'Pink' ; n t : :: key; end;
I Linear' i 0 f .- key; end;-
'Third Octave '; 0 f .- key; end;-
'One Octave' ; 0 f .- key; end;
,Auto-Gated' ; n b .- key; end;
I Continuous I ; n b .- key; end;
'CHAN A '; 0 c · - 8; end; {noise olp on-
'CHAN A + B I; 0 C ·- 8; end; {noise olp on
'CH 1 only' ; i c .- key; end; (using 1 mic)-
'CH 1 -) 2 I; i c · - key-1 ; end; {using 2 mic's

integer); (update status menu display)
(with new parameters)

begin {check if correct no. of
(depending on no. of mic

Error! can"t have more than 2
mics if no. of samples = 1

- > 3';

:=
:=

:=

:=

'CH 1
.- key;

begin noise_type .
begin noise_type .
begin out_filt
begin out_filt
begin out_filt
begin noise_burst .
begin noise_burst .
begin out_chan
begin out_chan
begin in_chan
begin in_chan
begin

If nos = 23 then
writeln(#7);
FastWriteWindow( ,
FastwriteWindow('
Delay ( 4000);
clrscrj

end
Else begin

in chan .-
i c

end;
end;
begin

If nos = 23 then begin
writeln (#7 ) ;
FastwriteWindow(' Error

1S

Procedure UpDateStatus(key
begin
with StatusRec do begin
case integer(key) of

1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9

10
11
12



(update configuration of cirCUitry)
(set correction factor)
(store new status data to file)

',7,1,$70);

mic used then)
error bell}

',6,1,$70);
',7,1,$70);

(measure at 3 pas.)
(reverb. determ.)

(levels)

end;
end;
end;
end;

(using 6 mic's)

(if )

(sound the
Must first limit

mics to less than 3

(measure at 1 position)

mics if no. of samples =

Error
input

FastWriteWindow('
Delay(4000);
clrscr;

end
Else begin

in chan .- 'CH 1 -) 6';
i c .- key;

end;
end;
begin weight .- 'None'; w t .- key; end;
begin weight .- 'A - Weight'; w t := key; end;
begin weight .- 'c - Weight'; w t .- key; end;
begin in filt .- 'None'; i f .- key; end;
begin in filt .- 'Active'; i f .- key; end;
start freq .- get_start_freq(start_freq);
stop_freq .- get_stop_freq(stop_freq);
begin

If (i_c = 12) or (i c = 15) then begin
writeln (#7) ;
FastWriteWindow('
FastWriteWindow('
Delay(4000);
clrscr;

end
Else begin

no_of_samp .- 'One';
nos .- key;

end;
end;

begin no_of_samp ._ 'Three'; nos.- key;
begin rt level ._ '20 dB'; rt 1 .- key;
begin rt level .- '30 dB'; rt 1 .- key;
begin rt-level ._ '40 dB'; rt_l .- key;
range_pas .- get_range(range_pos);

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
26
27
28
29

end;
UpDateCircuit;
CFactor := CFactor;
Write(StatusFile,StatusRec);
Reset(StatusFile);

end;
end;

Procedure WriteStatus; (write status of BAA to screen display)
var

R : char;
begin

with StatusRec do begin
FastWrite('Type of noise :' ,9,47,$07);

Fastwrite(' '+Pad(noise type,5)+' ',9,65,$OB);
FastWrite('Noise filtering- :' ,10,47,S07);

Fastwrite(' '+Pad(out filt,12)+' ',10,65,SOB);
FastWrite('Noise burst - :' ,11,47,$07);

Fastwrite(' '+noise burst+' ',11,65,$OB);
FastWrite('Noise o/p channel:' ,12,47,$07);

FastWrite(' '+Pad(out chan,10)+' ',12,65,$OB);
FastWrite('Input channel- :' ,13,47,$07);

Fastwrite(' '+in chan+' ',13,65, SOB);
FastWrite('Input weighting :' ,14,47,S07);

Fastwrite(' '+pad(weight, 10) +' ',14,65, $OB);
FastWrite('Input filtering :' ,15,47,S07);

Fastwrite(' '+Pad(in_filt,6)+' ',15,65,$OB);



FastWrite('Start frequency :',16,47,$07);
FastWrite(' '+pad(start_freq, 4)+ , Hz',16,65,SOB);

Fastwrite('Stop frequency :',17,47,$07);
FastWrite(' '+Pad(stop_freq,4)+' Hz',17,65,SOB);

FastWrite('No. of samples :' ,18,47,$07);
FastWrite(' '+Pad(no_of_samp, 5)+ , ',18,65,$OB);

FastWrite('R.T level :' ,19,47,$07);
FastWrite(' '+rt level+' ',19,65,SOB);

Fastwrite('Range position :' ,20,47,$07);
Fastwrite(' '+pad(range_pos, 3)+ , dB',20,65,SOB);

end;
end;

{shOW main border menu}string) ;Procedure Display_Main(str
var

work,row,col : byte;
begin

for row : = 1 to 24 do {fill screen}
for col := 1 to 80 do

Fastwrite(#176,row,col,S15);
for work := I to 80 do begin {horizontal lines}

Fastwrite(#196,I,work,SOE);
Fastwrite(#196,25,work,SOE):

end;
for work := 1 to 24 do begin {vertical lines}

Fastwrite(#179,work,I,SOE);
Fastwrite(#179,work,80,SOE);

end;
Fastwrite(#218,1,1,$OE): [show corners of border)
Fastwrite(#191,1,80,$OE);
Fastwrite(#192,25,1,$OE);
Fastwrite[#217,25,80,$OE);
Fastwrite(Center(str,16),1,30,$70);

.FastwriteC' Fl Help ',25,3, $70) ; [display usable function keys}
Fastwrite(' '#17#45' '#45/116' Move Selector' ,25, 13,S70);
Fastwrite(' '#25' Pull DOwn' ,25,35,S70);
Fastwrite(' '#17#196#217' Select Item' ,25,49,$70);
Fastwrite(' Fl0 Quit ',25,68,$70);

end;

MenuColorArray = (SOE,
FrameArray = 'r~J-I';
FrameArray = 'Ii'~M=!';

ProCedure InitMenu(var M : Menu);
Const

Colorl
Frame1
Frame2

{setup and display main menu systems}

S70, S07, $70, SOE, SOE);

begin
[Customize this call for special
M := NewMenu([/l187,#1961, nil);

exit characters and custom item displays}

SubHenu(l,l,O,Horizontal,Framel,Colorl,' Main Menu ');
MenuItem('BAA status' ,2,1,0,' ');
SubMenu(1,3,0,vertical,Frame2,Colorl," );

MenuItem('Show status',1,1,30,' ');
MenuItem('Configure System',2,1,31,");
PopSublevel;

MenuItem( 'Standard Tests' ,22,1,0, ' , ) ;
SubMenu(19,3,0,Vertical,Frame2,Colorl, , ');

MenuItem('Reverberation Time' ,1,1,0,' '):
SubMenu(34,6,0,vertical,Frame2,Colorl,");



Menultem('Standard' ,1,1,35, ");
MenuItem{'Absorption',2,1,61, I '}j
PopSublevel;

Menultem('Transmission Loss' ,2,1,33,");
SubMenu(15,6,0,Vertical,Frame2,Color1, ");

MenUltem{'Level Difference (Dj ',1,1,50,' ');
Menultem('Standardized L/Diff [DnTj',2,1,51, ");
MenUltem('Transmission Loss [R]',3,1,52, ");
Menultem('Apparent T/Loss (R' ']',4,1,53, ");
PopSublevel;

PopSublevel;
Menultem{'options' ,49,1,0,' ');
SubMenu(46,3,0,Vertical,Frame2,Color1,");

Menultem('Calculations',1,1,0, ");
SubMenu{40,6,0,vertical,Frame2,Color1,' ');

Menultem{'Level Difference (Dj',1,1,38,' ');
Menultem{'Standardized L/Diff (DnT]',2,1,39, ");
Menultem('Transmission Loss [R]',3,1,40, I '}j

Menultem ( 'Apparent T/Loss [R" 1' ,4, 1,41 , ' , ) ;
PopSublevel;

Menultem{'RT Table' ,2,1,36, ");
Menultem('Absorb Table',3,1,60,' ');
Menultem('Decay Plot' ,4,1,37,' ');
Menultem{'Hardcopy' ,5,1,38, ");
PopSublevel;

Menultem ( ,utilities' ,69, 1, 0, ' , ) ;
SubMenu(60,3,0,Vertical,Frame2,Colorl, ");

Menultem{'Real Time Display' ,1,1 ,32,' ');
Menultem('Delete Files',2,1,34,' ');
Menultem ( 'Suspend To Dos' ,3, 1, 0, ' , ) ;
PopSublevel;

PopSublevel;

ResetMenu (M) ;
end;

MenuColorArray = ($OE, $70, $07, $70, $OE, $OE);
FrameArray = '1f~~=II';

Procedure
const

Colorl
Frame1

InitConfig(var M : Menu); (setup and display configure menu)

begin
(Customize this call for special exit characters and custom item displays)
M := NewMenu(C*'87,*1961, nil);

SubMenu(1,7,0,vertical,Frame1,Color1,' Configure Menu ');
Menultem('Type of Noise' ,1,1,0, ");
SubMenu{21,19,0,Vertical,Framel,Color1,' ');

Menultem( 'White noise' , 1,1,1, I I);

Menultem('Pink noise' ,2,1,2,' ');
PopSublevel;

Menultem('Noise Filtering',2,1,0,' ');
SubMenu(20,18,0,vertical,Frame1,Colorl,' ');

Menultem( I Linear ',1,1,3, I I ) ;

Menultem('Third octave',2,1,4, ");
Menultem{'ane octave' ,3,1,5,' ');
PopSublevel;

MenuItem{'Noise Time Burst' ,3,2,0, ");
SubMenu(21,18,0,Vertical,Framel,Color1, ");

Menultem ( , Auto-Gated' , 1, 1,6, ' , ) ;
Menultem{ 'Continuous' ,2,1,7,' ');



PopSublevel;
Menultem('Noise Output Channel' 4 1 ° ,,)., , " ,
SubMenu(20,18,0,Vertical,Framel Colorl ,,)., "

Menultem{'Channel At ,1,9,8, I ');

Menultem('Channel A + 8',2,13,9, I');

PopSublevel;
MenuItem('Input Channel',5,3,0, ");
SubMenu(21,17,0,vertical,Framel,Colorl," );

MenuItem( 'CH 1 only', 1,4, 10,");
(* MenuItem ( 'CH 1 - > 2',2,9, 11 , .. ) ; *)

MenuItem ( 'CH 1 - > 3',2,9, 12, .. ) ;
MenuItem ( 'CH 1 - > 6',3,9, 15, .. ) ;
PopSublevel;

MenuItem('Input Weighting',6,4,0, ");
SubMenu(20,18,0,Vertical,Framel,Colorl, ");

Menultem ( I None I , 1 , 1 , 16, , , ) ;
MenuItem('A - Weighting',2,1,17, ");
MenuItem('C - Weighting',3,1,18, ");
PopSublevel;

Menultem('Input Filtering' ,7,7,0,' ');
SubMenu(22~19,0,Vertical,Frame1,Colorl,");

Menultem( 'None' ,1,1,19, I ');

Menultem(' Active ',2,1,20, I I ) i
PopSublevel;

MenuItem('Start Frequency',8,1,21, ");
Menultem('Stop Frequency',9,7,22,' ');
MenuItem('No. of Samples',10,9,0,' ');
SubMenu(22,18,0,Vertical,Framel,Color1, ");

Menultem ( 'One I I 1, 1,23, I I ) i
Menultem{'Three' ,2,1,24, I');
PopSublevel;

MenuItem('R.T Level' ,11,5,0,");
SubMenu(23,18,O,vertical,Framel,Color1," );

MenuItem( '20 dB', 1,1,26,");
Menultem('30 dB' ,2,1,27,");
Menultem('40 dB',3,1,28,");
PopSublevel;

MenuItem('Range Position',12,1,29, "~I;

PopSublevel;

ResetMenu(M) ;
end;

PrOCedure Edit_Status; {edit status of BAA circuitry}
begin

Repeat (clear windows from screen)
V := EraseTopWindow;
DisposeWindow(V);

Until V = nil;
EraseMenu(main,False);
InitConfig(config); (show configure menu system)
Display Main{'Configure Menu');
If not MakeWindow(Win,45,7,79,21,true,true,true,$0,$OE,$70,

, Analyser Status ') then ErrorMem;
If not DisplayWindow(Win) then ErrorMem;
WriteStatus; {write status data to screen}
repeat

key := MenuChoice(config,ch);
If ord(ch) = 13 then (enter-key choice for editing parameters)
case integer (key) of

1.. 29 : begin UpDateStatus(key); WriteStatus; ~~d;



end;
until ord(ch) = 196;
DisposeWindow(Win);
Repeat

V : = EraseTopWindow;
DisposeWindow(V);

Until V = nil;
EraseMenu(config,False);
InitMenu(main); ch := -A;

end;

(until user quits)

(clear windows from screen)

{remove configure menu system from ocreen}

(display status of BAA on screen)

{remove status display}

(answer yes/no)

word;
Char absolute Key;

Procedure Show_Status;
var

Key
Ch

begin
If not MakeWindow(TempWin,45,7,79,21,true,true,true,$0,$OE,$70,

, Analyser Status '} then ErrorMem;
If not DisplayWindow(TempWin) then ErrorMem;
WriteStatus; (write status data to screen)
repeat

FastWriteWindow(' Change status [N] ? ',14,7,$70);
Key := ReadKeyWord;

until upcase(Ch) in ['y', 'N',"M];
DisposeWindow(EraseTopWindow);
case upcase(Ch) of

'Y' Edit_Status;
IN' Exit;
-M begin ch := -A; Exit; end;

end;
end;

END . ( uni t menus )



Unit filter; { one and third octave filter configuration )

Interface
const

OneOctave
ThirdOctave

array [0 .. 6J of integer: (0,125,250,500,1000,2000,4000);
array [0 .. 20] of integer: (0,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,

630,800,1000,1250,1600,2000,2500,
3150,4000,5000,6300,8000);

Procedure setFilterS(O_f,start_f integer) ;

Implementation
uses TPCrt;

var
add,m,f,q
temp

integer;
boolean;

byte) ;

{sets data for smoothing latch}
{writes data to smoothing latch address}

{sets data for DAC latch 2}
{writes data to latch 2 address}
{ resets clock lines high again}

{ resets all programming clock lines high}
{sets data for DAC latch 1}
{writes data to latch 1 address}
{ resets clock lines high again}

(programs the DAC O/P for filter clock)byte) :procedure setdac(A1,A2
begin

port[$262J .- $f;
port[$260] .- A1;
port[$262] .- $04;
port[$262J .- Sf;

port[$260] .- A2;
port[$262] .- $05;
port[$262] .- Sf;

end;

procedure set_smoothing(A3
begin

port [ $262 J .- Sf;
port[$260] .- A3;
port [$262] .- $0;
port[$262J .- Sf;

end;

procedure output1;
var

{write codes to filter A}

{e : calculates mode code for filter A}

(data code for filter A}
{sets data for latch for filter A}
(writes data to filter A}

e,z,x : integer;
begin

temp :: true;
e:" (add+m-1);
port[$262] .- Sf;
port[$260] .- e:
port[$262] .- $01;
POrt[$262] .- $02;
port[$262] .- Sf;
add:" add+4;
for z:" 1 to 3 do
begin

x:: (add+(f-4*trunc(f/4»):
port[$262] .- Sf;
port[$260] .- x;
port[$262] .-$01;
port[$262] .- $02:
port[$262] .- Sf;
f:: trunc(f/4);
add:" add+4;

{x : calculates filter clock ratio}
{for filter A}



[write codes to filter E)

(e : calculates mode code for filter E)

{data code for filter E}

{sets data for latch for filter E}
(writes data to filter E)

end;
for z:= 1 to 4 do
begin

x:= (add+(q-4*trunc(q/4)));
port[$262] ._ Sf;
port[$260] .- x;
port[$262] ._ $01;
port[$262] ._ $02;
port[$262] ._ Sf;
q:= trunc(q/4);
add:= add+4;

end;
end;

procedure output2;
var

e,z,x : integer;
begin

e: = (add+m-l);
port[$262] ._ Sf;
port[$260] .- e;
port[$262] ._ $01;
port[$262] .- $03;
portlS262] . - $f;
add:= add+4;
for z:= 1 to 3 do
begin

x:= (add+(f-4*trunc(f/4)));
port($262] .- Sf;
port[$260] .- x;
port[$262] .- $01;
port[$262] .- $03;
port[$262] ._ Sf;
f:= trunc(f/4);
add:= add+4;

end;
for z:= 1 to 4 do
begin

x:= (add+(q-4*trunc(q/4)));
port[$262] ._ Sf;
port[$260] ._ x;
port[$262] .-$01;
port[$262] ._ $03;
port[$262] .- Sf;
q:= trunc(q/4);
add: = add+4;

end;
end;

(x : calculates Q selection code)
(for filter A)

{x : calculates filter clock ratio}
{for filter E)

(x : calculates Q selection code)
{for filter S}

f******************** one octave filter programming *********~*******}

m = filter mode, f = clock ratio code, q = Q selection code}
refer to appendix 4 for code calculation method )

{********************************************************************}

{set_ol00 refers to one octave bandpass: 100 Hz}Procedure set 0100;
begin -

add:= 0; m:= 1; f:: 57;
outputl ;
add:: 32; m:: 1; f:: 10;

q:= 107;

q:= 108;

[inner left peak of center freq}
{program filter A}

(inner right peak of center freq)



output1 ; {program filter A}
add:: 0; m::: 1; f:: 41 ; q:: 75; {outer left peak of center freq}
output2; {program filter 5}
add:: 32; m:::: 1; f:: 20; q:: 75; {outer right peak of center freq}
output2; {program filter 5}
setdac( $01, $O}; {sets filter A & 5 clock freq}
set_smoothing($O}; Iconfigures smoothing circuitry}

end;

procedure set_0125; {octave, 125 Hz}
begin

add:: 0; m:= 1; f:: 47; q:: 107;
output1 ;
add:: 32; m·- 1; f:: 6· q.- 108;.- , .-
output1;
add:: 0; m:= 1; f:: 34; q:: 75;
output2;
add:: 32; m:= 1; f:: 15; q:: 76;
output2;
setdac($02,$0);
set_smoothing($O);

end;

procedure set_0160;
begin

add:: 0; m:::: 1; f:: 46 ; q.- 107;.-
outputl ;
add:: 32; m·- 1 ; f:: 6· q.- 108;.- , .-
outputl ;
add:: 0; m:: 1; f:: 32; q.- 75;.-
output2;
add:: 32; m·- 1; f:: 14; q.- 76;.- .-
output2;
setdac($04,$0);
set smoothing ($2);

end;

procedure set_0200;
begin

add:: 0; m·- 1; f:: 44; q: = 107 ;.-
output1 ;
add: = 32; m:: 1; f:= 5; q.- 108;.-
outputl ;
add: = 0; m:= 1; f:: 31; q:= 75;
output2;

76;add:= 32; m:: 1; f:: 13; q:=
output2;
setdac($06,$0);
set smoothing ($2) ;-end;

Procedure set- 0250;
D.:gin

add: = 0; m·- 1; f:= 45; q:= 107;.-
output1 ;

108;add: = 32; 1; f:= 5; q.-m:: .-
output1;

75;add: = 0; m:::: 1; f:= 32; q:=
output2;

76;add: = 32; 1; f·- 14; q.-m:= .- .-
output2;



setdac($09,$0);
set_smoothing ($2);

end;

procedure set_0315;
begin

add:= 0; m:= 1; t·= 44; g'- 109;.-
output1 ;
add: = 32; m:= 1; t·= 7' q'- 109;, .-
output1 ;
add: = 0; m:= 1 0 t:= 32; q'- 79;, .-
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1 . t·= 15 ; g:= 79;,
output2;
setdac ($Od, $0) ;
set_smoothing($4) ;

end;

procedure set 0400;
begin

add: = 0; m:= 1 0 t·= 46; g:= 107 ;,
output 1;
add: = 32; m:= 1 . t·= 6; go_ 108;, .-
output1 ;
add: = 0; m:= 1; t·= 33; g:= 75;
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1; t·= 15 ; g:= 76;
output2;
setdac($11, $0);
set_smoothing($4);

end;

procedure set_0500;
begin

add: = 0; m:= 1; t:= 43 ; g:= 107 ;
output1 ;
add: = 32; m'- 1 0 t:= 4 0 g:= lOB;, ,
outputl ;
add:= 0; m:= 1; t:= 30; g:= 75;
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1; t:= 13; g:= 76 ;
output2;
setdac($15,$0);
set_smoothing($4);

end;

Procedure set_0630;
begin

add: = 0; m:= 1; t:= 45; g'- 107;.-
output1 ;
add:= 32; m:= 1; t:= 5; g:= 108;
outputl;
add: = 0; m:= 1. t·- 32; g:= 75;, .-
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1 0 t:= 14 ; g: = 76;,
output2;
setdac ($1 c, $0 J ;
set_smoothing($4);

~nd;

?t"ocedure set_oBOO;



begin
add: = O' m:= 1. f:= 46; q'- 107;, , .-
outputl ;
add:= 32; m:= 1 . f:= 6; q'- 108;, .-
output1;
add: = O' m:= 1. f:= 33; q:= 75;, ,
output2;
add:= 32; m:= 1 . f:= 14; q' - 76;, .-
output2;
setdac ($25, $0) ;
set_smoothing($4J;

end;

procedure set_01000;
begin

add: = 0; m:= 1 . f'- 44; q'- 100;, .-
output1 ;
add:= 32; m:= 1 . f:= 5; q:= 108;,
output1 ;
add: = O' m:= 1. f:= 31 ; q:= 70;, ,
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1 . f'- 13; q:= 76;,
output2;
setdac ($2e, $0);
set_smoothing($4);

end;

procedure set_01250;
begin

add:= O· m:= 1• f:= 43; q:= 107;, ,
output 1;
add: = 32; m:= 1. f'- 5; q:= 108;,
output1 ;
add: = O' m:= 1 . f:= 31 ; q'- 75;, , .-
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1 . f:= 13; qo_ 76;, .-
output2;
setdac($3a,$0);
set_smoothing($6J;

end;

procedure set_01600;
begin

add: = 0; m:= 1 . f:= 45; q:= 107;,
output1;
add: = 32; m:= 1 . f:= 5; q:= 108;,
output 1;
add: = 0; m:= 1; .f: = 31 ; q:= 75;
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1 . f'- 14; q: = 76;,
output2;
setdac( $4b, $0);
set_smoothing($6l;

end;

Procedure set_02000;
begin

add:= 0; m:= 1 . f:= 45; q:= 107;,
output1 ;
add:= 32; m:= 1 . f:= 5' q: = 108;, ,
outputl ;



add: = O' m: = 1; f:= 32; q: = 75;,
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1; f·- 14 ; q:= 76;
output2;
setdac($60,$0);
set_smoothing($6);

end;

procedure set_o2500;
begin

add: = O' m;= 1; f:= 43; q: = 107;,
outputl ;
add:= 32; m:= 1 . f:= 4; q: = 108;,
outputl;
add:= 0; m:= 1; f:= 30 ; q'- 75;.-
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1; f:= 13; q:= 76;
output2;
setdac ($77, $0);
set_smoothing($6);

end;

procedure set_03150;
begin

add: = O' m'- 1; f:= 45; q:= 107;,
outputl ;
add: = 32; m:= 1 . f:= 5; q:= 108;,
outputl;
add: = 0; m:= 1; f:= 32; q:= 75;
output2;
add:= 32; m:= 1 . f:= 14; q:= 76;,
output2;
setdac($9b,$0);
set_smoothing($6);

end;

procedure set_04000;
begin

add: = O' m:= 1 . f:= 44; q:= 107;, ,
output1;
add: = 32; m' - 1 . f:= 5; q: = 108;.- ,
output1;
add: = O' m: = 1 . f:= 31 ; q:= 75;, ,
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1; f:= 13; q'- 76 ;.-
output2;
setdac($c2,$0);
set_smoothing($6);

end',

procedure set_05000;
begin

add: = O' m:= 1. f:= 44; q:= 107;, ,
output 1;
add: = 32; m:= 1 . f:= 5; q'- 108;, . -
outputl ;
add: = O' m'- 1 . f'- 31 ; q:= 75;, .- ,
output2;
add: = 32; m;= 1 . f:= 13; q: = 76;,
output2;
setdac ($f9, $0) ;



set_smoothing($6);
end;

procedure set_06300;
begin

add: = 0; m: = 1. f:= 43; q:= 107;,
output I;
add: = 32; m: = 1; f:= 5; q:= 108;
output1;
add: = 0; m: = 1. f:= 30; q:= 75;,
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1 • f:= 13; q:= 76;,
output2;
setdac($3b,$1);
set_smoothing($6) ;

end;

procedure set- 08000;
begin

add: = 0; m:= 1; f:= 45; q:= 107;
output 1;
add:= 32; m:= 1; f·= 5; q:= 108;
output 1;
add: = 0; m:= 1. f:= 32; q:= 75;,
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1; f·- 14; q:= 76;
output2;
setdac($ge,$1);
set_smoothing($6);

end;

f******************** third octave filter programming ******************}

procedure set t100; (set_tl00 refers to third octave bandpass: 100Hz)
begin -

add:= 0; m:= 1; f:= 39; q:= 119;
output 1;
add:= 32; m:= 1; f:= 26; q:= 122;
outputl ;
add:= 0; m:= 1; f:= 37; q:= 111;
output2;
add:= 32; m:= 1; f:= 30; q:= 104;
output2;
setdac($02,$O};
set smoothing($O);

end; -

procedure set t125;
begin -

add: = 0; m:= 1; f·- 39; q:= 119 ;
outputl ;
add:= 32; m:= 1 . f:= 26; q:= 122;,
outputl ;
add: = 0; m:= 1. f:= 37; q:= 111 ;,
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1 . f:= 30; q:= 104;,
output2;
setdac($04,$0);
set_smoothing($O);

end;



procedure set_t160;
begin

add: = 0; m:= 1 0 fo- 40; q:= 120;,
output1 ;
add: = 32; mo- 1; f:= 27; qo_ 120;0-

outputl ;
add: = 0; m:: 1 0 f:= 35; qo_ 109;, 0-

output2;
add: = 12; mo- 1 0 f:= 29; q:= 106;,
output2;
setdac($07,$0);
set_smoothing($2);

end;

procedure set_t200;
begin

add: = 0; m::;:; 1; f:= 43; q:= 123 ;
output 1;
add: = 32; mo- l ; fo- 27; qo_ 120;0-

output1 ;
add:= 0; m:: 1; f:= 36; q:= 113;
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1 0 fo- 28; q:= 107;, 0-

output2;
setdac($Oa, $0);
set_smoothing($2);

end;

procedure set_t250;
begin

add: = 0; m:= 1 0 fo- 44; q:= 120;, 0-

output1 ;
add:= 32; m:: 1; f:= 28; q:= 120 ;
outputl ;
add: = 0; m:: 1; f:= 39; qo_ 112 ;0-

output2;
add:= 32; m:= 1 0 fo- 32; q:= 111 ;,
output2;
setdac($Oe,$O) ;
set_smoothing($2);

end;

procedure set_t315;
begin

add: = 0; mo- l 0 f:= 41 ; q:= 11 9;,
output 1;
add: = 32; m:= 1 0 f:= 28; qo_ 120;, 0-

output1;
add: = 0; mo- 1 0 f:= 38; q:= 108;

0- ,
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1 0 f:= 31 ; q:= 107;,
output2;
setdac( $12, $0);
set_smoothing($4);

end;

Procedure set_t400;
begin

add:= 0; m:= 1 0 f:= 38; q:= 119 ;,
outputl ;
add: = 32; m:: 1 0 f:= 25; q:= 120 ;,



outputl ;
add: = 0; m:= 1 0 fo- 35; q: = 108;,
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1 0 f:= 28; qo_ 108;, 0-

output2;
setdac{$16,$0);
set_smoothing($4);

end;

procedure set_t500;
begin

add: = 0; m:= 1 0 fo- 39; q:= 119;,
outputl;
add: = 32; m:= 1 0 f:= 27; q:= 119;,
outputl;
add: = 0; m:= 1 0 f:= 36; q:= 108;,
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1 0 fo- 29; qo_ 106;, .-
output2;
setdac( $1 d, $0) ;
set_smoothing($4);

end;

procedure set_t630;
begin

add:= O· m:= 1 0 f:= 42; q:= 119 ;, ,
outputl;
add:= 32; m:= 1 . f:= 28; q:= 119 ;,
outputl ;
add:= 0 0 m;= 1 . fo- 37 ; q:= 108;, ,
output2;
add:: 32; mo- l . fo- 31 ; qo_ 107 ;.- , 0-

output2;
setdac{$27,$0);
set_smoothing($4);

end;

procedure set- t800;
begin

add: = 0 0 m:= 1 0 fo- 39; q:= 119 ;, ,
outputl ;
add: = 32; m:= 1 . f:= 26; q:= 120;,
outputl ;
add: = O· m;= 1 . f:= 36; qo_ 109;, , . -
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1 . f:= 29; q:= 108;,
output2;
setdac($2f,$O);
set_smoothing{$4);

end;

procedure set- tl000;
begin

add:= 0; m:= 1 0 f:= 38; q:= 119 ;,
outputl ;
add: = 32; m:= 1 . f:= 26; q:= 119;,
outputl ;
add: = 0; m:= 1 . fo- 36 ; q:= 108;,
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1 0 fo- 28; q:= 108;,
output2;



setdac($3c, $0);
set_smoothing($4);

end;

procedure set_t1250;
begin

add: = 0; m:::: 1- f-- 39; q-- 119 ;, --
output1 ;
add:= 32; m-- 1 - f:= 27; q:= 119;,
output1,
add:= 0; m-- 1; f:= 36; q:= 107;
output2;
add:= 32 ; m::: 1; f:= 29; q:= 107;
output2;
setdac($4d,$0) ,
set_smoothing($6);

endi

procedure set_t1600;
begin

add: = 0; m:= 1; f:= 39; q:= 119;
output1;
add:= 32; mo- l - f:= 27, q:= 120;-- ,
output1;
add:= 0; m:= 1 0 f:= 36, q:= 106 ;,
output2;
add: = 32; m::: 1; f-- 30; q-- 106 ;-- - -

output2;
setdac($63, $0);
set_smoothing($6),

end;

procedure set t2000;
begin

add:= 0- m:= 1; f-- 38; q:= 119 ;, --
outputl ;
add: = 32 ; m:= 1, f:= 26, q:= 119 ;
outputl;
add: = 0 0 m:= 1; f:= 35, q:= 107 ;,
output2,
add:= 32; m:= 1 0 f:= 29; q:= 107;,
output2;
setdac($7a, $0);
set smoothing( $6) ;

end; -

Procedure set- t2500;
begin

add: = 0- m:= 1 - f-- 39; q:= 119;, , --
output 1;
add: = 32; m:= 1 - f:= 27; q:= 119 ;,
output1 ;
add:= 0- mo- l 0 f-- 36; q:= 107 ;, .- , --
output2;
add: = 32 ; m:= 1 , f-- 29, q: = 107 ;--
output2;
setdac($ge, $0);
set_smoothing($6);

end -,

Procedure set_t3150;



begin
add: = 0; ID: ;: 1; fo- 38; q:= 119 ;
outputl ;
add:= 32; m;= 1 0 f:= 26; qo _ 119 ;, 0-
outputl ;
add: = 0; m: =: 1; f:= 35; q:= 107;
output2;
add: = 32; m:::: I 0 f:= 29; q: = 107;,
output2;
setdac($c5,$0);
set_smoothing($6);

end;

procedure set- HOOO;
begin

add: = 0; mo- , 0 fo- 38; q:= 1'9;0- ,
outputl ;
add:= 32; m:= 1 0 f:= 25; q:= 120 ;,
outputl ;
add: = 0; m:= ,; f:= 35 ; qo_ 108;0-

output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1; f:= 29; qo_ 108;0-

output2;
setdac($fb, $0);
set_smoothing($6);

end;

procedure set_t5000;
begin

add:= 0; mo- l 0 fo- 38; qo_ 1'9;0- , 0-

output, ;
add:= 32; mo- l 0 fo- 26; q:= 119 ;0- ,
output1;
add:= 0; m:= I ; fo- 35; q:= 108;
output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1 0 fo- 28; q:= 107 ;,
output2;
setdac($3d, $1);
set_smoothing($6);

end;

procedure set t6300;
begin

add: = 0; m:= 1; f:= 39; q:= 119 ;
outputl;
add: = 32; m:= 1; f:= 27; qo_ , 19;0-

output 1;
add: = 0 0 m:= 1 0 fo- 36; qo_ , 07;, , 0-

output2;
add: = 32; m:= 1; fo- 30; q:= 108;
output2;
setdac ($a5 , $1 ) ;
set_smoothing($6);

end;

procedure set_tBOOO;
begin

add: = 00 m:= ,; f:= 38; qo_ , 19;0-,
output1;
add: = 32; m:= 1; f:= 26; qo_ '20 ;0-

outputl ;



add:= 0; m:= 1; f:= 36; q:= 108;
output2;
add:= 32; m:= 1; f:= 29; q:= 108;
output2;
setdac ($22, $2) ;
set_smoothing($6);

and;

?rocedure SetFilters(o_f,start_f
oegin

case start f of

{sets filters to 1/3 or 1/1}
{bandpass filtering}

{start_f = start freq}
{set 0 = 1/1 oct and}
{set_t = 1/3 oct}

integer) ;

then set 0100 else set t100;
then set 0125 else set_t125;
then set 0160 else set_t160;
then set 0200 else set_t200;
then set 0250 else set_t250;
then set 0315 else set_t315;
then set 0400 else set_t400;
then set 0500 else set_t500;
then set 0630 else set_t630;
then set_0800 else set t800;
then set 01000 else set_t1000;
then set 01250 else set_t1250;
then set_01600 else set_t1600;
then set_02000 else set_t2000;
then set 02500 else set_t2500;
then set 03150 else set_t3150;
then set 04000 else set_t4000;
then set 05000 else set_t5000;
then set_06300 else set t6300;
o f = 5 then set 08000 else set_t8000;

ifof=5
ifof=5
if 0 f = 5
if 0 f = 5
if 0 f = 5
if 0 f = 5
if 0 f = 5
if 0 f = 5
ifof=5
if 0 f = 5
if 0 f = 5
if 0 f = 5
ifof=5
if 0 f = 5

if ° f = 5
ifof=5
ifof=5
if 0 f = 5
if 0 f = 5

8000 : if

100
125
160
200
250
315
400
500
630
800
1000
1250
1600
2000
2500
3150
4000
5000
6300

end;
endj

END. {unit filter}



Jni t Graphics; {all graphics display routines plots!tables .. I

[nterface
Jses Graph,Measure;

rYPE
Prompt
temp_s

= string[801;
= string [ 100 1;

boolean;
string;
RealArrTyPe1 ;

Pointer;
integer;
word;
ViewPortTyPe;
integer;

: string;

name
AbsValue
OldExitProc
gdriver,gmode,ErrorCode
MaxColor,MaxX,MaxY,H
ViewInfo
Freq1 , n, 0

des,desc,desc1,desc2,desc3

'AR
IOErr

PROCEDURE MyExitProc;
PROCEDURE CsrOff;
PROCEDURE CsrOn;
PROCEDURE Inverse;
PROCEDURE Normal;
FUNCTION Real2Str1(K real)
FUNCTION Real2Str2(K real)
Function Real2Str4(K real)
FUNCTION Real2Str(K : real)
PROCEDURE InitGraphics;
PROCEDURE RT_Table;
PROCEDURE DecayPlot;
PROCEDURE AbsGraph;
PROCEDURE AbsTable;
PROCEDURE T_Loss1;
PROCEDURE WaitToGo;

temp_s;
temp_s;
temp_s;

temp_s;

Implementation
Uses TPCrt,TPWindow,TPString,Filter,CctCont;

[$F+ I
Procedure MyExitProc; [exits graphics mode if error occursl
Begin

ExitProc := OldExitProc;
CloseGraph;

End;
($F- }

Procedure InitGraphics; [initialise graphics model
Begin

OldExitProc .- ExitProc;
ExitProc .- ~MyExitProc;

gdriver .- Detect;
InitGraph(gdriver,gmode, ");
ErrorCode : = GraphResult;
If ErrorCode <> grOK then

ErrorWindow( 'E R R 0 R !!');
MaxColor := GetMaxColor;
MaxX : = GetmaxX; [get X co-ords of screen I



($b4/$01/$b9/$ffff/$cd/$10);

($b4/$01/$b9/$OdOe/$cd/$10);

end;

Procedure
Begin

inline
End;

Procedure
Begin

inline
End;

CsrOff;

CsrOn;

(switches cursor off)

(switches cursor on)

Procedure Inverse; (inverts text color)
Begin

textbackground(7); textcolor(O);
End;

Procedure Normal; (shows text in mormal color)
Begin

textbackground(O); textcolor(7);
End;

Function Rea12Str1(K
VAR

T : temp_si
BEGIN

Str(K:O:1, T);
Rea12Str1 .- T;

END;

Function Rea12Str2(K
VAR

T : temp_si
BEGIN

Str(K:O:2, TJ;
Rea12Str2 ._ T;

END;

Function Rea12Str4(K
VAA

T : temp_si
BEGIN

Str(K:O:4, T);
Rea12Str4 .- T;

END;

Function Rea12Str(K
VAA

T : temp s;
BEGIN -

Str(K:O:O, T);
Rea12Str .- T;

END;

(converts real no. to string format)
(using 1 decimal place)

(using 2 decimal places)

(using 4 decimal places)

{using no decimal places}

Procedure DefaultColors;
begin

SetColor(MaxColor);
end;

Procedure DrawBorder;
VAA

(set screen color to default)

{draws border using present co-ordsJ



{sets up main window for displaying}
{plots/tables .. }

Viewport : Viewporttype;
BEGIN

Defaul tColors;
Setlinestyle{ Solidln, O,Normwidth) ;
Getviewsettings(Viewport);
with Viewport do

Rectangle (0,0, x2-x1 ,y2-y1 );
END;

Procedure DrawThickBorder; {draws thick line border}
VAR

Viewport : Viewporttype;
BEGIN

DefaultColors;
Setlinestyle (Solidln, 0, Thickwidth) ;
Getviewsettings(Viewport) ;
with Viewport do

Rectangle (0,0, x2-x1 ,y2-y1 );
Setlinestyle (Solidln, 0, Normwidth) ;

END;

Procedure FullPort; {sets available display area to max}
begin

SetViewPort (O, 0 , MaxX,MaxY ,ClipOn);
end;

Procedure MainWindow(Header
BEGIN

Setcolor (yellow) ;
Cleardevice;
SetTextStyle{Triplexfont, Horizdir, 3) ;
Settextjustify(Centertext, Toptext) ;

SetViewPort( 0,0, MaxX,MaxY, ClipOn);}
FullPort;
OuttextxY(MaxX div 3, 2,Header);
Setviewport( 0, Textheight( 'M' ) +5, MaxX, MaxY- (Textheight ( 'M' ) -8) ,Clipon) ;
Drawborder;
Setviewport(1,Textheight{ 'M')+6,MaxX-l,MaXY-{Textheight('M')+3),Clipon);
Settextstyle (Defaul tfont, Horizdir, 1) ;
Setcolor(white) ;

END;

Procedure StatusLine{Msg temp_s); {sets up status message line}
BEGIN

FullPort;
Settextstyle{Defaultfont, Horizdir, 1) ;
Settextjustify{Centertext, Toptext) ;
Setlinestyle( Solidln, 0, Normwidth) ;
SetFil1.Style{SolidFill,blue) ;
Bar(O,MaxY-(Textheight('M' J+5),MaxX,MaxY); {erase old status line}
Rectangle (0, MaxY- (Textheight ( 'M' ) +5) ,MaxX,MaxY) ;
Setcolor(white) ;
OuttextXY (MaxX div 2, MaxY- {Textheight ( 'M' ).2) ,Msg) ;
Setviewport(1,Textheight{ 'M')+5,MaxX-1,MaxY-(Textheight('M')+5),ClipOn);

END;

Procedure WaitToGo; {wait till user presses key to continue}
BEGIN

StatusLine ( 'Hit enter to continue . . .');
Readln;

~Di



Procedure T_Lossl; ( D = L1 - L2, level diff )
var

TextCen, height, temp integer; {draws table of transmission}
C,LineNo,diff,flag byte; {loss data}
freq : integer;
DnT : real;

begin
with StatusRec do begin

MainWindow('Table of Insulation Test Results'}; {draw mainframe}
Getviewsettings(ViewInfo);
with ViewInfo do

Setviewport(xl+1SS,yl+30,xl-1S0,yl-8, Clipon);
Getviewsettings(ViewInfo);
Setcolor(white);
with ViewInfo do
Begin
Setlinestyle(Solidln,O,Thickwidth);
Rectangle{0,0,x2-x1,y2-y1); {draws frame of table}
Rectangle(O,O,xl,SO);
Setlinestyle(Solidln,O,Normwidth);
Settextstyle{Smallfont,Horizdir,8);
SetTextJustify(l,l);
n := round{{xl-xl)/3);
TextCen .- n div 2;
While n <= x2 do

begin
Line(n,O,n,yl); {draw vertical lines of table}
n : = n + round{ (x2-xl )/1);

end;
height := TextHeight('E');
Setcolor{yellow);
OuttextXY(TextCen,height, 'Freq');
OuttextXY (4*TextCen, height, 'Level Diff [D]');

( OuttextXY{S*TextCen, 20, 'T[lO]');
OuttextXY(S*TextCen, 20, 'T[30]');
OuttextXY(S*TextCen, 20, 'T[40]');)

SetviewPort(xl,y1+S0,xl,yl,ClipOn);
Setcolor(white);
n := (y2-yl) div 21;
temp := n;
While n <= y2 do begin {draw horizontal lines of table}

Line(0,n,x2,n) ;
n : = n + temp;

end;
n := temp-9;
o : = 1;
Settextstyle(smallFont,Horizdir,S);
Setcolor(yellow);
repeat

OuttextXY{TextCen,n,Long2Str{ThirdOctave[o]»; {write freq's and data}
DnT := sp11[o] - spll[o+lO]; {to screen}
OuttextxY{4*TextCen,n,ReallStrl(DnT);

(* OuttextXY(S*TextCen,n,ReallStr2(R_T[O]JJ; (R.T) *J
n : = n + temp;
Inc(o) ;

until 0 = 21; (keep writing till all freq's done)
End; {ViewInfo)

end; {StatusRec}
WaitToGo;



end;

Procedure RT_Table; {shows table of RT data}
var

TextCen, height, temp integer;
begin

with StatusRec do begin
MainWi~ow('Tableof RT times'); {draws mainframe}
Getviewsettings(ViewInfo);
with ViewInfo do

Setviewport(xl+1SS,y1+30,x2-1S0,y2-8, Clipen);
Getviewsettings(ViewInfo);
Setcolor(white};
with ViewInfo do
Begin
Setlinestyle(Solidln,O,Thickwidth);
Rectangle(O,O,x2-x1,y2-y1); {draws frame of table}
Rectangle(O,O,x2,SO);
Setlinestyle(Solidln,O,Normwidth);
Settextstyle(Smallfont,Horizdir,8);
SetTextJustify(1,1};
n := round«x2-xl)/3);
TextCen .- n div 2; {divides table into halves}
While n (= x2 do

begin
Line(n,O,n,y2); {draws vertical lines of table}
n;= n + round«x2-xl)/3);

end;
height := TextHeight('E');
Setcolor(yellow);
OuttextXY(Textcen,height, 'Freq'); {label table}
OuttextXY(3*TextCen,height, 'E.D.T' J;
case rt 1 of

26- OuttextXY(S*TextCen, 20, 'T[20]');
27 OuttextXY(S*TextCen, 20, 'T[30]');
28 OuttextXY(S*TextCen,20, 'T[40]');

end;
SetViewPort(x1,yl+S0,x2,y2,ClipOn);
Setcolor(white);
n := (y2-y1) div 22;
temp := n;
While n (= y2 do begin {draws horizontal lines of table}

Line(0,n,x2,n) ;
n : = n + temp;

end;
n := temp-9;
o : = 1;
Settextstyle(SmallFont,Horizdir,5);
Setcolor(yellow);
repeat {write freq's, EDT, RT data to table}

outtextXY(TextCen,n,Long2Str(ThirdOctave[o])); {frequency}
OUttextXY(3*TextCen,n,Rea12Str2(ED_T[O]»; (EDT)
outtextxY(S*TextCen,n,Rea12Str2(R_T[O]»; {R.T}
n : = n + temp;
Inc(o) ;

until 0 = 21;
End; {ViewInfo}

end; {StatusRec}
WaitToGo;

end;



~OCEDURE DecayPlot; {draws reverberation decay plot}
'AR

MaxdB,Xstep,Ystep,Xscale,Yscale,K,I,TotaITime : real;
MaxSP,MinSP real; {max & min SPL values}
J,y : integer;

(label Y axis)

(draw labels)

(label X axis)

{Y scale ratio}
{x-axis)
(Y steps)
(X steps)

plot fit)
(y-axis)

(find max,min SPL to make
MaxSP .- SPL_Array[n];
MinSP := SPL_Array[n];

(draws graph X,Y axis)'rocedure PlotDecayAxis;
legin

MaxSP := 0; MinSP := 100;
MainWindow('Reverberation Decay Plot');
H := 3*TextHeight('M');
GetViewSettings(Viewlnfo);
with Viewlnfo do

SetViewPort(x1+50,y1+20,x2-50,y2-20, ClipOff);
GetviewSettings(Viewlnfo);
with Viewlnfo do
Begin

Line(H,H,H,(y2-y1)-H);
for n := 1 to 2500 do begin

if MaxSP < SPL_Array[n] then
if MinSP > SPL_Array[n] then

end;
Yscale := (MaxSP - MinSP)/«y2-y1) - 2*H);
Line{H,(y2-y1)-H,{x2-x1)-H,(y2-y1)-H);
YStep:= «(y2-yl)-2*H) / (MaxSP - MinSP)*5);
XStep := «x2-x1)-(2*H» / 10;
J := (y2-y1)-H;
SetTextJustify(CenterText, CenterText);
I := MinSP; (min SPL value)

repeat
Line(H div 2,J,H,J);
OutTextXY(0,J,Rea12Str(I»;
I := I + 5;
J := round(J-Ystep);

until I > MaxSP;
SetTextJustify(CenterText, TopText);
J : = H;
K : = 0;
repeat

Line(J,(y2-y1)-H,J,(y2-yl-3)-(H div 2»;
OutTextXY(J, (y2-y1)-(H div 2),Rea12Strl(K»;
J := Round(J + Xstep);
K := K + 0.5;

until K > TotalTime;
Setcolor(Yellow);
Settextstyle(Triplexfont,VertDir,3);
OuttextXY(-40, 70, 'Decibels');
Settextstyle(SmallFont,VertDir,6);
OuttextXY(-36,20, '[dB]');
Settextstyle(Triplexfont, Horizdir, 3);
OuttextxY(x2-120,y2-50, 'Time');
Settextstyle(SmallFont,Horizdir,6);
OuttextXY(x2-67,y2-42, '[s]');
End;

:Od;

'rOCedure plotDecay;
'ar

(draw the reverb plot)

J,K,x,xave : integer;
spl : real;



{no of averages to be done}
{find aye of about 10 points}

:array[1 .. 500] of integer;

J := 1 to 2500 do {scale the SPL data values}
SPL_Array[J] := (SPL_Array[J] - MinSP) /Yscale-H;

with ViewInfo do begin
spl := 0; x := 1;
Xave := round(2500/ «x2-x1)-2*H»;
for J := x to Xave do

spl := spl + SPL Array[J];
PL[1] := round(spl/Xa;e);

PL
begin

for

MoveTo(1+H,({y2-y1)-2*H}-PL[1]); {goto 1st point}
spl := 0; x := 6; y := 5;
for K := 2 to «x2-x1)-2*H) do begin
for J := x to (y+Xave) do {find aye of about 10 points}

spl := spl + SPL Array[J];
PL[K] := round(spl/xave);
LineTo{K+H, «y2-y1) -2*H) -PL[K]); {draw plot lines}
x := x + Xave;
y := y + 5;
spl . - 0; •

end;
end;

end;

BEGIN
TotalTime := 5;
PlotDecayAxis;
PlotDecay;
WaitToGo;

END;

{about the maximum reverb plot X axis time span}
{plot axis of graph}
{plot the decay}

Procedure AbsGraph;
Const

MaxAbs = 1;
TotalTime = 5.470;

var

{draws graph of absorption vs freq}

{set display frame}

, ) i

{find y scaling factor}

(labels graph with sample name)

of integer;

real;
integer;
array[1 .. 20]

Xstep,Ystep,I,scaley
K,J,n,a,b
y,L

Begin
Settextstyle(Triplexfont,Horizdir,2);
MainWindow('Sound Absorption Test on :
Settextjustify{Lefttext,Toptext);
OuttextXY(450,-12, 'name');
H := 3*TextHeight('M');
GetViewSettings(ViewInfo);
with ViewInfo do

SetViewPort(x1+50,y1+20,x2-50,y2-20, ClipOff);
GetViewSettings(ViewInfo);
with ViewInfo do
Begin

scaley := «y2-y1-H) - (H-2»/ 1;
Setlinestyle(Solidln,O,Thickwidth);
Line(H,H-2,H,(y2-y1)-H);
Line(H, (y2-y1 )-H, (x2-x1 )-H, (y2-y1 )-H);
YStep := «y2-y1)-(2*H» / 5; {find Y steps}
XStep := «x2-x1)-(2*H» / Freq1+1; {find X steps}
J := (y2-y1 )-H;
SetTextJustify(CenterText, CenterText);
Setlinestyle(Dottedln,O,Normwidth);



I : = 0;
repeat {draw y-marks}

Line{(H div 2)+5,J,x2-75,J);
OutTextXY(0,J,Real2Str2(I));
1:=1+0.2;
J := round(J-Ystep);

until I > MaxAbs;
SetTextJustify(CenterText, TopText);
Settextstyle(Smallfont,VertDir,5);
K : = 1;
L[K] := H; L[1] := 0; y[1] := 0;
repeat {draw x-marks(freq) and decay plot}

Line(L[K],y1-25,L[K],(y2-y1-6)-(H div 2»;
OutTextXY(L[K],(y2-y1)-(H div 2),Long2Str(ThirdOctave[K-1]»;
y[K] := round(y2-y1-H) - (AbsValue[K-1] * scaley»;
Setlinestyle(Solidln,O,Thickwidth);
MoveTo(L[K],y[K]);
If K <> 1 then LineTo(L[K-1],y[K-1]);
Setlinestyle(Dottedln,O,Normwidth);
L[K+1] := Round(L[K] + Xstep};
Inc(K) ;

until K = 21;
Settextstyle(Triplexfont,VertDir,1); {label graph frame}
OuttextXY(-40, 50, 'Absorption Coeff. ');
StatusLine('Press a key for TABLE .. ');
Settextstyle(Triplexfont,Horizdir,1);
Setfillstyle(O,O);
Bar(MaxX-250,MaxY-30,MaxX-20,MaxY-5);
Setcolor ( 15) ;
OuttextXY(MaxX-120,MaxY-30, 'Frequency in Hz');
End;

End;

PrOCedure AbsTable; {draws table of absorption coeff's vS freq}
var

Xstep,Ystep,I,nrc real; {nrc = noise reduction coefficient}
K,J : integer;

3egin
MainlHndow(' Sound Absorption Test on '); (draw frame and label)
Settextjustify(Lefttext,Toptext);
name := 'SAMPLE';
OuttextXY(450,-12,name);
H := 3*TextHeight('M');
GetViewSettingS(ViewInfo);
with ViewInfo do

SetViewport(x1+100,y1+20,x2-100,y2-100, ClipOff); {set table area}
DrawThickBorder;

GetViewSettings(ViewInfo);
with ViewInfo do
Begin

SetTextJustify(CenterText, CenterText); {label table divisions}
Settextstyle(Smallfont, Horizdir, 5);
OuttextXY«x2-100) div 7,10, 'Frequency');
OuttextXY«x2-100) div 7,28,' (Hz) ');
OuttextXY«x2-360),10, 'Absorption');
OuttextXY«x2-360),28, 'coefficient');
OuttextXY«x2-260),10, 'Frequency');
OuttextXY«x2-260) ,28,' (Hz) ');
OuttextxY«x2-160) ,10, 'Absorption');
OuttextXY ( (x2-160) ,28, 'coefficient' ) ;

Setlinestyle(Solidln,O,Thickwidth);



Settextstyle(Sansseriffont,Horizdir,2);
K :: 40;
J :: 1;

repeat (draw horiz lines/ labels/ data)
Line(0,K,x2-100,K);

K :: K + 26;
OUttextXY«x2-100) div 7,K-15,Long2Str(ThirdOctave[J]);
OUttextXY«x2-40) div 3,K-15,Real2Str2(AbsValue[J]»;
OuttextXY«x2-260),K-15,Long2Str(ThirdOctave[J+10]»);
OuttextXY«x2-160),K-15,Real2Str2(AbsValue[J+10]»;

Inc(J) ;
Setlinestyle(Solidln,O,Normwidth);

until J : 11;
SetTextJustify(CenterText, TopText);
Settextstyle(Smallfont,vertDir,5);
J :: H;
K :: 120;
repeat (draw vertical lines)

Line(K,0,K,y2-47);
(* If Freql : 18 then*)

K::K+l05
1* Else

K :: 391;*)
until K ) 390;
Line(226,0,226,y2-47);
nrc :: (AbsValue[4] + AbsValue[7] + AbsValue[10] + AbsValue[13])/4;
Settextstyle (Sansseriffont , Horizdir, 2);
Setcolor ( 14) ;
OuttextXY(x2 div 2)-80,y2-20, 'NRC : '); {show noise reduction coeff}
OuttextXY«x2 div 2),y2-20,Real2str2(nrc»;
StatusLine('Press a key .. ');
End;

end;

END. (unit graphics )



unit CctCont;

Interface
type

VoltArray
RealArray
Stat names

var

{ circuit control }

= array[1 .. 2500] of word;
= array[1 .. 2500] of real;
= record

nOise_type,out_filt,noise_burst,out_chan,start_freq,
stop freq,in_chan,weight,in_filt,no_of_samp,rt_level,
range pos : string[20];
n_t,o=f,n_b,o_c,start_f,stop_f,i_c,w_t,i_f/
no s,rt l,range p integer;
CFactor - - : real;

end;

volt_Array VoltArray;
SPL_Array RealArray;
StatusRec Stat_names;
StatusFile file of Stat_names;
volt,dB, ArrayAve real;
Ad Error integer;

Procedure ArrayCon(code1,code2 : string);
Procedure SetInChan(code : byte);
Procedure SetWeightAndFilt;
Procedure UpdateCircuit;
Procedure Ad_Read(samples integer);
Procedure GenOn;
PrOCedure GenOff;
Procedure ResetAII;
Procedure SetSampleRate(scode string);

Implementation
uses TPCrt,Filter;

var
tempx : char;
NoiseCode, InCode, WeightCode, GenOnCode, GenOffCode
numofs : integer;

byte;

PrOCedure ResetAII;
begin

port[$263] .- $8a;
port[$262] .- Sf;
port[$260] .- $16;
port[$262] .- $06;
port[$262] .- Sf;
port[$260] .- $f6;
port[$262] .- $08;
port[$262] .- Sf;
port[$260] .- $00;
port[$262] .- $07;
port[$262] .- Sf;

end;

c~"Ocedure SetNoiseFiltChan;
begin
With StatusRec do begin

case n t of

{reset configuration of BAA circuitry}

{reset 8255 peripheral interface}
{set all programming clock lines high}
{set data for noise control latches}
{reset noise output, white-linear-CH A}

{set data for input weight/filteri~g latches}
{reset input weight/filtering - linear input}

{set data for input channel latches}
{reset input channel - CH 1}

{set noise type,filtering,noise channel}

{use status file data}



(continuous noise)

(configure noise circuitry)

(set data for noise config)
(write data to noise control latch)

NoiseCode .- $16; (white,linear,ChA)
NoiseCode .- $OE; (white,linear,ChB)

NoiseCode .- $14; {white,filtered,ChA}
NoiseCode .- $OC; (white,filtered,ChB)

(pink,filtered,ChA)
(pink,filtered,ChB)

{pink,linear,ChA}
(pink,linear,ChB)

$15;
$00;

$17;
$OF;

4,5

4,5

2

case 0 f of
3 : begin

ifoc=8then
if 0 c = 9 then

end;
begin

if 0 c = 8 then
ifoc=9then

end;
end; (case o_f)
case 0 f of

3 : begin
if 0 c = 8 then NoiseCode .
if 0 c = 9 then NoiseCode .

end;
begin

if 0 c = 8 then NoiseCode .
if 0 c = 9 then NoiseCode .

end;
end; (case o_f)

end; {case ~_t}

port[$262] := Sf;
if n_b = 7 then

port[$260] .- NoiseCode AND $FB
else

port[$260] .- NoiseCode;
port[$262] .- $06;
port[$262] .- Sf;

end;
end;

.- $01;

.- $05;

.- $09;

.- $00;

.- $02;

.- $06; ( CH 6 )

(set data for input channel select)
(write to input mux latch)

Procedure SetInChan (code
begin

case code of
10 InCode
11 InCode
12 InCode
13 InCode
14 InCode
15 InCode

end;
port[$262] .- Sf;
port[$260] .- InCode;
port[$262] .- $07;
port[$262] .- Sf;

end;

byte) ; ( set input read channel )

CH 1
CH 2

.- $16 (no weight ,no filtering)
{no weight,filter on}

.- $13 (A-weight, no filter)
(A-weight, filter on)

.- $15 {C-weight, no filter}
(C-weight,filter on)

set up weight & input filtering(on/off)
write to weight/filter latch )

end;
port[$262] .- Sf;
POrt[$260] .- WeightCode;
port[$262] .- $08;

Procedure SetWeightAndFilt; {configure weight/filter circuit}
begin

with StatusRec do
case w t of

16 if i_f = 19 then WeightCode
else WeightCode := $OE;

17 if i_f = 19 then WeightCode
else WeightCode := SOB;

18 if i_f = 19 then weightCode
else WeightCode .- $00;



port[$262] .- Sf;
end;

Procedure upDateCircuit;
begin

with StatusRec do begin
SetNoiseFiltChan;
SetFilters(o_f,start_f);
SetInChan (i_c) ;
SetWeightAndFilt;

end;
end;

( routines to configure BAA circuit )
( with status data)

(determine code to turn noise gen ON using a mask)

Sf;
GenOnCode;
$06;
$f;

Procedure GenOn;
begin

case NoiseCode of
$16 GenOnCode
$OE GenOnCode
$14 GenOnCode
$OC GenOnCode
$17 GenOnCode
$OF GenOnCode
$15 GenOnCode
SOD GenOnCode

end;
port[$262] .
port[$260] .
port[$262] .
port[$262] .-

.- $16 AND $FB; (* $FB is mask to switch noise *)

.- $OE AND $FB; (* generator on *)

.- $14 AND $FB;

.- $OC AND $FB;

.- $17 AND $FB;

.- $OF AND $FB;

.- $15 AND $FB;

.- SOD AND $FB;

(set data for noise to be on)
(write data to noise control latch)

end;

$f;
GenOffCode;
$06;
$f;

Procedure GenOff;
begin

case NoiseCode of
$16 GenOffCode
$OE GenOff Code
$14 GenOffCode
$OC GenOffCode
$17 GenOffCode
$OF GenOffCode
$15 GenOffCode
SOD GenOffCode

end;
port[$262] :=
port[$260] .
port[$262] .
port[$262] .-

(determine code to turn noise gen OFF using a mask)

.- $16 OR $4; (* $4 is mask to switch noise *)

.- $OE OR $4; (* generator OFF *)

.- $14 OR $4;

.- $OC OR $4;

.- $17 OR $4;

.- $OF OR $4;

.- $15 OR $4;

.- SOD OR $4;

(set data for noise to be off )
(write data to noise control latch)

end;

Procedure SetSampleRate(scode : string);
var

(set sample rate o£ A/D)
( s.r = sample rate)

(for RT measurements, s.r = 500 Hz, but)
(the A/D uses 2 cycles/read so we use)
(2 * s.r = 1000 Hz sampling rate)

( separate value into two bytes )

integer;
byte;

dec .- round(1e6/sr);
msb := trunc(dec/256);
lsb := dec - (msb*256); *)
if scode = 'rt' then begin

lsb .- $Ea;
msb .- $3;

end

dec
msb,lsb

b€gin
!*



else begin
lsb .- $AO;
msb .- $F;

end;
port[$262] .- Sf;
port[$260] .- lsb;
port[$262] .- $09;
port[$262] .- $f;

port[$260] .- msb;
port[$262] .- $Oa;
port[$262] .- $f;

end;

{for SPL measurements, sr = 125 Hz}
{therefore we use 250 Hz sampling rate}

{set data for s.r generator clock freq}
{write to s.r generator latch 1}

{set data for s.r generator clock freq}
(write to S.r generator latch 2)

Function Log10(x : real) : real;
begin

Log10 := In(x)/ln{10};
end;

{calculate the log to base 10}

Procedure ArrayCon(code1,code2 string}; (converts A/D code to real no.)
var

a : integer;
ave : real;

begin
ave := 0;
with StatusRec do begin
if code2 = 'a' then CFactor := 0; {no correction factor}

{********************** for transmission loss measurements ***************}

( use every tenth sample )

{numofs =
(ArrayAve

If code1 = 'tl' then begin
a ::: 1;
repeat

volt := (5.00 * Volt_Array[a]/ 4096.0)*3/5;
if volt = 0 then volt := 3/4096;
dB := 20*(Log10(volt) - Log10(3.0});
SPL_Array[a] := (range_p + dB) + CFactor;
ave : = ave + SPL_Array[a];
a:=a+10;

until a } numofs; {loop}
ArrayAve := ave/(numofs/10);

end {code = 'tl')

{convert code to voltage}
{set volt to min)
(get dB value)
(get correct dB value)
(find average of every)
(tenth value)
no. of samples)
= ave dB value)

{******************** for all other measurements **************************}

Else begin
for a := 1 to numofs do
begin

volt := (5.00 * Volt Array[a]/ 4096.0}*3/5; (convert code to voltage)
if volt = 0 then volt := 3/4096;
dB := 20*(Log10(volt) - Log10(3.0)};
SPL_Array[a] := (range_p + dB) + CFactor;
ave := ave + SPL_Array[a];

end; {loop}
ArrayAve : = ave/numofs;

end (normal calc)
end; {StatusRec}

end;

Procedure Ad_Read(samples
begin

integer} ; {read in data from A/D)



numofs := samples; {numofs = no. of data values}
INLlNE (

$50/ { PUSH AX }

$53/ ( PUSH BX )

$51/ { PUSH CX }

$52/ { PUSH OX }

$FA/ { CLI }

$BB/numofs/ { MOV BX,OOOO }

$8Ji/$OF/ { MOV ex, [EX] }

$BB/Volt_Array/ { MOV BX,OOOO }

$E8/$OE/$00/ { CALL 011 E }

$89/$07/ { MOV [BX],AX }

$43/ { INC BX }

$43/ { INC BX }

$E2/$F7/ { LOOP 0100 }

$FB/ { STI }

$5A/ ( POP OX )

$59/ { POP CX }

$5B/ { POP BX }

$58/ { POP AX }

$EB/$41/ { JMP 015E }

$90/ { NOP }

$51/ { PUSH CX }

$BA/$62/$02/ { MOV OX,0262 }

$BO/$OF/ { MOV AL,OF }

$EE/ { OUT OX,AL }

$EC/ ( IN AL,OX )
$24/$30/ { AND AL,30 }

$3C/$00/ { CMP Al,OO }

$75/$F9/ { JNZ 0125 }

$EC/ { IN Al,OX }

$24/$30/ { AND Al,30 }
$3C/$10/ { CMP Al,10 }

$75/$F9/ { JNZ 012C }

$4A/ { OEC OX }
$EC/ { IN Al,OX }
$8A/$C8/ { MOV CL,Al }

$42/ { INC OX }

$EC/ { IN Al,OX }

$24/$10/ { ANO Al,10 }

$3C/$10/ { CMP Al,10 }

$75/$F9/ { JNZ 0138 }
$BO/$OB/ { MOV Al,OB }
$EE/ { OUT OX,AL }
$EC/ { IN Al,OX }
$24/$30/ ( AND Al,30 )
$3C/$10/ { CMP Al,10 }

$75/$F9/ { JNZ 0142 }
$4A/ { OEC OX }

$EC/ ( IN Al,OX )
$24/$OF/ { AND Al, OF }

$8A/UO/ { MOV AB,AL }

$42/ { INC OX }

$EC/ { IN Al,OX }

$24/$30/ { AND Al,30 }

$3C/$30/ ( CMP Al,30 )
$75/$F9/ { JNZ 0150 }
$BO/$OF/ { MOV Al,OF }

$EE/ { OUT OX,AL }

$8A/$C1/ { MOV Al,CL }

$59/ { pOP CX }



$e3/
$90/
$90) ;

end;
END • {uni t measure}

RET
NOP
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APPENDIX 11

Photographs of B.A.A. instrument



Front panel of B.A.A. instrument

Internal layout of modules



Digital interface card

Digital control module



Noise generator module

Bandpass filter module



Input amp., overload detect &weighting network module

RMS, AID and Sample rate generator module



Filter clock generator module

Power supply module
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